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Utah State University is a premier land- and space-grant institution committed to excellence, access, and inclusion. We empower all people to lead successful lives of involvement, innovation, and impact, and we champion exceptional education, research and discovery, and community contribution.
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Utah State University 136th

Commencement Exercises - May 4, 2023
Logan Campus College Convocations - May 4 - 5, 2023
Statewide Campuses Graduation Ceremonies - April 20 - April 29, 2023
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Full-quality photo images to download and print along with video recordings of the graduation ceremonies will be made available online at usu.edu/commencement during the week of May 8.

As a land-grant institution, Utah State University campuses and centers reside and operate on the territories of the eight tribes of Utah, who have been living, working, and residing on this land from time immemorial. These tribes are the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Indians, Navajo Nation, Ute Indian Tribe, Northwestern Band of Shoshone, Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah, San Juan Southern Paiute, Skull Valley Band of Goshute, and White Mesa Band of the Ute Mountain Ute. We acknowledge these lands carry the stories of these Nations and their struggles for survival and identity. We recognize Elders past and present as peoples who have cared for, and continue to care for, the land. In offering this land acknowledgment, we affirm Indigenous self-governance history, experiences, and resiliency of the Native people who are still here today.

For more information about USU’s Land Acknowledgment, visit www.usu.edu/president/initiatives/land-acknowledgment
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Thursday, May 4, 2023

ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
8:00 a.m. Assemble: undergraduate, graduate students and faculty will assemble on the University Quad.
8:20 a.m. Academic Procession: Taggart Student Center and University Quad to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
9:00-11:00 a.m. 136th Commencement Ceremony: Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS AND HOODING CEREMONIES
Thursday, May 4, 2023
12:00 p.m. College of Humanities and Social Sciences - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
12:00 p.m. Caine College of the Arts - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
3:00 p.m. College of Science - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 p.m. Bachelor of Integrated Studies and Associate of General Studies - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
5:30 p.m. S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
6:00 p.m. College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

Friday, May 5, 2023
8:30 a.m. Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, Undergraduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
10:30 a.m. Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 p.m. College of Engineering - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
4:00 p.m. Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, Undergraduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
6:30 p.m. Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

STATEWIDE CAMPUSES GRADUATION CEREMONIES
USU Southwest Thursday, April 20, 2023, 6:00 p.m., Beaver High School, 195 E Center Street, Beaver, UT
USU Brigham City Friday, April 21, 2023, 6:00 p.m., Box Elder High School, 380 S 600 W, Brigham City, UT
USU Tooele Saturday, April 22, 2023, 11:00 a.m., Tooele High School, 301 West Vine Street, Tooele, UT
USU Moab Thursday, April 27, 2023, 6:00 p.m., HooDoo Moab, 111 N 100 W, Moab, UT
USU Blanding Friday, April 28, 2023, 2:00 p.m., San Juan High School, 311 N 100 E, Blanding, UT
USU Eastern Saturday, April 29, 2023, 10:00 a.m., Bunnell-Dmitrich Athletic Center, 475 E 400 N, Price, UT
USU Uintah Basin Saturday, April 29, 2023, 4:00 p.m., Roosevelt Junior High School, 350 W 200 S, Roosevelt, UT
ACADEMIC PROCESSION ACROSS CAMPUS
8:20 a.m.
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Professor of Biology, Director
Andrew Earl, Pipe Major
Braden Earl, Pipe Sergeant
Emily Densley, Drum Sergeant
James Pitts, Andrew Earl, Braden Earl, Spencer Lingwall, Matthew Earl, Matthew Gilbert, Matt Judd, Bagpipers
Emily Densley, Anthony Murdock, Mikelle Murdock, Drummers

PRELUDE INSIDE THE
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
“Crown of Chivalry,” Percy Fletcher
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

PROCESSIONAL INTO THE
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
9:00 a.m.

PRESENTATION OF COLORS
Air Force and Army ROTC

NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key
Layton Loucks, vocal soloist

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Highland Cathedral,” Traditional: arr. Chad S. Steffey
Featuring USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps
USU Chamber Singers and University Chorale, directed by Chris Machado
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

PRESIDENT’S GREETING AND LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
President Noelle E. Cockett

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Homeward Bound”
Words and music by Marta Keen; arr. Mack Wilberg
Soundtrack prepared by Dr. Michael Huff and the Fry Street Quartet
Performed by the USU Chamber Singers and University Chorale, directed by Chris Machado

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Dr. Paul Anthony Jones,
President of Fort Valley State University

RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL AWARDS
President Noelle E. Cockett

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Dr. Paul Anthony Jones, President of Fort Valley State University, citation read by David A. Petersen
Jonathan W. Bullen, co-founder and chair of Colmena Group, citation read by Jacey Skinner
Mia B. Love, former U.S. Representative of the 4th Congressional District of Utah, citation read by Steven L. Palmer
Elder Gary E. Stevenson, member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, citation read by David H. Huntsman

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Emma Lee Larson Geary, Valedictorian
College of Humanities and Social Sciences

REMARKS AND PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Provost Laurens H. Smith

CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
President Noelle E. Cockett

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Alma Mater Hymn,” Theodore M. Burton
USU Chamber Singers and University Chorale, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

RECESSIONAL
“Regal Procession,” Clifton Williams
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

NOELLE E. COCKETT

Congratulations, Class of 2023 graduates. Today, you close a very important chapter of your journey and prepare to embark on the next. Whether you will be starting a career, continuing your education, or taking a different path, you are each empowered to lead successful lives of involvement, innovation, and impact.

You are graduating from one of the best land-grant universities in the country. A place where faculty have been committed to providing an exceptional learning experience, and staff supported you along the way. You have benefitted from USU’s long-held commitment to excellence, access, and inclusion.

Every Aggie journey looks different. You have faced personal and unique challenges, seized opportunities for growth and success, and matured into a different person than you were when you first arrived. Perhaps you took advantage of our outstanding faculty to work side-by-side with them on research that is changing the world. You may have connected with experts to learn more about the world we live in and solve emerging issues such as those related to land, water, and air. Maybe you unlocked a passion for service and engagement through our many outreach groups on campus and in the broader community. And some of you may have taken the opportunity to share your knowledge and experiences with the next generation of Aggies by serving as a peer mentor to other students.

I celebrate your creativity, your hard work, and your dedication to earning your degree. The opportunities your education offers are endless, and the connections you have made are invaluable. I hope you continue to share the passion, sense of adventure, love of learning, and compassionate understanding you have established while at Utah State University.

It has been an honor to be included in this significant part of your life. Thank you for the privilege and opportunity to serve as your university president. I am proud and excited for all of you, and I hope you each remain an engaged member of our community – once an Aggie, always an Aggie.

Noelle E. Cockett
President
A BRIEF HISTORY OF COLLEGIATE MACES

Maces have long been part of academic heraldry, though their function was not always ceremonial. Originally weapons of war, maces are featured often in ancient Egyptian art where kings are shown ritually smiting their foes. This original function has not been entirely lost. Campus officials in the Middle Ages more than once kept students in line by employing their university’s mace in a manner recalling its primitive function.

University maces today are, for the most part, treated as decorative emblems symbolizing the institution’s authority. Seen most often at commencement and other solemn occasions, they remind those in attendance of the deep traditions inherent in a student’s journey through university studies. Like the word for the ceremony itself, “commencement”—which admonishes its participants to remember that this is a celebration of beginnings, not endings—the mace turns the eye forward to the life to come by recalling the rich academic heritage of higher learning and the promise of attainment that comes through education and self-betterment. Our mace, thus, combines elements of both the old and the new, traditional features like gems and stone enhanced with modern designs such as arcs of faceted crystal. Both an impressive work of art and a hallmark of the university’s history, this mace brings to light everything that is best about Utah State University.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY’S CEREMONIAL MACE

The top of the mace depicts the circle of learning, the cycle of study, practice and tradition in which we learn, grow and teach. In the same way the students, alumni, professors and practitioners of Utah State University represent our highest achievements, the brushed copper disk emblazoned with the university’s official seal crowns the mace and sends light upward in every direction, symbolizing the illumination of truth reaching out across our community, our state and our world.

The copper bezel has thirteen sunstones set into it. These symbolize the thirteen presidents who guided the institution through its first century.

The white oak shaft comes from wood that was originally part of the banisters of Old Main and was rescued from the building after the fire of 1983.

The base consists of limestone provided by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and taken from the same quarry that was used to build the Logan Temple.

The mace of Utah State University envisions the very essence of our land-grant institution: seated in the bedrock of our community, striving and growing ever higher, sealed on top by a ring of metal, an emblem of our timeless quest for the merits born of learning.
ACADEMIC HERALDRY

The history of academic heraldry reaches back into the early days of the university. In England in the fourteenth century, the statutes of certain colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. Hoods were used to cover the head until replaced by the skull cap and later academic caps. When American colleges and universities decided to adopt some suitable system of academic apparel, it seemed best to agree on one that all might follow. Accordingly, there was held on May 16, 1895, at Columbia University, a conference of representatives of the boards of various interested institutions. From that meeting came a code of academic dress for the colleges and universities of the United States.

GOWNS
The academic gown for the associate and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. It is designed this way so that it can be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctoral degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed.

HOODS
Academic hoods are worn by recipients of advanced degrees. The master’s degree hoods are three-and-one-half feet in length and are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree, which at Utah State University are navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic chevron. The doctoral hood consists of a larger and longer assemblage of institutional color draped over the recipient’s shoulders and falling well down the back. The binding or edging of the hoods is of velvet or velveteen, three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for the doctoral degree.

CAPS
Academic caps come in two forms: the traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or square cap; and a soft cap that resembles an oversized beret (from Cambridge). The mortarboard used by Utah State University is worn with a tassel. The color of the tassel designates the graduate’s major field of learning, and gold tassels indicate doctors and the governing officials of institutions.

COLORS
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctoral gowns, edging of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different academic disciplines are as follows:

- Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Maize
- Arts, Brown
- Business, Drab
- Education and Human Services, Light Blue
- Engineering, Orange
- Humanities and Social Sciences, White
- Natural Resources, Russet
- Science, Gold-Yellow
- School of Graduate Studies, Black
- Bachelor of Integrated Studies and Associate of General Studies, Black
Paul Anthony Jones is the 10th president of Georgia's Fort Valley State University. He is known as a visionary leader and strategic thinker who has long championed the transformative power of education.

Jones attended Utah State University in the 1980s to earn his bachelor's and master's degrees. He was a two-sport student-athlete, competing in football and track and field. As the head of USU’s Black Student Union, he developed programs that helped to build community and support for and among Black students, as well as improve the university and local community.

Drawing on his own experiences as a student, Jones served as a university recruiter, establishing himself as a leader on campus not only in recruiting diverse students, but also in creating welcoming spaces. With his enthusiasm for the Aggie Family as well as his dedication to USU’s values and mission, he encouraged all faculty to mentor USU’s diverse student population.

Jones met and married his wife, Sylvia, when they were students in Logan. Together in 1991, they established the African-American Leadership Award Scholarship in the Mountain West Center for Regional Studies at USU — an extraordinary gift to support students when they themselves were pursuing advanced degrees and raising a young family. The couple has continued that generosity and expanded their connections with USU over the years: they were honored as USU Alumni of the Year in 2012, and both of their children are also alumni. In 2021, Jones received the Distinguished Alumni Award from the College of Humanities and Social Sciences.

In addition to his degrees from USU, Jones also earned a Doctor of Philosophy degree in education and human resource studies from Colorado State University. He has spent 37 years in higher education, and he became the leader of Fort Valley State University in 2015. In the past several years, he has advanced the university's standing as one of the nation's most respected institutions of higher learning, including its consistent ranking as the top public historically Black college and university (HBCU) in Georgia by U.S. News and World Report.

Last fall, Jones joined USU President Noelle E. Cockett in signing a five-year partnership between the two land-grant universities that will allow them to collaborate on research, educational program development, student support and involvement, and other areas of mutual interest.

Before joining FVSU, Jones served two years as interim president at Darton State College in Georgia. Throughout his career, he has held numerous leadership roles at Georgia College & State University, including senior vice president for finance and administration, vice president and chief of staff, vice president for institutional research and enrollment management, and several interim roles including vice president of academic affairs and president. He was also a professor of educational administration at Georgia College.

In 2007, he was named an American Council on Education (ACE) Fellow at the University of West Florida, earning a place in the nation's premier higher education leadership program.

Jones serves as a member of several boards, including the Medical Center of Peach County, Navicent Health Board of Directors, Fort Valley State University Foundation, Middle Georgia Goodwill Industries Education Committee, Association of Public and Land-grant Universities Council of 1890s Officers, USDA-1890 Task Force, Museum of Aviation Foundation Board of Governors, and the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Executive Board.

For his lasting legacy at USU, his exemplary record of philanthropy, and his outstanding leadership in the field of higher education, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Paul Anthony Jones the honorary degree of Doctor of Education.
Cache Valley-native Jonathan W. Bullen has been a skilled, successful real estate investor and developer and entrepreneur for more than 30 years, as well as a dedicated Aggie who has devoted time and support to his alma mater.

Bullen graduated from USU with a bachelor’s degree in business administration in 1978. He was active in campus life as a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity, Sounds of Zion, and the Blue Key National Honor Fraternity, where he served as president.

In the years since graduation, Bullen’s ties to USU have strengthened. His business success has afforded him the opportunity to generously support nearly every area of the university, including the Caine College of the Arts, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, University Libraries, Athletics, and more.

Bullen is the co-founder and chairman of Colmena Group, a broad-based commercial real estate development company with businesses across the United States and a portfolio of assets valued at more than $1.6 billion.

His interest in real estate came after a successful career in broadcasting, where he began as general manager of KVNU radio in Logan and eventually became president of Cache Valley Broadcasting. He then formed the JWB Cable Company, which he later sold to Sonic Cable.

In 1993, Bullen started investing in private career colleges, becoming CEO, president, and chairman of Provo College and Eagle Gate College. The schools boasted the largest Bachelor of Nursing program in the state of Utah with an enrollment of more than 800 students. Under his leadership, more than 15,000 students graduated with certificates or degrees in a variety of career fields.

In the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Bullen and his wife, Julie, were instrumental in establishing the Leonard J. Arrington Endowed Chair of Mormon History and Culture. In the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, the couple helped create Aggies Elevated, an innovative program that empowers students with intellectual and/or developmental disabilities to succeed personally and academically.

In the 1990s, Bullen was asked by then-USU President George H. Emert to chair the university’s first national advisory committee, which evolved into the USU Foundation Board and led to the institution’s first capital campaign. He is now a member of the USU Foundation Emeritus Board.

His contributions to the university have been recognized with multiple honors, including USU’s Distinguished Service and Spirit of Old Main awards, Friend of College of Humanities and Social Sciences, and the Professional Achievement award from the Huntsman School of Business.

Bullen has financially supported many charitable organizations, such as the National Ability Center, the Center for Humanitarian Outreach and Intercultural Exchange, and the Utah Symphony Opera. Also, he has served on a variety of boards, including as a trustee and board member of the Mormon Historic Sites Foundation, and executive director of the Capitol Arts Alliance, where he helped facilitate the renovation of Logan’s historic Capitol Theatre into the Ellen Eccles Theatre and Bullen Center.

For his inspirational business and civic leadership, in addition to decades of philanthropy, service, and loyalty to the university, Cache County, and the state of Utah, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Jonathan W. Bullen the honorary degree of Doctor of Business.
In 2021, Love became the national outreach coordinator for the USU Center for Growth and Opportunity (CGO), a nonpartisan organization housed in the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business that conducts research to assist policymakers with pressing issues. She shares the research and data with her former congressional colleagues and other officials, then brings back their questions so students can start new projects to help find answers. Love also coaches students to help them articulate and clearly explain their research to others. Love prescribes to the philosophy that one should not let “perfect” be the enemy of a “really good” win. As such, she hopes that sharing data with decision-makers on both sides of the aisle will help leaders find common ground in facts and come together to create effective policies.

In addition to her work with the CGO, Love has been a panelist for the Leadership Forum Series in the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, speaking about leadership in business, politics, and public service. She has served as a non-resident senior fellow at the United States Studies Centre at the University of Sydney and is also a fellow of the Institute of Politics and Public Service at the McCourt School of Public Policy at Georgetown University.

Love has been a political commentator for CNN since 2019 and a guest host on the ABC talk show “The View.” She recently published her memoir, "Qualified: Finding Your Voice, Leading with Character, and Empowering Others.”

Love and her husband, Jason, have three children, two of whom are Aggies.

For her dedication to public service; her support of women, minorities, and other marginalized groups; and her commitment and involvement with higher education, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Mia B. Love the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Gary E. Stevenson is a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He has served the Church as a full-time general authority since 2008, first as a member of the First Quorum of the Seventy and later as the Presiding Bishop of the Church.

Prior to serving the Church full time, Stevenson was a highly successful businessman as the co-founder of ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., now known as iFIT — one of the largest manufacturers and marketers of fitness equipment in the world.

Raised in Cache Valley, Stevenson began building his business skills around age 10 when he sold game programs at USU’s Nelson Field House and the old Aggie football stadium. As a student at USU, he continued his study of business and graduated in 1979 with his bachelor’s degree in business administration and a minor in Japanese.

While at USU, he teamed up with Scott Watterson, a former grade-school classmate with mutual love and appreciation for Asian cultures; in 1977, they started a business importing products from Taiwan. Several ventures later, they shifted into the health and fitness industry, and their company eventually grew into iFIT.

In 1996, Stevenson and Watterson were named Entrepreneurs of the Year for the Inter-Mountain Region by Inc. Magazine. Stevenson served as iFIT’s president and chief operating officer until his call into full-time church service in 2008.

In his leadership roles for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Stevenson has overseen its worldwide business affairs, along with programs that assist the poor. He was president of the Asia North Area in March 2011 when a massive earthquake and tsunami hit the region and was deeply involved in the relief efforts that followed. As Presiding Bishop, he directed the Church’s relief efforts and humanitarian assistance following natural disasters around the globe.

Stevenson has continued to be involved at USU, sharing his expertise as a member of the President’s National Advisory Council, the Alumni Association Foundation Board, and the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business National Advisory Board. In 2012, the Huntsman School invited Stevenson as a dean’s convocation speaker where he was recognized with a Professional Achievement Award and with the school’s highest honor, the Distinguished Executive Alumnus Award.

He has also been involved in numerous civic activities and has served on a variety of boards and advisory councils, including the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce, Deseret Management Corporation, and the BYU Marriott School of Business National Advisory Council.

Stevenson met and married his wife, Lesa J. Higley, while both were students at USU. They are the parents of four sons.

For his leadership in humanitarianism, outstanding entrepreneurial and business success, and generosity in sharing his wisdom, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Gary E. Stevenson the honorary degree of Doctor of Business.
Dr. David Tarboton is internationally known for his work on hydrologic information systems, hydrologic terrain analysis and hydrologic modeling. Through his leadership in the development of HydroShare, his work has transformed findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable data and modeling sharing in the water research community. His work on digital elevation model analysis embodied in the TauDEM software has transformed the use of digital elevation data for hydrologic modeling and flood inundation mapping. His contributions are used operationally in support of National Water Model forecasts and implemented in geographic information software used worldwide. His open educational resources, and the HydroLearn platform for open educational resource sharing that he co-developed are used around the world for the sharing and collaborative development and improvement of active-learning resources in hydrology and water resources engineering. His work on the sensitivity of the Great Salt Lake to hydrologic inputs informs decision making that addresses critically low lake levels. He received the 2020 American Water Resources Association, David R. Maidment Award for Exemplary Contributions to Water Resources Data and Information Systems. He was elected Fellow of the American Geophysical Union in 2018, an honor given to no more than one in 1000 of the AGU membership each year.
E. G. PETERSON EXTENSION AWARD

DENISE STEWARDSON

As an agricultural literacy specialist and Extension associate professor, Denise Stewardson works with teachers statewide, regionally, and nationally to help them and their students understand the importance of agriculture in daily living. Denise has been the Utah Agriculture in the Classroom director for nearly a decade. The organization works to increase student awareness about agriculture and create an appreciation for our food and fiber systems. It has reached over 200,000 students and 4,000 teachers.

Denise makes great effort to serve teachers by helping them deliver the best lessons possible. She supports them by attending their conferences, visiting classrooms, and sharing her materials.

Denise is respected by her peers, which has led to multiple leadership opportunities. She was elected and served as president of the USU Extension Specialists Association. She was also elected president of the National Agriculture in the Classroom Organization.

Denise makes a special effort to engage with college students. She teaches an agricultural literacy course and assists the USU Student Nutrition Access Center with its sustainability goals. She represents Extension on the USU Faculty Senate, serves as a mentor to students through the Aggie First Scholars program, and serves on the Connections faculty committee.

The E.G. Peterson Award is the highest recognition available to USU Extension faculty members. It is awarded to those who provide outstanding service to the state of Utah. Denise is exemplary of this recognition as evident through her dedication and service to delivering agricultural literacy education.
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD

MELISSA SCHEAFFER

Melissa Scheaffer has provided extensive service over her nearly 35-year career at Utah State University. Currently, she is a faculty member in the College of Engineering where she developed and teaches Technical Communication for Engineers, a course required of all engineering majors. In addition to her rigorous teaching schedule, Melissa created the Engineering Writing Center, which has assisted over 6,500 engineering students in developing their writing skills since opening spring semester 2017. Additionally, she has served on a wide variety of University-level committees aimed at reducing sexual misconduct on campus, improving curriculum at the general education level, coaching numerous term faculty seeking promotion, and improving the quality of teaching for faculty.

Melissa never declines a request to serve and is passionate about giving back to USU, which has immensely enriched her academic career and personal life. Melissa considers her service efforts to be an impactful and essential component of her academic responsibilities.
ELDON J. GARDNER TEACHING AWARD

BETH BUYSERIE

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Beth Buyserie is the Director of Composition and Assistant Professor of English at Utah State University. She earned her Ph.D. in Cultural Studies and Social Thought in Education in 2018. Her work focuses on writing program administration, the teaching of composition, critical pedagogies, professional learning, and the intersections of language, knowledge, and power through the lenses of queer theory and critical race theory.

As Director of Composition, Dr. Buyserie mentors all English graduate instructors (GI), lecturers, and adjunct instructors in the teaching of English 1010 and 2010. She regularly teaches English 6820, the graduate pedagogy course that prepares GIs to teach English 1010, as well as English 1010 and 2010. Dr. Buyserie particularly enjoys learning with and from undergraduate and graduate students—and each day she learns something new about the teaching of composition from students’ energy, insight, and lived experiences.

In Spring 2023, Dr. Buyserie taught a graduate course on queer and antiracist pedagogies as part of her Teaching Fellowship through the Center for Intersectional Gender Studies and Research. She received an ETE Scholar Award in 2021; in August 2022 she earned her Master Scholar Certificate through the Office of Empowering Teaching Excellence. In addition to serving as the CHaSS Teacher of the Year, she is a Pedagogy Fellow for the Transformative Intersectional Collective (a collaboration among USU, UU, SLCC, & WSU) for 2022-2023.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

CAHILL SMITH

Caine College of the Arts

Pianist Cahill Smith has performed in major venues in the United States and abroad, including four programs at Carnegie Hall's Weill Recital Hall in New York, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum's Calderwood Hall in Boston, Cleveland Museum of Art, the Royal Dublin Society's Concert Hall, Buffalo's Kleinhan's Music Hall, Birmingham's Alys Stephens Center, and 14 cities in China and Taiwan. Cahill has been featured as a concerto soloist with the National Ukranian Symphony Orchestra in Kiev, the Mongolian Symphony Orchestra in Hohhot, China, the Eastman Philharmonia, the Alabama Symphony Orchestra, the Chattanooga Symphony, the Mississippi Symphony Orchestra, and others. His live and studio recordings have been broadcast on WQXR, New York's Classical Music Radio Station, WCRB, Classical Radio Boston, and WSMC, Chattanooga Public Radio.

Cahill completed his Doctorate of Musical Arts at the Eastman School of Music, where he served as the teaching assistant to Natalya Antonova. At Eastman, Cahill was the inaugural recipient of the Douglas Lowry award for excellence in degree recital performance, won the Eastman Concerto Competition, received honors in chamber music, and was awarded the Prize for Excellence in Teaching. Cahill completed his master’s degree at the University of Michigan, and his bachelor’s at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. He joined the faculty of Utah State University in 2019. Cahill is a Yamaha Artist.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

TYSON SORENSEN

College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences

Tyson Sorensen is currently an Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education at Utah State University. His primary role is teaching; Tyson teaches a variety of undergraduate and graduate courses, and directs the pre-service agricultural education program. Tyson loves to teach and mentor students in whatever setting that happens to be. Tyson often shares with others that the four most enjoyable parts of his job include visiting and mentoring student teachers out in the high school classrooms, developing and conducting faculty-led study abroad programs, working with pre-service teachers preparing to go out and teach, and mentoring students engaged in the research process. He has received numerous awards throughout his career for excellence in teaching, mentorship, and research. Some of these awards include USDA Early Career Excellence in College and University Teaching in Food and Agricultural Sciences Award, College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences Undergraduate Research Mentor of the Year Award, Western Region of the American Association for Agricultural Education Outstanding Early Career Award, and USU’s Secondary Education Outstanding Supervisor Award.

Tyson is originally from Idaho where he grew up on a dairy farm and developed his passion for agriculture. He attended Utah State University where he earned both B.S. and M.S. degrees in Agricultural Education. After graduating from USU, he taught high school agriculture for seven years in Mesa, Arizona. Tyson was later hired as a faculty instructor in the Agricultural Education department at Oregon State University while he completed his Ph.D. work. He received a Ph.D. in Science Education from Oregon State University in 2015. His dissertation focused on the work and family interface of agriculture teachers and its influence on teacher turnover. Currently, Tyson’s research focuses on attracting, developing, and retaining the next generation of agricultural scientists and STEM area professionals.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

COLIN PHILLIPS

College of Engineering

Dr. Colin B. Phillips is an assistant professor in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Utah State University with a joint appointment at the Utah Water Research Laboratory. Since joining USU in 2020, he has built a robust teaching and research program and established himself as an active researcher and trusted mentor to students.

Phillips earned a bachelor of arts from the University of California, Berkeley in 2009 and a Ph.D. from University of Pennsylvania in 2014. His research is generating new insight into how natural and urban landscapes respond to climate change and natural disasters. Specifically, he studies the intersections of rivers, landscapes, and climate and the conservation of natural resources. Recent research topics include geomorphology, sediment and contaminant transport, river hydraulics, flooding, and surface and shallow-subsurface hydrology. He has published 17 peer-reviewed manuscripts in top-tier journals including Science and has secured more than $600,000 in funding for USU and its research partners. Phillips teaches both undergraduate and graduate courses including fluid mechanics and open channel hydraulics and serves as an academic advisor to multiple graduate and undergraduate students.

Professor Phillips is an active member of the American Geophysical Union and has served in multiple community outreach programs. His most recent awards include fellowships from The Nature Conservancy and the National Science Foundation.

Dr. Phillips actively enjoys the outdoor opportunities here in Cache Valley with his hound Mason and spouse Carolyn. They recently welcomed their first child to their family and can’t wait to get back out into the mountains once she is old enough to lace up her boots.
Dr. Hannah Mae Lewis is a lecturer of mathematics at Utah State University Eastern (USUE). She joined the faculty at USUE after completing her doctoral degree in 2020. She graduated from Utah Tech University (formerly DSU) with her B.S. in mathematics in 2012. Her master's degree in Mathematics emphasizing in Lie Algebras and differential geometry and PhD emphasizing in growth mindset assessments for large lectures were both completed at Utah State University in Logan. She has a passion for helping future teachers to love math and increase their growth mindset with the intention of passing that love and mindset onto their future students. She loves to incorporate technology into her lesson plans, enabling students to see the many beautiful applications of mathematics. Her professional interests include the development and implementation of growth mindset structured assessments, validation of assessments, faculty and graduate student professional development, faculty-to-student mentorship, and the classification of semi-simple Lie Algebras. Her efforts in teaching have been recognized by multiple Excellence in Teaching awards from USU. Outside of professional interests, she enjoys long distance bike riding, reading, and spending time with her husband, two kids, and four goats.
Sarah Tulane is a clinical associate professor of Human Development and Family Studies at Utah State University. Her research interests focus on child and adolescent development, interactive technology use and relationships, and family life education methodology. Her current teaching assignments include Human Development Across the Lifespan, Child Development, Family Life Education Methods, and Research Methods.

Sarah is a hobby photographer and always has a stack of books to read. She and her husband enjoy biking and all things British. One of Sarah’s favorite concepts in human development is play. Of all her hobbies, her favorite is the opportunity to play daily in the applied arena of parenting.
Reagan Siggard is an instructor in the Data Analytics & Information Systems department. She earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in management information systems from Utah State University. Reagan thrives in the classroom and enjoys delivering technical data courses through online, broadcast, and in-person methods. Reagan’s instructional areas include Python programming, data warehouses, database management, and data visualization. Reagan actively engages in teaching and mentoring students in and outside the classroom. She advises USU student organizations, including the Association for Information Systems and Women in Tech.

Reagan is fascinated with how students learn and retain information. She has participated in various research projects focused primarily on information systems pedagogical instruction and the impact of peer-to-peer interaction in online courses. Reagan is furthering her scholarship and love of learning by working toward her doctoral degree in Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences.
Dr. Eric Martin LaMalfa grew up in Salt Lake City, Utah and developed his passion for the natural world while exploring the Wasatch Mountains and Colorado Plateau. He earned a B.S. in Range Science (2004), an M.S. in Ecophysiology (2007), and a Ph.D. in Ecology (2019) all from Utah State University's Wildland Resources Department. Prior to earning his doctoral degree, he spent seven years working with the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management as a wildfire and fuels management specialist in Northern Utah. In this role he planned and implemented watershed restoration projects on tens of thousands of acres of Utah's rangeland and forested ecosystems. Dr. LaMalfa’s early academic career was spent working with pastoral communities in Kenya and Ethiopia to improve rangeland ecosystems and food security in sub-Saharan Africa. He began a teaching faculty position on the USU Logan campus in July 2019 and for the past four years has focused on creating and improving instructional materials for the many courses he teaches. In his spare time, he enjoys spending time with his family, performing music, rafting, skiing, and outdoor recreation.
SPECIAL HONORS

VALEDICTORIANS
Caine College of the Arts
Charity M. Wardle
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
Baylee Anne Vogler
College of Engineering
Kate Elizabeth Christiansen
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Emma Lee Larson Geary
College of Science
Dylan Joshua Julander
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
Karli Victoria Ludwig
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
Naomi Orchard

STUDENT AWARDS
Masters Student Researcher of the Year
Kate Richardson
Doctoral Student Researcher of the Year
Nikolay Tkachenko
Graduate Student Teacher of the Year
Caroline Phillips
Peak Prize: Undergraduate Researcher of the Year
Heather R. Allen
Scholar of the Year
Abi Meek
Legacy of Utah State Award
Basil Payne
Female Athlete of the Year
Tatum Stall
Male Athlete of the Year
Steven Ashworth
Talent of the Year
Haowen Chang
Achievement of the Year
Get Away Special Student Satellite Team
Organization of the Year
USU Society of Women Engineers
Val R. Christensen Service Award
Erik Andrew Fogth
Nicholas Robins Memorial Award
Evan Victoria Noble
Geraldine Robins Memorial Award
Lily Elise Martindale
Bill E. Robins Memorial Award
Clara Grace Alder
Citizenship Awards
Sybil Adrienne Cutler
Hunter Warren

HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES
Madison Nicole Aller
Christina Elizabeth Anderson
Megan Kate Bartschi
Camille Alyse Bassett
Hadjer Bensaha
Myles R. Bradley
Marina Cheyenne Brawand
Sarah Riley Brinck
Chloé Brogdon
Clara Kimball Cook
Marisa Pualani Davis
Mikenna R. DeBruin
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
Katie Janette Fairbourn
Zach Neal Foster
Hailey Grace Griffin
Audrey Johansen
Briggs Kroff
Mary McKenna Kump
Shari Cecilia Linares
Abi Meek
Wesley Kenneth Mills
Sara Michelle Miner
Jenna Elizabeth Olson
Lauren Palmer
Lexi Phillips
Tom Robert Prouty
Jordan David Schwanke
Thomas Abraham Smith
Megan Audrey Sparks
Carson Michael Stoker
Ericka Joan Stone
Samantha Stringham
SPECIAL HONORS

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE COMMISSIONS
Austin James Andrus
Mark John Billings
Austin Brown
Jacob H. Christensen
Nick James Dubovik
Colton Kirk Eck
Dalton Joseph Gaither
Trevor Dylan Howe
Ben Howard Hunke
Max Gene Johnson
Tyler W. Larsen
Marion G. Lewis
Reese Conner Mikesell
Porter Smith
Dionessis Jone Fugaban Valdisimo

UNITED STATES ARMY COMMISSIONS
Aron Grant Butcher
Jarod Clay Coles
Kevin Stuart Crane
Samuel James Cushing
Dallan Curtis Fraughton
Anthony M. Gustin
Enoch Hardin
Joseph James Kattner
Christian Mikel McWain
Emma Ashlen Norton
Connor K. Obray
Devon M. Sanders
Jesse Hunter Vaughan
Grayson Winsor

COMMUNITY ENGAGED SCHOLARS
Meghan Adair
Kinsey Barlow
Marina Cheyenne Brawand
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
Paytin Drollinger
Gracey Lynn Gardner
Chase Dean Harward
Karli Victoria Ludwig
Evan Victoria Noble
Nikelle Price
Jaidyn Thomson
Aubree Noel Wilcox
Megan Marie Wilson
Sofia F. Wombacher

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT SCHOLARS
Jade A. Bartnicki
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
Erik Andrew Fogth
Amber Paige Hall
Chase Dean Harward
Lauren Palmer
Sara Michelle Miner
Evan Victoria Noble
Jordan David Schwanke

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SCHOLARS
Chloé Brogdon
Nathan J. Clay
Kiara S. D’Amico
Mikenna R. DeBruin
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
Rhett L. Fackrell
Chase Dean Harward
Wesley Kenneth Mills
Sara Michelle Miner
Gentry Olivia Mower
Ericka Joan Stone
Collin Jeffrey White
Megan Marie Wilson
Fellow Aggies,

Congratulations to our newest Utah State University alumni, the class of 2023! Your college years were just the beginning of a lifelong relationship with USU. As you move on to your future, remember that you are always an Aggie. Graduation is a milestone that marks the end of one great experience and the beginning of a new phase in your life and your relationship with the university — one as a member of the Aggie Alumni Family.

Today, you are joining more than 150,000 fellow alumni — Aggies who are connected by a common shared experience. The USU Alumni Association has worked hard to build an alumni network that will benefit the school, its students and the world around us. That means helping our current students look beyond their years here to recognize the contributions of those who came before them and their own role in building the school’s future. So proudly announce, “I’m an Aggie” and take every opportunity to broadcast your affiliation with USU — it will open doors!

Alumni can make such a difference by supporting USU and there are many ways you can stay engaged after graduation. Keep your contact information updated so that we can send you all the latest news and upcoming alumni events at usu.edu/alumnupdate. I also strongly encourage you to participate in alumni activities, join your local Aggie chapter and become a member of the Aggie Network at aggregenetwork.usu.edu. The connections you make can help you maintain friendships and be a tool for discovering new professional relationships.

If you’re staying in Utah, you can support USU scholarships by proudly displaying an Aggie license plate. Visit usu.edu/alumni/gradpack to get the first year of your A-plate free! The Aggie affinity credit card also allows you to support scholarships and programs that help the next generation of USU students while making everyday purchases. Find out more about alumni benefits at usu.edu/alumni/benefits.

We are so fortunate to have forward thinking, dedicated alumni. On behalf of the USU Alumni Association, I wish you all the best on your graduation. I am confident that as you embark on your next adventure, the path you blaze will continue to make USU proud.

Stay in touch and Go Aggies!

Steven Palmer, BS ’16
USU Alumni Association President

Email: alumni@usu.edu
Website: usu.edu/alumni
Social: usu.edu/alumni/social
LEGEND

LATIN SCHOLASTIC HONOR DESIGNATIONS
Latin Scholastic Designations at graduation are earned by completing a minimum of 40 USU credits and are based solely on the USU GPA, as follows:

^ Summa Cum Laude 3.95 to 4.00 GPA
+ Magna Cum Laude 3.80 to 3.94 GPA
* Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.79 GPA

These designations will appear on the diploma and on the official transcript.

HONORS FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
Honors are based solely on the USU GPA, as follows:

^^ High Honors 3.75 to 4.00 GPA
** Honors 3.50 to 3.74 GPA

These designations will appear only on the official transcript.

Institutional Certificates of Proficiency will not be awarded honors.

UNDERGRADUATE CREDENTIALS EARNED
ICP Institutional Certificate of Proficiency
CC Certificate of Completion
CP Certificate of Proficiency
AS Associate of Science
AA Associate of Arts
AAS Associate of Applied Science
BS Bachelor of Science
BA Bachelor of Arts
BM Bachelor of Music
BLA Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
BID Bachelor of Interior Design
BIAD Bachelor of Interior Architecture & Design
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS CONVOCATION

May 4, 2023
Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
12:00 pm

PRELUDE
Dr. Cahill Smith; Caleb Esmond, MM ’23; Haowen Chang, BM ’23

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME
Nicholas Morrison, Interim Dean

INTRODUCTION OF CHARITY M. WARDLE, VALEDICTORIAN
Steven Mansfield, Principal Lecturer of Interior Architecture & Design

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Charity M. Wardle

INTRODUCTION OF CAHILL SMITH, TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Nicholas Morrison, Interim Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Cahill Smith, Associate Professor of Music

PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Nicholas Morrison, Interim Dean
Presented to Larry Smith

RECOGNITION OF MASTERS CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF 2023 CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

CLOSING REMARKS
Nicholas Morrison, Interim Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Nicholas Morrison, Interim Dean

GERALDINE ROBINS MEMORIAL NOMINEE
Dorenda Blythe Harmon

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Christopher Machado

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Natalie Clawson

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Marlaina Lutz

ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
Interior Design Student Association

OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Department of Art + Design:
Samuel J. Cash, Olivia Mae Roundy, Charity M. Wardle
Department of Music:
Amelia Guertler, Wendy Lee Jepsen, Julia Stowell
Department of Theatre Arts:
McKenna Finley, Taylor Karns, Abree Ringle

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Clarissa H. Songer

USUSA ARTS SENATOR
Scott Nelson

TALENT OF THE YEAR AWARD
Department of Art + Design: Toree Warren
Department of Music: Haowen Chang
Department of Theatre Arts: Grace Cathryn Garner

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER
Haowen Chang

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Ashtyn Chipman Mendenhall

VAL R. CHRISTENSEN SERVICE NOMINEE
Audry Ricks

VALEDICTORIAN
Charity M. Wardle
Arts + Design
Faculty Escort: Steven Mansfield, Arts + Design

Originally from Kearns, Utah, Charity was an active member of her school and community organizations. She graduated from Kearns High School and began studying business and marketing. In 2018, she took the opportunity to teach English in Kyiv, Ukraine, and traveled throughout Europe. It was through this experience that she discovered a passion for the arts that motivated her to pursue an education in the field of design.

Upon returning, Charity found a home at Utah State University in the Interior Architecture and Design program. She was selected as the Chair for the Interior Design Student Organization and has enjoyed creating an environment for her peers to develop their skills, take on new challenges, and establish connections in the design community. Charity has strengthened the reputation of the program and college through memorable student accomplishments. She had the opportunity to intern for GSBS Architects in Salt Lake City, Utah, in the summer of 2022. Charity will be pursuing a Master of Architecture degree following graduation and is excited to further her education and experience in the industry.

VALEDICTORIAN
Charity M. Wardle
Arts + Design
Faculty Escort: Steven Mansfield, Arts + Design

Originally from Kearns, Utah, Charity was an active member of her school and community organizations. She graduated from Kearns High School and began studying business and marketing. In 2018, she took the opportunity to teach English in Kyiv, Ukraine, and traveled throughout Europe. It was through this experience that she discovered a passion for the arts that motivated her to pursue an education in the field of design.

Upon returning, Charity found a home at Utah State University in the Interior Architecture and Design program. She was selected as the Chair for the Interior Design Student Organization and has enjoyed creating an environment for her peers to develop their skills, take on new challenges, and establish connections in the design community. Charity has strengthened the reputation of the program and college through memorable student accomplishments. She had the opportunity to intern for GSBS Architects in Salt Lake City, Utah, in the summer of 2022. Charity will be pursuing a Master of Architecture degree following graduation and is excited to further her education and experience in the industry.

VALEDICTORIAN
Charity M. Wardle
Arts + Design
Faculty Escort: Steven Mansfield, Arts + Design

Originally from Kearns, Utah, Charity was an active member of her school and community organizations. She graduated from Kearns High School and began studying business and marketing. In 2018, she took the opportunity to teach English in Kyiv, Ukraine, and traveled throughout Europe. It was through this experience that she discovered a passion for the arts that motivated her to pursue an education in the field of design.

Upon returning, Charity found a home at Utah State University in the Interior Architecture and Design program. She was selected as the Chair for the Interior Design Student Organization and has enjoyed creating an environment for her peers to develop their skills, take on new challenges, and establish connections in the design community. Charity has strengthened the reputation of the program and college through memorable student accomplishments. She had the opportunity to intern for GSBS Architects in Salt Lake City, Utah, in the summer of 2022. Charity will be pursuing a Master of Architecture degree following graduation and is excited to further her education and experience in the industry.

VALEDICTORIAN
Charity M. Wardle
Arts + Design
Faculty Escort: Steven Mansfield, Arts + Design

Originally from Kearns, Utah, Charity was an active member of her school and community organizations. She graduated from Kearns High School and began studying business and marketing. In 2018, she took the opportunity to teach English in Kyiv, Ukraine, and traveled throughout Europe. It was through this experience that she discovered a passion for the arts that motivated her to pursue an education in the field of design.

Upon returning, Charity found a home at Utah State University in the Interior Architecture and Design program. She was selected as the Chair for the Interior Design Student Organization and has enjoyed creating an environment for her peers to develop their skills, take on new challenges, and establish connections in the design community. Charity has strengthened the reputation of the program and college through memorable student accomplishments. She had the opportunity to intern for GSBS Architects in Salt Lake City, Utah, in the summer of 2022. Charity will be pursuing a Master of Architecture degree following graduation and is excited to further her education and experience in the industry.
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

CAZIER PROFESSOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
John Neely

COMMUNITY ENGAGED FACULTY
Stephanie White

DIVERSITY FACULTY AWARD
Amanda Dawson

FACULTY RESEARCHER/SCHOLAR/CREATIVE ARTIST
Jared Ragland

FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Anthony Lott

MASTER’S DEGREES

Baker, Nathan Phillip
Master of Music

Bergstrom, Jake
Master of Music

Betzer, Zekiel Dirk
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Professor Stephen N. Shepherd

Call, Emma
Master of Music

Cardwell-Aiken, Amanda R
Master of Fine Arts
Theatre Arts
Professor Nancy Hills

Esmond, Caleb
Master of Music

Jackson, Hamish Dale Mercer
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Professor John C. Neely

Laureano, Lawrence Berenguel
Master of Music

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Jerome Daniel Murphy

TEACHER OF THE YEAR & UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Cahill Smith

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Holly Murdock

EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Holland Larsen

Lutz, Marlaina
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Professor Jerome Murphy

Machado, Chris Lee
Master of Music

McAllister, Andrew
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Assistant Professor Jared Ragland

Miller, Nicholas Jean Claude
Master of Music

Nathan, Ben Alan
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Assistant Professor Amanda Lee

Santistevan, JC
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Assistant Professor Jared Ragland

Whorton, Hannah
Master of Fine Arts
Theatre Arts
Professor Bruce Duerden
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

ART + DESIGN
Akagi, Courtney Shantilli, BS +
Allen, Marijah K., BFA *
Baker, Erin Kimberly, BFA *
Bonzo, Shaylee M., BA *
Broadhead, McKenna S., BFA +
Bunker, Bethany Nash, BFA
Caine, Emily Ellen, BIAD +
Campbell, Rachel Elaina, BFA
Canfield, Annie Breanna, BIAD +
Cash, Samuel Jay, BS
Cazier, Landry Lyn, BIAD +
Clawson, Natalie, BFA +
Colemere, Jack Robert, BIAD *
Crouch, Brinley Ann, BIAD *
Dalley, Hannah T., BS
Duffin, Emma Marie, BA +
Epperson, Abby Lyn, BIAD *
Evans, Anaia R., BS
Evans, Erica K., BIAD +
Grant, Kylie, BFA *
Harris, Brian James, BIAD +
Haslam, Eva Belle, BIAD +
Heap, Chance Autumn, BFA *
Hercules, Molly Lynne, BID
Hill, McKaela, BS *
Hull, Lizzie Anne, BFA
Hutchinson, Aly Malia, BA +
Jausi, Sheridan Kari, BFA +
Jenkins, Sarie Jan, BFA *
Johnson, Sarah Isabelle, BIAD +
Johnson, Victoria, BFA
Karren, Sydney Kay, BIAD *
Kunkel, Zae Kacee, BFA
Kunzler, Kassie K., BIAD +
Lamb, Alyssa, BS
Larson, Hailey McKay, BFA
Lesser, Sophia Marie, BS *
Lewis, Karalyn Grace, BID +
Lewis, Monika Danaa, BFA
Marriott, Bells Rose, BS +
Martineau, Sierra Hope, BIAD *
Mendenhall, Ashlyn Chipman, BIAD +
Miller, Summer, BIAD *
Moes, Kaylee Rae, BIAD +
Moore, Nathan Everett, BS
Murray, Makenna Rose, BID
Nieman, Lindi Anahi, BFA ^
Olofson, Jake, BFA
Patterson, Jake D., BFA +
Reed, Taylor Sage, BFA *
Rigby, Bailey Paige, BFA +
Roberts, Kenley Afton, BIAD *
Rounded, Olivia Mae, BFA ^
Rowser, Emily Suzanne, BFA
Simiskey, Andrew Allen, BS
Snow, Jordan, BFA
Singer, Clarissa H., BFA ^
Stevens, Jade Shaker, BS
Stewart, Gina, BS
Stewart, Nathan Mark, BS
Szymanski, Anla BIAD *
Taylor, Charlie Lynne, BFA
Walker, Jaden Gracie, BFA +
Wallentine, Olivia L., BIAD +
Warren, Torre, BFA +
Wilde, Bailey E., BIAD *
Wilson, Megan Marie, BFA
Wiscomb, Sarah Savannah, BIAD +
Youmans, Annie Marie, BA *

MUSIC
Anderson, McKay H., BS *
Anderson, Rebecca B., BM *
Becker, Ryan Jeanne, BS ^
Bell, Cameron Richard, BA ^
Bonny, Andy Mick, BS
Bonny, Cammyy, BS *
Borchert, Kaylee, BM +
Bott, Christian Avery, BM +
Bowles, Parker Russell, BM
Burton, Kaela Brooke, BS *
Chang, Haowen, BM *
Cheney, Abby Joyce, BS +
Chesley, Megan Elise, BS
Corry, Emmie E., BS ^
Curry, Caitlyn, BM +
Densley, Patrice, BM *
Dent, Paige Megan, BS *
English, Misteen A., BA +
Fairbourn, Courtney V., BA +
Fairbourn, Katie Janette, BS +
Ferrara, Meghan Danielle, BS ^
Goodloe, Michaela Love, BS
Guertler, Amelia, BM ^
Hanson, Rachel, BA +
Heaton, Wayne Isaac, BM
Hefin, Addie Ruth, BS *
Hessing, Aubree Elizabeth, BS ^
Hogland, Hayden Michael, BM *
Jensen, Nancy Wyatt, BM
Jepsen, Wendy Lee, BS ^
Johnson, Kara G., BS ^
King, Sarah A., BA
Lawson, Mandee, BS +
Loertscher, Amy K., BS +
Longhurst, Rhiannon, BS +
Loucks, Layton Douglass, BM
Manning, Makayla N., BS
McBride, Kate Marie, BM ^
McBride, Steven Boyd, BM
McCotter, Sophie Elane, BS +
Mohlman, Kaya Theresa, BS *
Mortensen Gamett, Nina Quinn
Blackburn, BS ^
Page, Jacob Hunt, BM ^
Parkin, Kienna Rose, BS +
Parson, Sadie Almira, BS *
Petersen, Anna Elizabeth, BA ^
Pierce, Nicholas Alan, BM
Potts, Devin B., BM +
Rhea, Amanda Fonda, BS *
Richardson, Alii Mae, BS
Roberts, Lauren, BM +
Rogers, Josh, BA +
Rollins-Carlson, Indigo Jean, BS *
Skeen, Brianna Lynne, BM
Smith, Ton Elizabeth, BS +
Thomas, Mason Frank, BM *
Tullis, Betsy Elizabeth, BM +
Wheeler, Lyndsay Nicole, BS *
Woolf, Taylor Lauren, BA
Yates, Abigail C., BS +

THEATRE ARTS
Black, AJ, BFA
Bowers, Emma M., AA
Coles, Savannah R., BFA *
Ferguson, Tanner, BFA *
Findlay, Shelby Lynn, BFA
Finley, McKenna A., BFA
Frederick, Nicole Alyssse, BFA +
Garner, Grace Cathryn, BFA
Garrick, Brian K., BFA *
Grant, Alisha Marie, BFA +
Hawkins, Cami, BFA +
Haymond, Hailey, BFA
Hulse, Becca Susan, BFA *
Hwang, Jieun, BFA
Karns, Taylor James, BFA *
Lily, Alexis T., BFA *
Linden, Kailey, BFA *
Lopez, Karina, BFA
Miner, Bailee Grace, BFA *
Moody, Andrew M., BFA *
Mulholland, Addie D., BFA +
Ringle, Abree Machlyn, BA *
Roberts, Ashlynn M., BFA *
Roberts, Jack Carter, BFA *
Tarver, Rhiannon Marie, BFA +
Walwyn, McKenna Grace, BFA +
May 4, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
6:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mateja Savoie Roskos, Associate Dean for Academic Programs and Student Services
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Kenneth L. White, Dean
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences

GRADUATE REMARKS
Greg Cuomo, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Student Services
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences

2022-2023 GRADUATE HOODING

VALEDICTORIAN
Baylee Anne Vogler, Outdoor Product Design & Development
Valedictorian’s Faculty Escort: Andrew Decuester
Professional Practice Associate Professor
Technology, Design & Technical Education

2022-2023 PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

RECESSIONAL
Baylee Vogler grew up in West Jordan, Utah, where she was either playing in the Wasatch Mountains or designing and building things in her garage. She’s always enjoyed being outdoors, and some of her favorite hobbies include backcountry skiing, ultra-running, mountain biking, and climbing. When she learned about the Outdoor Product Design and Development Program at Utah State University, she was very excited to combine her passions and focus on designing outdoor equipment.

During her time at Utah State, she earned the “A” Pin Award three years in a row, maintained her place on the Dean’s List throughout her four years, and worked as a peer advisor plus a lab tech in the machine shop. She was able to design, prototype, and patent a new climbing cam through the university. In 2022, Baylee had the opportunity to intern with Black Diamond Equipment’s Industrial Design Team, where she helped design technical climbing equipment. She is excited to continue pursuing a career in Industrial Design and looks forward to her next adventure.
DOCTORAL DEGREES
Acharya, Sujan
Doctor of Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Brian Nummer

Chen, Ji-Jhong
Doctor of Philosophy
Plant Science
Dr. Youping Sun

Clouse, Michelle
Doctor of Philosophy
Career and Technical Education
Dr. Lucy Delgadillo

Getz, Megan Marie
Doctor of Philosophy
Plant Science
Dr. Earl Creech

Goodridge, Janette
Doctor of Philosophy
Economics
Dr. Ryan Bosworth

Hodges, Ryan Charles
Doctor of Philosophy
Soil Science
Dr. Janis Boettinger

Holt, Jonathan Andrew
Doctor of Philosophy
Plant Science
Dr. Matt Yost

Konakis, Zak
Doctor of Philosophy
Career and Technical Education
Dr. Michael L. Pate

Lamoreaux, Kari
Doctor of Philosophy
Career and Technical Education
Dr. Gary Straquadine

Park, Hye Yeon
Doctor of Philosophy
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Carlos Licon

Reichhardt, Caleb Case
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Kara Thornton-Kurth

Rodriguez, Daphne
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Abby Benninghoff

Stuivenvolt Allen, Jacob John
Doctor of Philosophy
Climate Sciences
Dr. Simon Wang

Voorhees, McKenna
Doctor of Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi J. Wengreen

MASTER’S DEGREES
Anglesey, Jim Lytle
Master of Landscape Architecture
Professor Todd Johnson

Atkinson, Logan Paul
Master of Science
Agribusiness
Dr. Ryan Clark Feuz

Avery, John Kenneth
Master of Education
Career and Technical Education

Ballesteros, Roxy
Master of Dietetics Administration

Bean, MacKenzie Bowman
Master of Dietetics Administration

Beeston, Lydia Bangerter
Master of Public Health
Nutrition

Betty, Bryton
Master of Education
Career and Technical Education

Beutler, Lauren S.
Master of Dietetics Administration

Bigalke, Siiri
Master of Science
Climate Sciences
Dr. Lawrence E. Hipps

Boren, Dakota Tristen
Master of Science
Plant Science
Dr. Matt Yost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadhead, Annalisa</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Nutrition and Food Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Silvana Martini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullock, Kami</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Family and Consumer Sciences Education and Extension</td>
<td>Dr. Kelsey Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter, M’Kenna Susan Scott</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td>Veterinary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Shelly J.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castro Veloz, Camila</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Kara Thornton-Kurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilinski, Melissa</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Soil Science</td>
<td>Dr. Paul R. Grossl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Megan Rachelle</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clements, Benjamin Roger</td>
<td>Master of Aviation Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabbs, Kaitlin</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Soil Science</td>
<td>Dr. Grant Cardon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, Elaine</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Boer, Jenny Karissa</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>Dr. Ryan Larsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decker, Kjersti Rose</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Agricultural Extension and Education</td>
<td>Dr. Tyson Joel Sorensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutson, Carrie</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliker, Dustin James</td>
<td>Master of Aviation Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensign, Stephanie Elizabeth</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feigenbaum, Delphine Tsinajinnie</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>Dr. Reza Oladi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felts, Jessica Rae Christensen</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Lee Rickords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis, Jed S.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fronk, Natalie L.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Plant Science</td>
<td>Dr. Corey Verlin Ransom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fry, Valerie Spangler</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaillardetz, Jeannine Marie</td>
<td>Master of Dietetics Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardner, Brian</td>
<td>Master of Aviation Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfrey, Cole Joseph</td>
<td>Master of Aviation Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez, Stephanie Nicole</td>
<td>Master of Dietetics Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland, Michael Steven</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Plant Science</td>
<td>Dr. Earl Creech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackman, Julia Lanette</td>
<td>Master of Dietetics Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadayeghi, Hooman</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Environmental Planning</td>
<td>Dr. Keunhyn Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halbasch, Erin</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Career and Technical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Logan</td>
<td>Master of Landscape Architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. David Thomas Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen, Luisa</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Jennifer</td>
<td>Master of Dietetics Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haviland, Logan</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>Dr. Ryan Clark Feuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Kassandra Marie</td>
<td>Master of Dietetics Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hendry, Derrick Scott  
Master of Science  
Agricultural Extension and Education  
Dr. Rhonda L. Miller

Hibshman, Amanda Michelle  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Hicken, Dustin  
Master of Aviation Science

Hicks, David Misel  
Master of Aviation Science

Hoekstra, Lisanne Laurine  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Horning, Jaime Troy  
Master of Aviation Science

Jackson, Moriah  
Master of Professional Studies in Horticulture

Jacobson, Kayla Rae  
Master of Dietetics Administration

James, Michelle  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Jaques, Justin Cody  
Master of Science  
Environmental Planning  
Dr. Brent Chamberlain

Jiménez, Angelica  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Johnson, Samuel Donald  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Dr. Keith Christensen

Jones, Mackenzie Grace  
Master of Science  
Plant Science  
Dr. Bruce Bugbee

Jones, Melody Oberle  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Jones, Robert Ned  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Karnatz, Catherine Michelle  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Kidd, Landon  
Master of Food Safety and Quality

Kim, Ashley Ann  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Kola, Ian Ridge  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Dr. Jake F. Powell

Konold, Megan Susan  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Lake, Kassidy Marie  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Lanning, Tiffany  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Lindsey, Madi Rose  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. S. Clay Isom

Lloyd, Amy  
Master of Dietetics Administration

LoCicero, Fiona  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Luymes, Emma  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Martin, Hannah Scotton  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Martin, Miranda Nicole  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Masciovecchio, Gina  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Mason, Olivia Kathryn  
Master of Science  
Nutrition and Food Sciences  
Dr. Stephan Van Vliet

McLeod, Allison  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

McNeil, Abby  
Master of Dietetics Administration

McRoberts, Madison Kristae  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Mellott, Kirsten  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Miksch, Matthew  
Master of Science  
Climate Sciences  
Dr. Lawrence E. Hipps

Millar, Zack T.  
Master of Aviation Science

Mills, Natasha Lyn  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Morales, Kristina Alexa Puno  
Master of Dietetics Administration
Morgan, Christina  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Mower-Harris, Megan Sandra  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Nelson, Michelle  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Oborn, Annika Israelsen  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Oliver, Frank Eli  
Master of Science  
Soil Science  
Dr. Melanie Stock

Openshaw, Garet Kaden  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Dr. Brent Chamberlain

Osborne, Makenna Lee  
Master of Science  
Agricultural Extension and Education  
Dr. Brian K. Warnick

Ostrander, Natalie  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Packer, Jameson Floyd  
Master of Science  
Agribusiness  
Dr. Tanner McCarty

Pedersen, Morgan Ann  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Peterson, Mats F.  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Pinkerton, Lacee Denise  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Rauter, Shannon Nicole  
Master of Science  
Plant Science  
Dr. Melanie Stock

Rivera, Jason Michael  
Master of Aviation Science

Sheesley, Ashley Nichole Yardley  
Master of Public Health  
Veterinary

Sip, Nelson Shad  
Master of Science  
Agribusiness  
Dr. Ryan Larsen

Skinner, Jeannine  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Smith, Erika Jill  
Master of Dietetics Administration

Stoker, Jenna  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Stull, Tyler Lenard  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Sullivan, Reece Ballard  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Sutton, Lloyd Elliott  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Professor David Anderson

Taft, Lilian  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Dr. Jake F. Powell

Taylor, McKenzie  
Master of Science  
Nutrition and Food Sciences  
Dr. Sulaiman Matameh

Terry, Jacob M.  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Terry, Sarah  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Walters, Jonathon Robert  
Master of Education  
Career and Technical Education

Weight, Abbie Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Justin G. Julander

Westover, Chanden C.  
Master of Science  
Agribusiness  
Dr. Tanner McCarty

Wicker, Bryan  
Master of Aviation Science

Williamson, James Allen  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Withers, Elise Kristine  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition

Woolsey, Aimee Adele  
Master of Aviation Science
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & APPLIED SCIENCES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

**AGRICULTURE**
- Barnes, Kelsie L., BS
- Barrus, Shawndy Marie, BS
- Beylear, AnnaLee, BS
- Cantlin, Elisabeth Anne, BS *
- Felix, Michelle, BS +
- Ferguson, Ashlyn Teri, BS
- Hamm, Grant Daniel, BS
- Lee, Mackenzie, BS
- Mahanke, Carson, BS
- Milligan, Staci, BS
- Page, Travis Ben, BS
- Robinson, Blake Theodore, BS *
- Smith, Logan Scott Marins, BS *

**ANIMAL, DAIRY, AND VETERINARY SCIENCES**
- Adams, McKaily E., BS ^
- Alexander, Alexi, BS
- Andersen, J Heston Randall, BS
- Besendorfer, Kristen Marie, BS +
- Bills, Jessica Justine, BS
- Boyd, Alyssa Renee, BS *
- Brinck, Sarah Riley, BS *
- Brough, Ariel S., BS *
- Brun, Maddy Claire, BS
- Bunderson, Megann, BS
- Christofferson, Jordyn JoLene, BS
- Consuegra, Daniela Sofia, BS *
- Cox, Caden Charles, BS ^
- Deback, Amber Rose, BS *
- Ehardt, Kristen Nicole, BS *
- Elliott, Kristana Danielle BS
- Fausett, Abby Paige, BS *
- Floyd, Kelsey Bohling, BS
- Gibson, James P., BS *
- Gilmore, Katie Ruth, BS *
- Godinez, Jessica, BS ^
- Graham, Jordyn Nicole, BS
- Greenwood, Cortney C., CC
- Hansen, Gillian E., BS *
- Hansen, Kindra Kayleigh, BS
- Hanson, Zaeck Chet, BS
- Hatch, Haley L., BS *
- Hatch, Sydnee, BS
- Hedberg, Emily Elaine, BS
- Hernandez, Kaitlyn Ruth, BS
- Horton, Jacob Thomas, BS
- Hudman, Abby Paige, BS *
- Jacobson, Jada Lynn, BS ^
- Kelly, Connor Thomas, BS
- Kinch, Ertanne Melissa, BS
- King, Tristan L., BS
- Lameman, Ian Cal, CC

**APPLIED ECONOMICS**
- Adams, Michael J, BS +
- Baker, Megan J., BS ^
- Barrantes, Carlos Fernando, BS ^
- Bayles, Austin D., BS
- Capener, Jeff Glen, BS
- Christensen, Erik Benjamin, BS *
- Crane, Kevin Stuart, BS ^
- Davis, Hailey Nicole, BS
- Downs, Kody Wells, BS
- Duvall, Daniel Wayne, BS
- Eldridge, Mollie Moriah, BS *
- Ghabayen, Tana Said, BS
- Godfrey, Dallin Wilson, BS *
- Grover, Connor Preston, BS
- Hall, Brinlee, BS +
- Hernandez-Zavala, Daniel, BS
- Isom, Dan J., BS
- Johnson, Fallon Lee, BS *
- Judd, Kayson Wade, BS +
- Lingard, Jonathan Rex, BS +
- Lusk, Allen M., BS *
- Miller, Sheyanne, BS +
- Montgomery, Lauren, BS
- Olsen, Raymond Wayne, BS *
- Ransom, Oakley Sarah, BS
- Rasmussen, Jessica J, BS
- Robertson, Dewey, BS
- Simmons, Riley D., BS ^
- Turner, Brett, BS *
- Wayment, Parker, BS *
- Westover, Chaden C., BS
- Wilkins, Colby, BS *
- Wood, Dalton Jeremy, BS +
- Wootan, Sage, BS *

**APPLIED SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION**
- Adair, Ashley Kaye, BS
- Ahlstrom, Brian Jeff, BS +
- Anderson, Torie Louise, BS *
- Andreasen, Megan, BS +
- Bailey, Annie L., BS
- Barkow, Eve Mikell, BS *
- Barstow, Heather, AS **
- Bean,abbey, BS *
- Bell, Caitlyn, BS *
- Benson, Bellina Rene, BS +
- Bingham, Peter A., BS *
- Bleak, Halli, BS ^
- Bosh, Caden James, BS +
- Boyer, Maren Elizabeth, BS +
- Brown, Dylan Chad, BS *
- Brown, Josh Dave, BS +
- Buffaloe, Zach Michael, BS *
- Christensen, Carson H., AAS ^^, BS +
- Coleman, Tyler Chet, BS
- Crystal, Ariane, BS *
- Eddington, Darrick Wade, AAS
- Finlayson, Katie M., BS *
- Foy, Zayne Gordon, BS *
- Garcia Morales, Janeth, BS
- Gatherum, Alex McGonigle, BS
- Gerratt, Ethan Mark, AAS **, BS *
- Hendrickson, Emilee K., BS *
- Herrera, Rebecca Lyn, BS
- Hervat, Blake, BS *
- Hunsaker, McKenzie Elaine, BS +
- Hunter, McKenzie Lee, BS
- Hynek, FaithAnn Madelyne, BS +
- Jensen, Mykelle, BS *
AVIATION TECHNOLOGY

Adams, Isabella Noel, BS *
Aguayo, Eric Alan, CP
Aiman, Cheyenne M., BS *
AL Surati, Loay Hani Saleh, AAS, BS
Albrecht, Nick Adam, BS +
Alharbi, Tariq Sattam, BS
Alharthi, Mohammed Nawaf, BS +
Alhazmi, Asim Mohammed, BS
Allen, Hayden Miles, BS *
Allwein, Jacob R., BS
Almarwani, Khalid, BS
Alsally, Alsaied Bader, BS *
Alqahtani, Abdulrahman, BS *
Alroq, Khaled Eid, BS +
Alsaud, Majed Salman S, BS
Anderson, Maria Alejandra, AAS
Anderson, Navi Jaekid, CP
Andijani, Khaled Yousef, BS +
Arnell, Chloé, AAS **
Arroyo, Adam Bryan, BS
Atkin, Gage Howard, AAS
Baak, Bryce Roy, BS ^
Baanijer, Natalie E., CP **
Ball, Chase, BS
Banks, Devan, BS
Barfuss, Jon Patrick, BS
Barros, Jared Hunter, BS *
Barstow, Jonathan R., CC
Bean, Abbey, AS ^^
Beck, Austin, BS *
Beck, Carter Joseph, BS
Bekstead, Anna Grace, AS **
Beeley, Boston B., BS *
Begay, Jikeo Oscar, CP **
Bell, Kenny George, CP
Belliston, Ann Dee Leigh, AAS
Bernstein Rhodes, Malaki Herbn Dale, CP
Bezzant, Dale Clifford, CP **
Biddulph, Tannen G., BS
Billings, Andalyn Hall, AAS
Black, Abraham, CP ^^
Black, Landon McKay, CP
Blomquist, Jordan D., BS
Boilingbrok, Anna Elizabeth, AS
BooSilas, Treynae Shania, CP
Bown, Alan John, BS *
Bradford, Kaylie Kay, CC, AAS, AS **
Brech, Holden Jefferson, BS *
Briggs, Vance, AAS
Brinkerhoff, Dylan Sean, BS
Brown, Connelly P., BS *
Brummer, Tori J., BS *
Buenaventura, Alexzander Canon, BS
Burton, Leo, CP ^^
Butler, Nikki Odina, CP
Butler, Quinn Patrick, BS
Callahan, Karlie M., AS **
Cardon, Dallin Henry, CP ^^
Carlson, Kyle Ryan, BS ^
Carr, Domonic, CP ^^
Chastain, Chantelle Marie, CP ^^
Chiara, Mattie L., CP ^^
Choi, Yonggil, BS *
Christensen, Colton Ron, AAS
Christensen, Kyle S., BS *
Christensen, Paxton Coby, CP
Christiansen, Ariel Alyn, CP
Cntron, Mina Lee, CP
Claw, Olivia Tisha C., CP **
Clement, Jay, Chris Todd, CP ^^
Cook, Devony G., AS **
Corta, Logan S., CP ^^
Crandall, Leon Earl, CP ^^
Crank, Jared Joel, CC, AAS
Cummings, Charles Nicholas, CP
Cunningham, Allen John, AS
Curleyhair, Shay L., AS
Dash, Dillon M., CP ^^
Davenport, Benjamin, BS *
Davis, Dessarae DeAnn, AAS, AS *
Descheny, Ralston R., CP **
Diamond, Cole, BS *
Disbro, Trent Nicholas, CP
Dixon, Lisa Elaine, AS **
Dowden, Anthony Craig, AAS
Downs, Kyler Frank, BS
Duffin, Kendall, BS
Dunford, Emily Gae, CP **
Dymock, Berkley Christine, CP
Earl, Gary V., BS *
Earl, Graeme Elliot, BS *
Eastman, Jayden Cole, BS
Eaton, Cheyanne R., AS
Eddy, Keegan Andrew, BS
Edward, Kenna Elizabeth, BS *
Eillbogen, Steven Donald, BS +
Evans, Madison, AS
Evans, Zac Jon, BS
Farland, Christopher, CP ^^
Farley, Aidan Patrick, AS
Fidler, Dakota Ryan, BS
Field, Nicholas B., BS
Finlayson, Jane Riley, AS
Fliton, Austin Riley, BS
Flory, Saylor Jade, CC, AAS
Fordham, Andrew Warner, BS
Fowler, Addison Jackson, BS
Fox, Craig, BS +
Fragua, Towan Westbear, CP ^^
Francis, Clint Scott, AAS
Frank, Veronica Sue, AAS ^^
Fronk-Hayward, Cade, AS
Fujii, Alex Tatsuo, BS
Gibbons, Mitchell S., BS *
Gilbert, Gabe Dale, AAS
Gilot, Mackenton, BS
Gonzales, Tara Veronica, CC
Grant, Dallin Carter, CC ^^
Green, Corbin Charles, BS
Greenough, Aaron James, BS +
Gregoire, Matt James, AAS ^^
Griffith, Jacob Michael, BS *
Groesbeck, Thomas James, AAS
Grove, Jaelen A., AS ^^
Hadley, Trace R., AAS **, BS *
Hall, Kason Levi, CP, AAS, AS *
Hall, Zedekiah Richard, CP ^^
Hansen, Tyler Jay, AAS **
Hansen, Wyatt, CP
Hardman, Dylan Devon, CC
Harris, Sara Mackenzi, AS
Hathale, Joseph Wayne, CP **
Heid, Tyler Daniel, BS *
Hendrick, Matthew James, BS
Henrie, Mada Dawn, BS
Hoeh, Nathan Hunter, AAS ^^
Holding, Lauren Christine, BS *
Holiday, Lattrell Dave, CP
Holliday, Shastee Kira, CC
Horton, Hailee Joy, AS ^^
Hughes, Branigan Lesley, BS +
Hulse, Michael A., BS +
Hunsaker, Jeffrey Calvin, BS
Hunter, Natalie Dawn, CC
Huntington, Kade, CP ^^
Hurwitz, Sam Owen, CC, AAS
Hyer, Daniel, CP
Ingram, Erik Thoriger, BS
Jaimez, Frank, CC
Jenkins, Joshua, AAS ^^
Jennings, Paige Nicole, AAS
Jenson, Landon B., BS *
Jeppesen, Katherine Elizabeth, AS ^^
Jeppesen, Zach T., BS *
Jim, Aaron David, CP
Joe, Renisha Lori, BS
Johnson, Tagi Jgu, AS **
Jones, Laura R., AS
Jones, Tristan R., AAS
Jordan, Logan Jeffrey, BS
Jung, Paul, AAS, BS
Keicher, Corbin C., BS *
Keizer, Connor Joseph, BS *
Ketchum, Shaun Donovon, CC, CP
Kim, Hyeongjo, BS
King, Camille, AAS **
Kircnher, Wesley Jason, BS *
Knodel, Tyler Kirk, CP
Kop, Kristen Ann, BS
Kotter, Lindsee, BS
Kottke, Ian Dominick, BS +
L’Allier, Dalton, BS *
Larson, Wytney Chae, AS **
Lemmon, Karissa Laree, AAS **
Lewis, Colton Cade, CP
Lim, Jisoo, BS *
Litsui, Tyler Ray, CP ^^
Lopez, Cody, CC
Lopez, Sergio Harry June, CC
Lugo, Jose Armando, CC, AAS
Manker, Camron M., BS
Marcusen, Matthew Ryan, BS
Marler, Joseph Dayle, BS
Martinez, Angell Braden, CC, CP
Martinez, Gloria, CP
McDougal, Kendall L., AAS, BS
McMeekin, Emma Blossom, AAS **, BS *
Mendez, Alexander, CP ^^
Mikesell, Kassidy Martha, AS **
Mills, Anthony Makena, BS *
Mills, Haylee, CP
Milne, Brooke, BS +
Mora, Genna E., AAS, BS
Moran, Dugan Robert, BS
Murphy, Brandon, BS *
Nealson, Drigs River, AAS ^^
Nelson, Mitchell William Charles, BS *
Nevels, Garrett Maxwell, BS *
Nickle, Eric Warren, BS *
Nielson, Kaden Brock, BS
Nelson, Marren Brooke, BS
Nelson, Race M., CP
Noall, Kevin Bradley, BS
Nordwall, Tyler Frank, BS +
Novak, Michelle, CP
Oliver, Terrell Alihikuaokapono, BS *
Olson, Brevin James, AAS ^^
Ostberg, Adam M., BS
Packer, Jordan T., AAS
Palmer, Mason Isaac, BS *
Panui, Gideon, AAS, BS
Park, Will Smith, AS
Parish, Dusty Ray, CC, CP
Payne, Andrew S., BS *
Payne, Clint M., CP
Perry, Kohl Ryan, CC
Peterson, Bryce Robert, AAS
Peterson, Jake, AAS ^^
Peterson, Janessa Neta, AS **
Petersen, Ella Marie, AS
Pilling, Dason S., BS
Plazier, Kevin Glen, BS *
Pointer, Evan Maitland, BS *
Pond, Blake Austin, AAS, BS
Powell, Gracee Richelle, CC **
Pugsley, Riley, AAS ^^
Pyne, Travis Carlos, BS
Ramsey, Alex, CP
Rebalkin, Mason, AAS **
Reeder, Nate Shane, BS
Reynolds, John Gilbert, AAS ^^
Ritchie, Ryan Earl, AAS, BS
Robinson, Haley Jo, AAS
Rockwell, Chele Alyce, CC
Rollins, Parker L., CC, AS ^^
Roylance, Justin Douglas, AAS ^^
Salazar, Christian Anthony, BS +
Sandquist, Blake Thomas, AAS **
Sauer, Jake Deven, CP
Schlesselman, Lexi Anne, AAS ^^
Schow, Britton Ryan, AS **
Schroeder, Tanner Richard, AS ^^
Schumann, Quin H., BS
Schwah, Tanner, BS
Scott, Jane May, AS **
Seaholm, Trevor Michael, BS
Searle, Eric Lloyd, BS
Shaffer, Scott Garrett, BS *
Shimazaki, Logan, AAS **, BS *
Shiner, Mikala Jan, CP ^^
Silva, Zach John Paul, BS +
Smart, Jason Lorin, CP **
Smith, Jaden, BS *
Sontag, Nicholas Christopher, BS *
Staley, Tucker Owen, BS *
Stallings, Suzy Esther, AAS
Stansfield, Payton Shane, CP
Steed, Logan Scott, CC, AAS **
Sterman, Devan Christopher, BS
Stockman, Spencer Joshua, BS
Stone, Gabriel Bryan, BS *
Stuart, Joshua Burke, BS
Sutherland, Calvin Christopher, BS
Taylor, Zack Glen, BS +
Thayn, Alex Diego, BS *
Thayn, Mary Kathryn, CC ^^
Theobald, Samantha Marie, CP
Thomas, Emily Sue, AS ^^
Thompson, Alex James, BS
Thompson, Brynna K., BS +
Thompson, Cayden Wayne, BS *
Thompson, Dan, CP
Thompson, Tyrel Kirby, CP **
Tillahash, Sreekul Sutho Morrie, CC
Tolbert, Chad, BS
Tolley, Max D., BS *
Torres, Brennan Russell, BS
Turner, Paul Alan, CP
Varney, Ethan G., BS +
Vergara, Noah William, CP
Vincent, Joshua Gary, CP ^^
Vreeken, Gerrit D., BS
Wahlen, Levi George, BS *
Walker, Noah James, AAS, BS
Wardle, Logan H., CP, AS
Warren, Shawn N., BS
Wells, Benjamin Lee, BS +
West, Jorden Carl, CP **
Weston, Kenny John, BS
Whitmore, Kevin Milton, BS
Widdison, Matthew Ricks, AAS ^^
Wilcox, Tiffani, AS
Williams, Keaton McInnes, BS *
Williams, Sam Keith, BS
Williams, Thayne Alonzo, AAS ^^
Willson, Brent, CP ^^
Willson, Stephen Anthony, CC
Wilson, Daved Sevier, AS
Wilson, Deonia Billy Clito, CC
Wood, Jake Lowell, BS
Worley, Jared James, CP
Wright, Cameron Keith, AAS
Yazzie, Domonique Summer, CC
Yazzie, Mikee Tyrone, CC **
Yazzie, Warren Olsen, CP ^^
Yegar, Kendyll Shae, BS *
Yu, David, BS +

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
Baughan, Clara Elizabeth, BLA, BLA *
Clinger, Michaela Ann, BLA *
Daines, Sarah Kaye, BLA
Dussault, Abigail Renee, BLA *
Frieder, William Alexander, BLA
Fullmer, Nicholas Douglas, BLA *
Gibbons, Savannah Amy, BLA +
Hales, Robert Lane, BLA
Hill, Spencer Ryan, BLA
Hood, Brenton Lee, ICP, BLA *
Iverson, Carrie Elizabeth, BLA +
Jasper, Brayden D., BLA
Larson, Tate S., BLA +
Macfarlane, Devin Valberg, BLA *
McMurdie, Dylan J., BLA +
Olech, Sydney Leigh, BLA +
Poulson, Brynn Marie, BLA +
Prasek, Alaina, BLA *
Puffer, Landon, BLA
Robbins, Bray, BLA *
Sweenford, Daniel, BLA *
Tingey, Annika Camille, BLA *
Yancey, Raelee A., BLA

NUTRITION, DIETETICS, AND FOOD SCIENCES
Abplanalp, Reagan Lee, BS *
Adair, Meghan, BS +
Adams, Brooklyn J., BS *
Andersen, Lynn, BS *
Anderson, Kensi Ann, BS +
Balling, Bethany Nicole, BS
Bastian, Jaylee, BS +
Bigelow, Anne Nicole, BS *
Brandt, Spencer D., BS
Brown, Sidney Lauren, BS *
Campbell, Alison H., BS +
Caylor, Rachel J., BS *
Christensen, Gavin K., BS *
Clark, McKenna Elizabeth, BS
Cook, Kadon, BS
Crandall, Rachel Madison, BS +
Curtis, Kamryn, BS *
Davis, Morgan Lynn, BS *
Drollinger, Paytin, BS +
Edwards, Trace Dean, BS +
Flygare, Hadyn Makel, BS +
Frazier, Kristina, BS *
Gowans, Shawn Michael, BS *
Gray, Abby, BS +
Hadley, Emma Virginia, BS
Hart, Lexie, BS +
Haslam, Avery, BS +
Hulse, Matthew James, BS +
Jensen, Heather Noel, BS +
Kane, Brianna Lynne, BS +
Keele, Natalie, BS +
Landon, Madison Jewel, BS *
Langford, Makaylie Joanne, BS *
Larkin, Alisse Verena, BS ^
Linton, Garrett Joseph, BS
Makela, Dayna Blake, BS *
Malan, Cloie Ann, BS *
Maughan, Allie, BS *
Mershon, Kate Stuart, BS +
Palmer, Brittany, BS
Pastorik, Kara, BS +
Price, Nikelle, BS +
Quezada, Camilla Marie, BS +
Rackham, Mattiekey, BS +
Schiess, Cassandra, BS *
Seamons, Mollie Ryan, BS
Stevenson, Kayden Jason, BS ^
Stirling, Maren Sue, BS +
Stout, Elise Ann, BS *
Thomson, Jaidyn, BS *
Walker, Westin Corey, BS ^
Wendel, Lane, BS
Whitting, Jared William, BS *
Wilcox, Aubree Noel, BS *
Woolton, Liv Maurice, BS *
Wu, Jeffrey, BS *

PLANTS, SOILS, AND CLIMATE
Bailey, Andrew Kurt, BS
Bench, Elise Julia, AAS
Booth, Macie Ann, BS *
Buttkofer, Ashley Jalon, BS *
Call, Matthew Glen, BS
Christensen, Evan Addison, BS +
Clark, Aspen Kelly, CC ^
Dorrough, Noah Oliver, BS
Duncan, Keegan Jack, BS
Evans, Madison, CC, AAS, BS
Gilbert, Luke I., BS
Hanson, Viven Ann, BS
Herd, Ashley E., BS
Hewitt, Katie Helen, BS
Hiller, Joe, BS
Holloway, Jacob Darrell, BS
Holsinger, Lydia Jane, BS
Housley, Anna Lisa, BS
Hutcheson, Brinn Robin, CC, AAS ^, BS ^
Jacketta, Charlotte Harpua, BS
Johnson, Carter Mckay, BS
Keller, Chloe Ann, CC
Randall, Sydney Harris, CC, AAS ^, BS ^
Robert, Abby Lyn, BS +
Smith, Flo, AAS ^

Sorensen, Amber, CC **
Sorensen, Wyatt Elmer, BS
Swink, Lizzy Jane, BS
Thorpe, Jedediah Baker, CC
Trentelman, Crystal Dawn, BS
Varga, Ethan, BS
Vasa, Madison Jody, BS
Vincent, Alexander H., BS *
Walker, Senica, CC, AAS **, BS *
Waters, Pam, BS
Whitney, Diana Lee, BS +
Winters, Nicholas Todd, BS

TECHNOLOGY, DESIGN AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Adair, Ashley Kaye, AS
Ahlstrom, Brian Jeff, AS ^, BS +
Alger, Ashlyn Joy, CC, CP, AAS ^
Allen, Gracee Paige, BS **
Alvarez, Jaime Jeriberto, CP
Anderson, Bennett Gibb, AS
Anderson, Brody K., CP **
Anderson, Seth E., BS
Anderson, Ty Dustin, CP, AAS
Anguiano, Santino C C, AAS
Arrants, Nate Smith, BS ^
Ashcroft, Rosie, AAS
Asimus, Andrew Evan, AAS
Baggs, Haley Lynn, AAS
Baker, Jenny, CP ^
Bang, Kasey C., AS
Bates, James Fredrick, BS
Beckstead, Anna Grace, BS *
Begay, Bryon Yazzie, CP
Begay, Jileo Oscar, CC, AAS **
Bell, Hayden Scott, BS
Bench, Landen Garret, BS *
Bennion, Brynn, BS +
Billis, Leonard Lee, BS
Bingham, Holly Elizabeth, CC, AAS
Bingham, Logan J., BS *
Black, Mackay Lynne, AS
Black, Tammy Majee, BS
Black, Valerie Kella, AAS
BooSilas, Treyma Shania, CC
Boucher, Kaiden Pierce, BS *
Braun, Dallin Parker, CC, CP
Brighton, Abby D., BS +
Brown, Troy Michael, AAS
Burton, April LeeAnn, AAS, AS
Butler, Nikki Odina, CC
Bylilly, Vanessa Anjelica, CC
Callister, Pierce H., BS +
Carlucci, Marcus Anthony, BS *
Carrwright, Shayley Dyane, CC, AAS
Chamberlain, Allie, AS **
Charley, Sage Beke, CP
Chatterton, Bailey Jada, BS
Chic, Philmore, CP
Chidlow, Abby Lea, BS
Christensen, Kada C., AAS ^
Christensen, Karson David, BS
Christensen, Paxton Coby, CP
Christensen, Trenton Wayman, CC
Cly, Anferny Badback, CP

Conrad, Caden Shawn, AS
Cook, Addi Elizabeth, BS +
Corbridge, Brayden B, BS
Creager, David N., BS
Cronyn, Avery Keller, BS *
Cross, Makinzeey Lynn, CC, CP ^
Crystal, Ariane, AAS ^
Cummins, Charles Nicholas, CP
Curtis, Kysen Jack, CP *
Dalziel, Thomas Olvin, BS *
Dash, Dillon M., CC ^
Davis, Garrett Evan, BS *
Deering, Michael, CP
Descheny, Ralston R., CP **
Dixon, Ethan Jack, BS
Dorrance, Jack Bernard, BS
Doutre Burgess, Ellen Frances, BS
Dubovik, Nick James, BS
Duke, Ashton Blaine, BS *
Dunford, Emily Gae, CC **
Durney, Kyleigh Miranda, AS
Durrant, Allen Dean AS ^
Enrico, Sampson, CC ^
Esparza, Chlo, AAS ^
Farland, Christopher, CP ^
Farley, Aidan Patrick, BS
Farr, Ridge M., BS +
Fetzer, Landon Cooper, BS
Filfred, Tavee Quinayah, CP
Fowler, Rickey Ermel, CP
Fox, Shante Lynn, BS
Fragua, Towan Westbear, CP ^
Gardner, Jaycie Lynn, AS
George, Porter Allen, BS *
Gerfen, Dawsyn Drew, AAS
Gonzales, Tara Veronica, AAS
Goodsell, Austin Wylie, BS *
Gordon, Jessica, BS *
Gray, Talon Wesley, CC
Grimaud, Airelle Lynn, AS
Gurule, Mario Anthony, CC
Hadley, Madison, AAS
Hagans, Sean Patrick, CC, AAS
Hagman, Kelsey Anne, BS
Hamblin, Kordell, AAS
Hansen, Ryan Todd, AAS **
Hansen, Tyler Jay, BS *
Hansen, Wyatt, CC
Hardy, David Stuart, CC **
Hardy, Linden James, CP
Hartle, Kayden J., BS
Hartley, Tiffany, CP
Harvey, JJ Joseph, CC, AAS ^
Hawkinson, Cassand, CC, AAS
Heine, David Charles, BS
Henning, Preston John, AAS
High, David, BS ^
Holiday, Latrell Dave, CC
Howa, Dallas Tony, CP ^
Hoyt, Thomas N., AAS ^
Hurdman, Ethan Thomas, CP
Hurst, Patrick Kennedy, CP
Jackson, Scott Allan, CC
James, Adtran Micheal, BS
Jardine, Nathan Cyril, BS
Jarman, Savanna, BS *
Jaskowski, Natasha Lynn, CP **
May 5, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Andrew Sorensen

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Kate Elizabeth Christiansen, Civil and Environmental Engineering

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

WORDS OF INSPIRATION
Mel Torrie, Founder and CEO, Autonomous Solutions Inc.

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Biological Engineering: Dr. Jixun Zhan, Interim
Civil & Environmental Engineering: Dr. Marv Halling
Electrical & Computer Engineering: Dr. Jacob Gunther
Engineering Education: Dr. Ning Fang
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Zhongquan Zheng

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

RECESSIONAL
SALUTATORIANS
Andrew Solon Chamberlin, Electrical Engineering
Matt A. Flake, Mechanical Engineering
Lance Cameron Ford, Mechanical Engineering
Dakota R. Goodrich, Electrical Engineering
Cody Grogan, Mechanical Engineering
Melanie Ann Mills, Biological Engineering
Corbin Kent Romney, Biological Engineering
Topher Jonathan Rosenlund, Mechanical Engineering
Mckay J. Waite, Electrical Engineering
Kurtis Kearney Walker, Mechanical Engineering
Dalton James Yerke, Electrical Engineering

OUTSTANDING SENIOR AND SCHOLAR
Abi Meek

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Colin Phillips

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Melissa Scheaffer

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Brian Crookston

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Hongjie Wang

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Zac Humes

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Matt Harris

VALEDICTORIAN
Kate Elizabeth Christiansen
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Faculty Escort: Andrew Sorensen, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kate Christiansen dreamed of coming to Utah State ever since her three older siblings attended. In fact, USU was the only university she applied to. Choosing to major in Civil Engineering took more effort. However, she saw the film “Dream Big: Engineering our World” and discovered her passion for designing resilient, beautiful structures. She is amazed by structural engineering — from the physics that allow a bridge to remain stable to the roads and infrastructure connecting the world. Kate is also proud to finish her Music Studies minor. In addition to her studies, Kate has enjoyed being involved with the ASCE Concrete Canoe team, the concrete bowling ball team, and the Engineering Ambassadors.

Kate was one of 25 recipients for an Undergraduate Research and Creative Opportunities (URCO) Grant for her research on pervious concrete, which serves as a foundation for her master’s thesis. Most of her undergraduate study focused on problem-solving; she knows she can solve any problem she is faced with because her professors and mentors have taught her how to learn and to never give up.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Abu Shanab, Israi I. H.
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Andrew Dell Sorensen

Al Mestraihi, Mohammad
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Angela Minichiello

Anderson, Lucas Samuel
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Charles M. Swenson

Attaallah, Nour Aldeen
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jeff Horsburgh

Bolander, Christian R.
Doctor of Philosophy
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Clawson, Jeffrey Scott
Doctor of Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. David K. Geller

Costley, Austin Daniel
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Greg Droge

Hou, Jiacheng
Doctor of Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Zhongquan Zheng

Iqbal, Assad
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Oenardi Lawanto

Jansson, Olli
Doctor of Philosophy
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Matt Harris

Montgomery, Zach Seth
Doctor of Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Openshaw, Lori
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Angela Minichiello

Osunbunmi, Ibukun Samuel
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Ning Fang

Ren, Jie
Doctor of Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Jixun Zhan

Sakib, Md Nazmus
Doctor of Philosophy
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Barton L. Smith

Shuntaro Inoue
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Regan Zane

Taylor, Jeffrey D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Teeneti, Chakridhar Reddy
Doctor of Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Geordie Richards

Vaikasi, Pilaiwan
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Marv Halling

Woodford, Nathaniel
Doctor of Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Matt Harris

MASTER'S DEGREES

Accordino, Jake Giovanni
Master of Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. Keith Roper

Aveek, Mahmud
Master of Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David Rosenberg
Babb, Russell Stephen  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

Baird, Brandon Kyle  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Barentine, Charlie W.  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Charles D. Miller

Barton, Brayden Richard  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering

Barton, Caleb Don  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Jixun Zhan

Bell, Zachary Edwin  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Berry, Landon R.  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Som Dutta

Black, Ammon Hughes  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering

Boe, Jonah Wilson  
Master of Science  
Computer Engineering  
Dr. Zhen Zhang

Boyer, Sadie  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Michelle Mekker

Brock, Josh David  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Canham, Haley Anne  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Belize Lane

Carter, Parker C.  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Cartwright, Anthony  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. David Britt

Case, Christine  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

Christiansen, Laura Nicole  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Alfonso Faustino Torres

Church, Kyler  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Clarke, Zach James  
Master of Science  
Space Systems Engineering

Cook, Braxton James  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Coombs, Trevor Wyatt  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

Corey, Isabella  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Brady R. Cox

Cornwall, Chaz Benjamin  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Scott E. Budge

Craig, Weston D.  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Ryan Berke

Creager, Corey James  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering

Cremin-Thurber, Daniel  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Belize Lane

Davis, Bradley John  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. John D. Rice

Dixon, Nolan Larry  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Eberhard, Ryan Carl  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. John D. Rice

Elliott, Jack C.  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Barton L. Smith
Fan, Xuecong  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Fletcher, Adam Blake  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Frischkorn, Cara  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

Froisland, Isaac Thomas  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Gamble, Talon Dirk  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering

Goldsberry, Parker Robert  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Ronald C. Sims

Goldtooth, Alex Kenneth  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Goodrich, Carson Roy  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Hansen, Thaddeus Jacob  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Marv Halling

Hargreaves, Oliver Henry  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Alfonso Faustino Torres

Hasan, Rakib  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Reyhan Baktur

Haws, Case Griffin  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Hulse, Maren Emalene  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Johnson, Mykell  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Nick Roberts

Jorgensen, Kailey  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kadomtsev, Anton George  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Som Dutta

Kartchner, Holland F.  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Som Dutta

Kennedy, Hayden Bruce  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kirk, Michael  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Nick Roberts

Kohler, Austin Jacob  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Koldewyn, Shelby Judith  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Blake P. Tullis

Koppenhafer, Ty Jarrett  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Lehto, Abby Nichole  
Master of Science  
Engineering Education  
Dr. Ning Fang

Leon-Tinoco, Yesica D.  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Litton, Addison John  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Brian Crookston

Margetts, Kathryn Ann  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Maughan, Brooks Jace  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Hongjie Wang

Merritt, Charles Rich  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Mier Zambrano, Nataly Carolina  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Keith Roper
Moon, Quinn Parker  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering & Space Systems Engineering  
Dr. David K. Geller

Mustafa, Asif  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Nakayu, Kenji Brian  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Nunez, Roberto Carlos  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Olsen, Kurt Christian  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

Passmore, Calvin John  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Randall, Austin James  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering

Rasmussen, Michael  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Brian Crookston

Richardson, Merlin Myketti  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Richins, Garrett George  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Steve Barfuss

Rind, Moazzam  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. David Rosenberg

Schoenfeld, Justice  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker

Schofield, Jason  
Master of Engineering  
Computer Engineering

Sigman, Aaron  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Colin Phillips

Sparks, Dakota  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Professor Joan McLean

Squire, Tyler Ralph  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Swasey, Daren Christopher  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical Engineering

Tanoue, Chaz Tadaaki  
Master of Science  
Composite Materials and Structures

Taylor Porter, Tessie Nudtacha  
Master of Science  
Mechanical Engineering

Thacker, Annie Page  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Thibaudeau, Ryan James  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore

van Brunt, Gaby Rebekah  
Master of Science  
Aerospace Engineering

van Renselaar, Julissa Naomi  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Keith Roper

Voigt, Logan Edward  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Reyhan Baktur

Wallace, Nicholas Lincoln  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Charles M. Swenson

Ward, Ryan S.  
Master of Science  
Composite Materials and Structures

Watkins, Jacob Dean  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Ronald C. Sims

Watson, Orion  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Abhilash Kamineni

Ziegenfelder, Paul  
Master of Science  
Electrical Engineering  
Dr. Hongjie Wang
### COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
### 2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.*

#### BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
- Arnold, Yomar Eli, BS
- Barton, Elise Cheryl, BS
- Breck, Emma, BS *
- Brothersen, Emily Anne, BS *
- Dikwa-Nkrumah, Britney, BS
- Edward, Abby, BS *
- Fairbourn, Dallin D., BS *
- Fox, Alison Dee, BS *
- Hancock, BoDee B., BS *
- Howard, Ceaira Dee, BS
- Jardine, Sariah C., BS *
- Jeppesen, Peter Folsom, BS *
- Johnson, Ezra Burton, BS *
- Kokoshka, Sophia, BS *
- Lehman, Korban Michael, BS
- Martin, Adam Joseph, BS
- Matthews, Eric H., BS +
- Meek, Abi, BS +
- Mills, Melanie Ann, BS *
- Mock, Claudine A., BS *
- Nielsen, David Aaron, BS
- Oliver, Jessop Larry, BS +
- Patton, Connor Quin, BS *
- Peterson, Trent Richard, BS
- Phillips, Lexi, BS *
- Porter, Britton T., BS *
- Romney, Corbin Kent, BS *
- Ruben, Robert William, BS *
- Saidanavong, Laurent Kham, BS
- Siddoway, Ellie D., BS *
- Walker, Elizabeth Skye, BS *
- Wallentine, Tyler Winn, BS *
- Willett, Tyler, BS *
- Wintch, Joshua Douglas, BS *

#### CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
- Achenbach, Parker Jed, BS +
- Adams, Brig Dean, BS
- Alosaimi, Turky Oweed N., BS
- Andersen, John James, BS *
- Augustine, Squire, BS
- Bair, Kyndal Grace-Ann, BS
- Bateman, Beau B., BS *
- Beard, Bryan Allen, BS
- Bell, Zachary Wade, BS
- Blaylock, Justin Ellis, BS *
- Brothersen, Mariah Kate, BS *
- Brown, Kevin Michael, BS
- Byrd, Cameron, BS *
- Christiansen, Kate Elizabeth, BS *
- Clasyon, Parker Scott, BS *
- De La Mare, Tori, BS
- Dean, Bronson R., BS *
- DeBernardi, Luke Anthony, BS *
- DeBernardi, Zane Christopher, BS *
- Dottr, Braedon Neal, BS +
- Douglas, Jake Troy, BS +
- Foraker, Jordan Marie, BS +
- Gaither, Dalton Joseph, BS *
- Garner, Christopher B., BS +
- Goodrich, Carson Roy, BS +
- Gordon, Robert J., BS
- Harris, Tanner Kunz, BS *
- Hegemann, Luke A., BS
- Henrichsen, Jacob Leo, BS
- Hill, Emilie Ruth, BS +
- Hill, Nicholas Trenton, BS *
- Hokanson, Chandler R., BS *
- Huffman, Jeffrey Russell, BS
- Jensen, Cade, BS
- Jensen, L. Chancellor, BS *
- Johnson, Max Gene, BS *
- Kennington, Jordan Dee, BS *
- Kerrigan, Jack Begley, BS
- Kime, Catherine Rose, BS
- Knight, Joey, BS +
- Lambright, Megan E., BS
- Madsen, Chase Dorian, BS *
- McCarthy, Madison Whitney, BS
- Miller, Brady Sutton, BS
- Moulton, Matt Eric, BS
- Nielsen, Merissa L., BS *
- Noorda, Jason Norman, BS
- Olsen, Donald Eugene, BS
- Owens, Jaxon Kevin, BS
- Palmer, Preston W., BS *
- Penrod, Matthew Wyatt, BS
- Peterson, Nick Chase, BS *
- Provost, Ken Michael, BS
- Richens, Ryan D., BS
- Roddough, Dallas Jay, BS *
- Russell, Chandler George, BS *
- Scott, TC C., BS
- Slack, Will Stanley, BS
- Smith, Cameron Blake, BS *
- Strong, James Albert, BS *
- Todd, Camren Brian, BS *
- Torgersen, Daniel T., BS *
- Van Iwaarden, Forrest Glen, BS
- Winsor, Grayson, BS
- Woodhouse, Jill Thome, BS
- Wray, Nicholas W., BS
- Zubeck, Kipp Stokes, BS

#### ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
- Altice, Bridger Kohl, BS +
- Antonuccio, Rowan Marc, BS *
- Beckwith, AJ, BS *
- Bellos, Andrew Peter, BS
- Black, Jonah Hinckley, BS +
- Brinkerhoff, Nathan J., BS *
- Chamberlin, Andrew Solon, BS *
- Crab, Tyler Wayne, BS
- Crane, Daniel C., BS
- Dennis, Daniel, BS *
- Deppe, Conner, BS +
- Evans, Alexis L., BS *
- Free, Steven Craig, BS *
- Gerber, Andrew J., BS
- Giles, Porter David, BS +
- Goodrich, Dakota R., BS *
- Hamilton, Ross David, BS
- Hart, Grable, BS *
- Heywood, Tristan Kumen, BS
- Huang, Jim, BS
- Hyland, James Alan, BS
- Jex, Stephen E., BS *
- Jorgensen, McClain Ryan, BS
- Kwong, Nathan, BS *
- Lemon, Brandon James, BS *
- Lennon, Ryan Daniel, BS
- Marlowe, Collin Stevenson, BS
- Mertens, Garrett Konrad Gordon, BS +
- Mortensen, Daniel Clark, BS *
- Neilson, Erik Reed, BS
- Nelson, Marianne Janet, BS *
- Nettlesheim, Carter, BS
- Ninteman, Jack William, BS +
- Pipkin, David Lynn, BS *
- Pollock, Joe Joseph, BS *
- Prouty, Tom Robert, BS *
- Ravenberg, Jennifer, BS
- Raymond, Trey, BS +
- Redmond, Derek Douglas, BS *
- Roth, Aaron Douglas, BS *
- Sabin, Conner, BS *
- Schaffman, Dallas Troy, BS +
- Schwank, Bradan Scott, BS
- Skinner, Tucker, BS *
- Smith, Hunter Wyatt, BS
- Smith, Isabel Lynne, BS
- Square, Tyler Ralph, BS *
- Swasey, Daren Christopher, BS +
- Taylor, Brendyn Jeffrey, BS
- Taylor, Casey Aaron, BS *
- Taylor, Landon Jeffrey, BS *
- Van Oene, Robert Marc, BS
- Waite, Mckay J., BS *
- Wilcox, Zach D., BS *
- Womack, AJ Jacob, BS *
- Yerke, Dalton James, BS *
- Zaugg, Ryan Linden, BS *

#### GENERAL STUDIES
- Andres, Austin James, BS
- Sherman, Danny Justin, BS
- Sunderland, Grace L., BS
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Abdo, Dana J., BS +
Alharbi, Salman Sami, BS
Anaya, Jessica G., BS *
Arnell, Joseph B., BS
Ball, Zippy, BS *
Beck, Brooklyn Nicole, BS *
Beeston, Andrew Thomas, BS *
Berardi, Matt Philip, BS
Bernhardt, Allison Ruth, BS *
Bliss, Enoch L., BS
Bonney, Ian Fredrick, BS +
Bradley, Myles R., BS *
Burrell, Zackary G., BS *
Canfield, Shane Levi, BS
Catalan, Larry Awa, BS *
Cheney, Brady Christian, BS
Christensen, Kelton D., BS
Coletti, Joey Anthony, BS
Cox, Steven Ray, BS
Criddle, Hunter Gene, BS ^
Culberson, Caleb Michael, BS
Darrington, Annie Jill, BS
Davenport, Tasche Marie, BS
Davies, Joshua Hansen, BS *
Dayhoff, Dalton Adam, BS +
Dearden, Brendan D., BS
Dickey, Benson J., BS
Dodge, Timothy, BS +
Dupont, Hugo A., BS
Eldridge, Spencer Michael, BS
Ellefson, Mike David, BS +
Ellsworth, Ethan W., BS +
Estrada, Micah Watson, BS
Flake, Matt A., BS ^
Ford, Lance Cameron, BS ^
Foster, ZachNeal, BS *
Gardiner, Austin, BS ^
Gardner, Tyler Charles, BS *
Garnica, Caleb Jesse, BS
Gassman, Ty, BS
Geary, Dallin James, BS
Gerry, Nathan Maxwell, BS
Golding, Trevor, BS
Gowans, Camden R., BS
Grandstaff, Reva Jordan, BS
Grogan, Cody, BS ^
Haarbrink, Parker J., BS *
Hall, Jacob E., BS *
Hansen, Josh Paul, BS *
Hastings, Braden Matthew, BS *
Hegemann, Benson Edward, BS ^
Hernandez Ramiro, Jorge Alberto, BS
Higdon, Ryan C., BS *
Hill, Logan Tyler, BS
Hoch, Nathan Hunter, BS +
Holesinsky, Ammon Jaret, BS
Howard, Carson, BS
Hulet, Ryan Glen, BS
Humble, Daniel Steven, BS *
Hurwitz, Joshua James, BS ^
Johnson, Acea C., BS +
Johnson, Levi Boyd, BS
Jones, Cody D., BS +
Kimball, Spencer David, BS *
Kimmel, Elijah William, BS
Kipping, Xavier S., BS +
Knight, Karther G., BS
Kunz, Jordan Matthew, BS +
Ladner, Ben Maxwell, BS *
Larsen, Eric Bruce, BS *
Lea, Maggie A., BS +
Livingston, Jacob Andrew, BS *
Loftin, Alexandra M., BS
Lounsbury, Caleb Joshua, BS
Love, Alezza Janace, BS
Mathews, Sage Allen, BS
Maxwell, Hannah Larkin, BS
McBride, Cody Matthew, BS +
Mcfarland, Alex Jared, BS +
Meyer, Abraham C., BS *
Miller, Corey Michael, BS
Morrison, Landon James, BS *
Mortensen, Quillon Hammer, BS
Murdoch, Sam Sinclair, BS
Nelson, Andrew Russell, BS
O’Crowley, Dan LaFell, BS *
Oliekan, Garrett Alexander, BS *
Olsen, Tom Scott, BS
Olsen, Wyatt, BS
Osborn, Kylan, BS
Parry, Rhett Teaneum, BS +
Payne, Thomas Matthew, BS *
Petersen, Alan Bruce, BS *
Piatt, Tarick Nacl, BS *
Pierson, Jaydon Roland, BS *
Porter, Jacob, BS
Powell, Kogan Leviticus, BS +
Quayle, Jacob Michael, BS *
Rasmussen, Caleb S., BS
Richardsen, Colby B., BS *
Roberts, Connor Holmes, BS
Robinson, Cody W., BS ^
Rosenlund, Topher Jonathan, BS ^
Rossberg, David Gene, BS
Rossi, Brit John, BS ^
Seegmiller, Adam J., BS
Seegmiller, Weston R., BS
Seegrist, Jordan Matthew, BS
Smith, Wyatt James, BS
Sorensen, Jaren Michael, BS
Steeneck, Victoria Cheyenne, BS
Stephens, Cole Howard, BS
Sticht, Ryan J., BS *
Stilson, Alex Marc, BS
Summers, Xander Alex, BS
Thompson, Dylan Michael, BS
Thompson, Jacob Darrel, BS
Thompson, Nathan Terry, BS *
Thomsen, Jonathon D., BS
Todd, Casey A., BS
Trujillo, Chase C., BS +
Valli, Zache, Zache, BS
Vaughn, Jake J., BS +
Walker, Kurtis Kearney, BS ^
Weaver, Adam Steven, BS *
Willard, Ben Taylor, BS *
Winsor, Justin Niklaus, BS
Woolfenden, Jack Charles, BS
Wright, Josh Edward Marvin, BS
Zabriskie, Brandon Mitchell, BS *
May 4, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
12:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Joseph P. Ward, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. John Seiter, Distinguished Full Professor,
Department of Communication Studies and Philosophy

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Emma Lee Larson Geary

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. Beth Buyserie, Assistant Professor
Department of English

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES

CLOSING REMARKS
Joseph P. Ward, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Joseph P. Ward, Dean

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR NOMINEE
Darcy R. Ritchie

KIWANIS OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
Clara Kimball Cook

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Darcy R. Ritchie

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Basil Payne

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Matt Barnett

MASTERS STUDENT RESEARCHER
Elizabeth Groat

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Caroline Victoria Phillips

STUDENT SENATOR
Carter Ottley

AMBASSADORS
Marisa Pualani Davis
Zoe Denison
David M. Fica
Addison Fish
Claire Hansen
Jacob Martin
Evan Victoria Noble

VALEDICTORIAN
Emma Lee Larson Geary
Communication Studies & Psychology
Faculty Escort: John Seiter

When looking at colleges, Emma Larson Geary only applied to one: Utah State University. She loved her first semester at USU and practically lived on campus, attending all the events and activities she could. Emma is the second of six kids and spent most of her life in Utah. She returned to college following a religious mission in Taiwan — which inspired her to get a minor in Chinese. Emma found her passion in Communication Studies and Psychology and has loved learning and growing each semester.

During her time at USU, Emma served as a teaching assistant for Public Speaking and Chinese, helped organize and prepare performances for the Chinese Club events, performed in AggieVoice, organized the curriculum for a Public Speaking Practicum class, was a captain of intramural teams, and participated as a research assistant. Off-campus, she organized and participated in mental health awareness events, and volunteered at the Logan Regional Hospital and as a tutor at local elementary schools. After graduation, she looks forward to interning as a project manager and then taking care of her first child (due in August) while her husband finishes school. They plan to go to graduate school together, and Emma hopes to be able to teach at an amazing university like USU one day. Additionally, Emma wants to use her passion for music and helping people to spread awareness about mental health and healthy communication patterns as a consultant.
2022-2023 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Joseph P. Ward, Dean

STUDENTS OF THE YEAR
Asma Ahmed, Intensive English Language Institute
Stefani D. Ames, English Teaching
Mya Elizabeth Bethers, Creative Writing
Levi Barnett, Spanish
Camille Alyse Bassett, Global Communication
Mara Berringer, Asian Studies
Abigail Anne Chesley, American Studies
Jacob H. Christensen, Aerospace Studies
Mersedez Diane Clifford, Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Clara Kimball Cook, Sociology
Lauren E. Cunningham, Law and Constitutional Studies
Ryan-Scott Kainoa O. Kalani Cutler, Anthropology
Marisa Pualani Davis, Communication Studies
Ella Marie Devey, Political Science
Jared Macoy Gereau, Social Media
Breanna Marlena Mosher Hellewell, Classics
Nathan Hogge, Chinese
Anna Johnson, Broadcast/Multimedia
Benjamin Johnson, Portuguese
Brandon Johnson, French Teaching
Audrey Jones, French
Maya A. Mackinnon, Print
Daria R. Malovich, Religious Studies
Riley Thomas Manley, English
Brock Jay Marchant, Print
Debra McKee, Social Work
Evan Victoria Noble, International Studies
Emma Ashlen Norton, History
Emma Ashlen Norton, Military Science
Sariah S. Rees, Public Relations
Clayre Don Scott, Utah Public Radio
Ericka Joan Stone, Literature
Samantha Stringham, Liberal Arts
Preston Waddoups, Philosophy
Aurie Lyn Walker, Criminal Justice
William H. Weed, Interdisciplinary Studies
Greg White, History Teaching
Gabe Whitney, German
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Bryson, Rachel Welton
Doctor of Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Jared S. Colton

Clem, Sam
Doctor of Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Rylish Moeller

Sung, Baksun
Doctor of Philosophy
Sociology
Dr. Erin Trouth Hofmann

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

DOCTORAL DEGREES

Bryson, Rachel Welton
Doctor of Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Jared S. Colton

Clem, Sam
Doctor of Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Rylish Moeller

Sung, Baksun
Doctor of Philosophy
Sociology
Dr. Erin Trouth Hofmann

Masters of Social Work

Ahlstrom, Jenny Marie
Master of Social Work

Allen, Brighton Ketts
Master of Social Work

Anderson, Cole Wood
Master of Social Work

Anderson, McKenzie Lynn
Master of Social Work

Anderson, Riley David
Master of Social Work

Arroyo, Uintah Marie
Master of Technical Communication

Bishop, Liz M.
Master of Social Work

Brandt, Karlee
Master of Social Work

Brunson, Kallen Jade
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Buchanan, Lacey
Master of Social Work

Burnard, Nicole
Master of Social Work

Burton, Brayden Michael
Master of Social Work

Call, Jenny Anne
Master of Social Work

Coldesina-Schroeder, Gillian Elise
Master of Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Jeannie B. Thomas

Collins, Kailey Elizabeth
Master of Technical Communication

Crisp, Emma Elizabeth
Master of Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Afsane Rezaeisahraei

Crummitt, Rachel A.
Master of Social Work

Cummings, Jen D.
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Joshua Thoms

De Castro Deus Reis, Aline
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Dong, Weixi
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Dunster, Saralee
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Eatchel, Jason
Master of Technical Communication

Eralie, Megan
Master of Science
English
Dr. Jennifer A. Sinor

Fellows, Mitchell
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Kyle Bulthuis

Ford, Echo Diane
Master of Technical Communication

Foster, Kelsey Lyn
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Maria Diaz

Gifford, Jessica Madsen
Master of Social Work
Gilmore, Cathy  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Giron-Aleman, Manuel Agresio  
Master of Arts  
Political Science  
Dr. Robert Ross

Gomez Franco, Andrea  
Master of Social Work

Goodfellow, Eva Louise  
Master of Social Work

Gregory, Zackary  
Master of Science  
English  
Dr. Shane D. Graham

Hall, Charles Justin  
Master of Technical Communication

Harrison, Ben Kimball  
Master of Social Work

Hastings, Jeff G.  
Master of Arts  
Political Science  
Dr. Greg Goelzhauser

Henderson, Lisa Marie  
Master of Social Work

Holbrook, Caston  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Abdalkafi Albirini

Holden, Kaitlin Rebecca Spencer  
Master of Science  
Political Science  
Dr. Damon Cann

Ji, Siyu  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Joshua Thoms

Jones, Jace Parker  
Master of Science  
History  
Dr. Julia M. Gossard

Joyner, Tell  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Danielle Ross

Kent, Abi Jane  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies  
Dr. Sydney O'Shay

Kronmiller, Chloé Noel  
Master of Social Work

Larson, Cameron Reed  
Master of Social Work

Lasike, Sydney Taylor Berenyi  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies  
Dr. Nicole T. Allen

Lewis, Kailon J.  
Master of Social Work

Lin, Maggie  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Ekaterina Arshavskaya

Lin, Yu-shan  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Karin DeJonge-Kannan

Livingston, Diane Marie  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Marinho, Jessica Lilian Adozinda  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies  
Dr. Mollie Murphy

Martin Garcia, Lucia  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Maughan, Gideon  
Master of Science  
Anthropology  
Dr. Jacob Freeman

McConkie, Spencer Wayne  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Christopher Conte

McCracklin, Gina  
Master of Science  
Sociology  
Dr. Jennifer Givens

McKinnon, Lauren Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
English  
Dr. Michael Sowder

Medina Garcia, Laura Natalia  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon

Mercil, Maggie  
Master of Science  
Folklore and American Studies  
Dr. Lynne McNeill

Morrill, Braden T.  
Master of Science  
Political Science  
Dr. Joshua Ryan

Murillo, Carla Klarissa  
Master of Science  
Folklore and American Studies  
Dr. Lisa Gabbert
Murphy, Connor S.
Master of Science
Political Science
Dr. Victoria Marie Grieve

Owens, Andrew Edward
Master of Science
Anthropology
Dr. David Byers

Passey, Austin Michael
Master of Social Work

Perry, Jenika A.
Master of Social Work

Phillips, Caroline Victoria
Master of Science
Communication Studies
Dr. Brad Hall

Pond, Jaedyn Lee
Master of Social Work

Porter, Daniel Robert
Master of Arts
Ancient Languages and Cultures
Dr. Frances B. Titchener

Powell, Emily Joy
Master of Science
English
Dr. Brian W. McCuskey

Priegnitz, John Edward
Master of Arts
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lisa Gabbert

Quadros, Jana Streisky De
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Joshua Thoms

Richards, Alyssa JoAnn
Master of Social Work

Robinson, Michelle Kialani
Master of Science
History
Dr. Susan Grayzel

Rogers, Jaylin
Master of Social Work

Sáez, Marissa Joy
Master of Science
Communication Studies
Dr. Tim Curran

Shakespear, Jarrett Don
Master of Social Work

Skinner, Marie
Master of Arts
Ancient Languages and Cultures
Dr. Frances B. Titchener

Snow, Janice Louise
Master of Social Work

Stockett, Brooke
Master of Social Work

Suarez, Marcos
Master of Social Work

Taylor, Christopher Ward
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Taylor, Matthew Paul
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Ko-Yin Sung

Thiel, Taylor
Master of Science
English
Dr. Michael Sowder

Thornton, Jane Charlotte
Master of Social Work

Tullis, Millie C.
Master of Arts
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Jeannie B. Thomas

Urrutia, Alisha Rachele
Master of Science
Political Science
Dr. Robert Ross

Webb, Cami
Master of Social Work

Williams, Tameron Gentry Raines
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Colleen O’Neill

Wood, Olivia Dawn
Master of Social Work

Wyatt, Taylor James
Master of Science
English
Dr. Beth Renee Buyserie

Yazidi Alaoui, Asmaa
Master of Second Language Teaching
Dr. Sarah O’Neill

Zarate, Carina
Master of Social Work
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bennett, Jessica Anne, BS
Boyd, Kennedi Alyse, BS
Call, Peter Romney, BS
Cloud, Austin Patrick, BS
Dalton, Hannah Sophia, BS
Davis, Hannah Kay, BS +
Davis, Steven Adamson, BS
Draper, Camynne Ann, BS
Durling, Jaden Louis, BS
Hawes, Natalie Kay, BA +
Hobbs, Byron DeWayne, BS
Hunsaker, Clayton Burt, BS *
Johnson, Dylan Matthew, BS
Joyner, Paul, BS
Kerr, Nikole Samara, BS +
Knapp, Calvin John, BS
Largo, Cassie Mae, BS
Maughan, Andy, BS
Mcgriff, Justin Clift, BS
Miller, Michael C., BS
Nez, Antonio, BS
Nielson, Jacob Harold, BS
Petty, Emily Sue, BS
Perry, Heather Lynne, BS
Pitts, Kennedy Suzanne, BS
Reece, Taylor, BS
Renshaw, Dalton, BS
Roundy, Austin H., BS
Royce, Jeremy Todd, BS
Sumison, Sara, BS
Talbert, Rachael Jean, BA
Tucker, Keyra Ashlyn, BS
Weed, William H., BS +
Wilkinson, Maree Gay, BS

INTERSECTIONAL GENDER STUDIES
Reed, Amber N., CP

JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATION
Allen, Corbin Rodney, BS
Anderson, Dylan T., BS
Anderson, Ethan Jeffrey, BS *
Aust, Gibson Micheal, BS
Averett, Gracie Jo, BS
Ballif, Steven P., BS *
Barto, Berry, BS *
Beckman, Addie Mae, BS *
Beeghly, Meredith Noel, BS *
Boyer, Maren Elizabeth, BS +
Braegger, Brooklyn, BS +
Brown, Elle Elizabeth, BS +
Calwell, Jacee, BS *
Carlson, Halle K., BS
Chmielecki, Caitlyn Joanne, BS
Cook, Melody Joy, BS *
Cox, Natalya B., BS
Ellis, Jacob Lawrence, BS +
Foy, Zayne Gordon, BS
Gereau, Jared Macoy, BS
Griffin, Olivia Lacy, BS
Hale, Chandler Ryan, BS *
Hale, Larissa Joyce, BS *
Holman, Kelcie J., BS *
Huber, Janea K., BS
Hughes, Tate Michael, BS
Hummel, Rebecca Jean, BS *
Hynek, FaithAnn Madelyne, BS +
Johansen, Verl Warner, BA +
Johns, Annaka Nicole, BS *
King, Alyson, BS *
Lamb, Marcus, BS
Lavatai, Sidnee Tasene, BS
Linebaugh, Brock Wesley, BS *
Mackinnon, Maya A., BS +
Manning, Haley Kay, BS
Marchant, Brock Jay, BS +
Maw, Sydney P., BS *
McBride, Bridget, BS

COMMUNICATION

INTERSECTIONAL GENDER STUDIES
Reed, Amber N., CP
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE CONVOCATION

May 4, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME
Michelle A. Baker, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Melissa Kofoed, Lecturer Chemistry and Biochemistry

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Dylan Joshua Julander, Chemistry and Biochemistry

RECOGNITION OF 2022-2023 GRADUATES AND HOODING
Sean Johnson, Associate Professor, Associate Dean, Chemistry and Biochemistry

RECOGNITION OF 2022-2023 UNDERGRADUATES
Greg Podgorski, Associate Professor, Associate Dean, Biology Department

BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Lance Seefeldt, Chemistry and Biochemistry Department
Diane Alston, Biology Department
Joel Pederson, Geosciences Department
John Stevens, Mathematics and Statistics Department
Xiaojun Qi, Computer Science Department
Jan Sojka, Physics Department

CLOSING REMARKS
Michelle A. Baker, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS

Dr. Michelle Baker, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Hannah Lewis, Mathematics and Statistics

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Alan Savitzky, Biology

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Yi Rao, Chemistry and Biochemistry

GRADUATE MENTOR
Noelle Beckman, Biology

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
T.C. Shen, Physics

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Brent Thomas, Mathematics and Statistics

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Matt Burnham, Mathematics and Statistics

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Sarah E. Nielson, Chemistry and Biochemistry

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Rachel Tong, Biology

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Nikolay Tkachenko, Chemistry and Biochemistry
Mallory Hagadorn, Biology

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Kate Richardson, Biology

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Heather R. Allen, Physics

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Bruce W. Brewer, Mathematics and Statistics

STUDENT SENATOR
Gabriella Mary Cale, Biology

DEAN’S SCHOLARS
Nicola Ann Baird, Mathematics and Statistics
Bruce W. Brewer, Mathematics and Statistics
John Aaron Cox, Mathematics and Statistics
Kenyon W. Gale, Biology
Joshua Steven Kay, Mathematics and Statistics
Rebekah Lynne Scott, Mathematics and Statistics
Andrew Ashton Williams, Chemistry and Biochemistry

VALEDICTORIAN
Dylan Joshua Julander
Chemistry-Biochemistry
Faculty Escort: Melissa Kofoed, Chemistry and Biochemistry

Dylan Julander was born and raised in Box Elder County. His mother is a teacher who cultivated his love of learning and an ability to communicate with others. He credits his father with teaching him to work hard by digging holes and building fences for his father’s company. In March of 2020, Dylan married his quarantine companion-to-be and former high school sweetheart, Sadie.

Dylan’s love of learning and problem-solving naturally led him to study chemistry and physics. His dedication to his education resulted in Dylan being recognized at the College of Science’s annual Fall Convocation in 2021, where he also received a scholarship. His desire to serve led him to pursue a career teaching these subjects. He is currently student teaching at Morgan High School. When he’s not at school, Dylan loves to spend time with his family, to head to the mountains, and take long walks with his dog.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Adjei, Rose
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. John Stevens

Borah, Binod
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. Noelle Gabriele Beckman

Butcher, Kirsten Rebecca
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. John M. Stark

Chanson, Alex B.
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Maria J Rodriguez

Christman, Mo Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. Ricardo Ramirez & Dr. Lori Spears

Cornachione, Harriet Sue
Doctor of Philosophy
Geology
Dr. Tammy Rittenour

Dederich, Ashley Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Carol von Dohlen

Duque Correa, Andres Felipe
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Kevin Moon

Elsberg, Josiah Grady Donald
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Gibson, Zack
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. JR Dennison

Gillespie, Jodie Marie
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. JR Dennison

Haugen, Peter
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Boyd Edwards

Hu, Maowei
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Hudson, Spencer B.
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. Susannah French

Kepas, Megen E.
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. Al Savitzky

Kinross, Ashlie Dawn
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry
Dr. Kimberly Hageman

Leiter, Joshua James
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Charles Torre

Markham, Tyler
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Eric Held

Mckinney, Eric D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Juergen Symanzik

Molina, Ivana Mariel
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Ludger Scherliess

Pinkston, Justin
Doctor of Philosophy
Biochemistry
Dr. Alvan Hengge

Price, Owen M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Biochemistry
Dr. Joan Hevel
Qian, Yuqin  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Chemistry  
Dr. Yi Rao  

Rhodes, Jake Slater  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Mathematical Sciences  
Dr. Kevin Moon  

Simpson, Elizabeth Grace  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer  

Springer, Amy Lynn  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Biology  
Dr. Zachariah Gompert  

Stemkovski, Michael  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Nancy J. Huntly  

Taylor, Trevor Vincent  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Physics  
Dr. Eric Held  

Tkachenko, Nikolay  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Chemistry  
Dr. Alexander I. Boldyrev  

Ukashat, Mubarak Sulaiman  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Physics  
Dr. Jim Wheeler  

Virgin, Emily Elizabeth  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Susannah French  

Wright, Marilyn Elizabeth  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Kimberly Sullivan  

Xu, Meng  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Computer Science  
Dr. Xiaojun Qi  

Zia, Kenneth  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Physics  
Dr. Mike Taylor  

---

MASTER’S DEGREES

Anderson, Alan Richard  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Ricardo Ramirez  

Arnell, Jared Bennett  
Master of Science  
Physics  
Dr. Boyd Edwards  

Astle, Ragan Marie  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Juergen Symanzik  

Bailey, Carter David  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Mario Yuji Harper  

Beck, Jacy  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Brynja Kohler  

Bladen, Kelvyn Keith  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Richard Cutler  

Bogen, Sarah Christine  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Noelle Beckman  

Bruneel, Grant Ray  
Master of Computer Science  

Burnham, Matt Jared  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. David E. Brown  

Chowdhury Oni, Md Shain Shahid  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Nicholas S. Flann  

Coltrin, Joanna Daines  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Juergen Symanzik  

Cothren, Hannah R.  
Master of Science  
Geology  
Dr. Carol Dehler  

Coverstone, Zach Michael  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Brynja Kohler
Curtis, Andrew Pond  
Master of Science  
Data Science  
Dr. Nicholas S. Flann

DiMonte, Alex Anne  
Master of Science  
Geology  
Dr. Alexis Ault

Doelling, Dylan  
Master of Computer Science

Domgaard, Hannah  
Master of Science  
Biochemistry  
Dr. Ryan Jackson

Dunn, Morgan Scalici  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Diane G. Alston

Edwards, Nathan Scott  
Master of Computer Science

Farnsworth, Nathaniel Scott  
Master of Computer Science

Gagnon-Ririe, Levi C.  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Matt Young

Gaona-Partida, Paul Rogelio  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Yan Sun

Geisler, Sydney Kay  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. John Stevens

Gorrepati, Sriya  
Master of Computer Science

Gouda, Menna Asaad  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Jim Powell

Gullion, Will Thomas  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Steve Walsh

Gupta, Shubham  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Steve Nicola Antonio Petruzza

Hart, Janna B.  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Sara Freeman Prince

Haycock, Sam Allan  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean

Hayes, Illia William  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Mark Fels

Hedquist, Alex Logan  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Juergen Symanzik

Hegerhorst, Michael Dennis  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Vicki H. Allan

Hendricks, Logan LeeVan  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. John Martin Edwards

Hennings, Shawna Marie  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Scott Bernhardt

Hopson, Rosemary  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Noelle Beckman

Hurst, Erica Marie  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Kady Schneiter

Johnson, Makenna M.  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Karen Kapheim

Johnson, Marina  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. John Martin Edwards

Johnson, Robert Michael  
Master of Science  
Data Science  
Dr. Soukaina Filali Boubrahiimi

Johnson, Samuel B.  
Master of Computer Science

Johnson, Scott  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Soukaina Filali Boubrahiimi

Jones, Gerald Benjamin  
Master of Science  
Industrial Mathematics  
Dr. Jia Zhao
Juhlin, Ellis Ann  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. James Pitts

Keiser, Dylan James  
Master of Science  
Biochemistry  
Dr. Ryan Jackson

Kunz, Johnathan Donald  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Mario Yuuji Harper

Larson, Michael Thomas  
Master of Mathematics

Lasley, Anthony Michael  
Master of Computer Science

Lehner, Abigail  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Ted Evans

Lister, Matthew Robert  
Master of Computer Science

Marchetti, Jack Richard  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Susannah French

Mau, Jarrod  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Jia Zhao

McDaniel, Skylar  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer

McLachlan, Ian John  
Master of Computer Science

Mindrum, Braden  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Juergen Symanzik

Murphy, McKay  
Master of Science  
Physics  
Dr. Eric Held

Nalley, Brian  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Alan Wisler

Neema, Ashit  
Master of Science  
Data Science  
Dr. Soukaina Filali Boubrahimi

Noor, Mariyum  
Master of Data Analytics

Pedersen, Kris Benoni  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Charles Hanifi

Pedersen, Layne Garrett  
Master of Science  
Physics  
Dr. Ludger Scherliess

Penovich, Kegan J.  
Master of Science  
Industrial Mathematics  
Dr. Joseph Koebbe

Phinney, April Ivy  
Master of Science  
Geology  
Dr. Tammy Rittenour

Poudel, Pravin  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Steve Nicola Antonio Petruzza

Price, Kristoffer Kelly  
Master of Computer Science

Richardson, Kate Vivian  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Diane G. Alston

Rideout, Liz Lyn  
Master of Science  
Ecology (Biology)  
Dr. Diane G. Alston

Robertson, Adam Scott  
Master of Science  
Mathematics  
Dr. Matt Young

Schneider, Logan  
Master of Science  
Statistics  
Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean

Short, Alexander  
Master of Science  
Geology  
Dr. Tammy Rittenour

Shrestha, Raj  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. John Martin Edwards

Sidran, Megan Meilie  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Becky Williams
Slade, Noah
Master of Science
Geology
Dr. Tammy Rittenour

Slater, Mitchell Steven
Master of Computer Science

Smith, Connor J.
Master of Science
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. Thomas Lachmar

Smith-Eskridge, Ellie Elise
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Michelle Baker

Spatig, Shantel Marie
Master of Science
Mathematics
Dr. Andreas Malmendier

Stander, Timothy Talbot
Master of Computer Science

Su, Leilin
Master of Science
Computer Science

Tabor, Jesse Anjin
Master of Science
Ecology (Biology)
Dr. James Pitts

Taylor, Marshal
Master of Computer Science

Thomas, McKade Scott
Master of Science
Statistics
Dr. Alan Wisler

Turner, Jaden
Master of Science
Biology
Dr. Justin A. Jones

Willis, Jaylee Jean
Master of Science
Mathematics
Dr. David E. Brown

Winslett, Benjamin Zachary
Master of Computer Science

Xi, Xiaoqi
Master of Science
Physics
Dr. Titus Yuan

Zhang, Yili
Master of Science
Statistics
Dr. Jia Zhao
BIOLOGY
Andersen, Caden, BS *
Andersen, John Richard, BS *
Andersen, Lynn, BS *
Ashcraft, Braden David, BS
Ashcraft, Cassee J., BS +
Baker, Heather M., BS +
Ball, Ryan Gregory, BS *
Barker, Angela, BS
Batson, Kinsley A., BS *
Blake, Carly Steele, BS *
Blotter, Andrew R., BS *
Boyse, Kenadi Lee, BS
Brisen, Raychen Renee, BS *
Brogdon, Chloé, BS *
Brown, Melissa Christine, BS *
Buchanan, Dana, BS ^
Cale, Gabriella Mary, BS *
Call Schmidt, Morgan Haley, BS *
Chapman, Tanner Laren, BS +
Christensen, Em Paige, BS
Clyde, Daniel Jared, BS *
Coleman, Austin Brett, BS +
Collings, Kaden J., BS *
Corry, Josh J., BS +
D’Amico, Kiara S., BS +
Daniels, Katie Ann, BS
Davis, Dallin Radcliffe, BS
Dickson, Jake M., BS *
Dinley, Alia, BS
Drake, Jordyn E., BS *
Ellis, Christen Ruth, BS *
Fackrell, Rhett L., BS ^
Farrell, Rebecca Anne, BS
Finlinson, Dakota Shea, BS ^
Fisher, Cody Michael, BS *
Forsyth, Ryan Harris, BS *
Foster, Alexandra Lynn, BS *
Fuelling, Sarah E., BS *
Gale, Kenyon W., BS ^
Gerber, Michael Alan, BS
Giacalone, Nick Steven, BS
Grant, Isabel Ruth, BS +
Griffiths, Ryan David, BS
Gunnell, Matt R., BS
Hall, Heather Mishell, BS +
Hallows, Hayden Curtis, BS
Hamann, Kaleb Clay, BS *
Hammer, Andrew McNeil, BS *
Hancock, Bryon, BS
Havens, Spencer D., BS *
Hebert, Michael Riley, BS
Howell, Tanner R., BS *
Idema, Lauryn Elizabeth, BS *
John, Austin Mark, BS *
Johns, Hayden Beck, BS +
Johnson, Austin Jan, BS *
Johnson, Ryan C., BS ^
Johnson, Shauntel Nicole, BS
Jones, Ann Elyse, BS +
Jones, Lauren McKensie, BS
Kamon, Martha Aline, BS
Killian, Jed Shane, BS
Knudsen, Ethan Tate, BS *
Lee, Gera, BS
Lee, Justin David, BS
Mansell, Josh Lloyd, BS +
Manwaring, Mitchell Dee, BS
Marlowe, Garrett Jeff, BS
Martin, Hunter Logan, BS +
Maugham, Marianne Elizabeth, BS *
Meredith, Ethan Keith, BS ^
Merrill, Nathan Briggs, BS
Morrison, Kendall, BS
Mosier, Derek Gregory, BS
Mower, Gentry Olivia, BS ^
Murphy, Madison, BS
Nelson, McKay T., BS
Nelson, Zach James, BS
Nguyen, Jenny Trang, BS
Nielson, Christopher David, BS *
Nieves, Rachel Daines, BS ^
Oberstadt, Aaron Jacob, BS
Paepke-Chile, Djamillah Sccott, BS +
Palmer, Katelyn Brooke, BS
Passay, Joseph James, BS *
Payne, Preston, BS ^
Peel, McKenna Michele, BS +
Perler, Michael N., BS +
Roberts, Harrison E., BS +
Roskelley, Scott Neal, BS
Rubink, Morgan Ella, BS
Sandoval Rodriguez, Karla, BS *
Sessions, Tiffany, BS
Short, Daryn Jeanne, BS *
Sillito, Logan Wayne, BS ^
Simper, Alexi Danielle, BS
Sims, Will Andrew, BS +
Singer, Adam Rahn, BS
Smith, Thomas Abraham, BA *
Solomon, Mason Drew, BS *
Sorensen, Hannah L., BS
Soto, Cristian Jared, BS *
Sparks, Megan Audrey, BS +
Sperber, Sophia Shai, BS +
Stoker, Carson Michael, BS +
Swain, Max Lewis, BS *
Tatum, Kennedy Adara, BS *
Thompson, Richard T., BS
Tilton, Cole D., BS
Tolman, Kyler Anthony, BS +
Walker, Cannon Robert, BS *
Watts, Cory Allen, BS *
Willardson, Spencer Max, BS *

CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
Allen, Grace Catherine, BS *
Anderson, Brayden Lyman, BS
Andrus, Sam Marler, BS
Bohrer, Caleb Gregory, BS +
Carter, Courtney Jeanne, BS +
Carvalho, Maria Ferreira de Oliveira, BS
Christensen, Kaden Todd, BS +
Davis, Bryan Micheal, BS
Davis, Keri LeAnn, BS *
Dummer, Haley, BS *
Fabiszak, Anna, BS
Fisher, Haley Elizabeth, BS
Ford, Ayzia Leigh, BS *
Hammer, Andrew McNeil, BS *
Johansen, Blake Eldon, BS *
Julander, Dylan Joshua, BS *
Knudsen, Ethan Tate, BS *
Kowalls, Kaylee Ann, BS *
Lewis, Marion G., BS
Morgan, Kani Elise, BS *
Mortensen, Erin Lindsey, BS
Mouritsen, Sophia, BS
Munns, Kaylee McKell, BS *
Nelson, Sarah E., BS ^
Peard, Evah Faith, BS +
Pond, Markell Ivy, BS +
Shelley, Zachary Day, BS
Siler, Tess A., BS *
Smith, Ethan Lawrence, BS +
Staten, Tyler Michael, BS
Thompson, Kayla Jane, BS *
Tremayne, Seth Matthew, BS
Weinerman, Danielle L., BS *
Wilde, Abby, BS ^
Wilhelmsen, Justus Mack, BS +
Wilker, Cassie Jo, BS +
Williams, Andrew Ashton, BS ^
Yang, Karen, BS
Zweifel, Jaden William, BS +

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Adams, Ian Jeffrey, BS +
Airmet, Isaac D., BS ^
Alder, Adam Tariq, BS +
Allen, Christian Matthew, BS
Allen, Jessyca Lynn, BS
Anderson, Taylor Gordon, BS *
Ashton, Benjamin Thomas, BS
Atkinson, Sadie Lyle, BS *
Bales, Kailey S., BS
Ballard, Logan Ross, BS *
Barne, Lane T., BS *
Barton, Caleb Evan, BS *
Beckstrand, Stephen P., BS *
Belnap, John R., BS *
Blunt, Jade Brooke, BS +
Boulden, Bryson Russell, BS
Bruner, Preston Garth, BS ^
Childs, Michael K., BS +
Christensen, Joel Bruce, BS +
Cioffi, Jenna Marie, BS
Clark, Max Alexander, BS +
Clyde, Danny S., BS +
Cogswell, Jake Grant, BS
Collinges, Sean R., BS +
Conley, Tyler Brett, BS
Craig, Jonathan, BS *
Crandall, Jonathan Udall, BS *
Craven, Leonardo Vincenzo Casalicchio, BS +
Crowther, Trey Dallas, BS ^
Dalton, Dalyn Mitch, BS *
Davies, Tanner Everett, BS
Dennis, Hailey, BS +
Earl, Brendon, BS
Edgley, Brennan Eric, BS
Epperson, Jake Michael, BS
Fairbourn, Dallin D., ICP
Fisher, Rachael Ann, BS
Fitzgerald, Jacob Samuel, BS ^
Flammer, Bryce B., BS ^
Fox, Carson Robert, BS *
Galura, Austin Christopher, BS +
Garrett, Brandon K., BS +
Gilbert, Joel, BS +
Glenn, Jaren Sean, BS ^
Gordon, Robert Edwin, ICP
Graham, Brittany P., BS
Grant, Braedon Joseph, BS *
Haight, Jacob Robert, BS *
Hamar, Hadley R., BS *
Hammons, Noah Jacob, BS
Hardy, Alexander Duane, BS
Hellewell, Kaden Keone, BS +
Herrman, Eli Joseph, BS *
Hill, Jonathan D., BS
Hodgkinson, Eathan Yves, BS *
Hoopes, Reagan E., BS *
Horton, Jared Frank, BS *
Huntzinger, Nathan Lloyd, BS
Jensen, Caleb Paul, BS
Jetton, Anne Marie, BS *
Jex, Trevor P., BS ^
Johnson, Erik R., BS *
Jolley, Brandon T., BS
Jones, Sarah Christine, BS
Kiel, Peyton Christophor, BS
Kolesar, Brandon Thomas, BS +
Kropp, Chris Allen, BS *
Kunz, Tyler Robert, BS *
Lamb, Jacob Kim, BS *
Lambert, Eric Jay, BS
Larsen, Hagen J., BS +
Larsen, Matthew S., BS
Lau, Thomas John, BS
Leavitt, Brad Shane, BS *
Lehman, Korthan Michael, BS
Lingwall, Spencer S., BS ^
Macias, Rebecca Anne, BS +
Madsen, Devin Daniel, BS *
Marcarion, Shelby Turner, BS ^
Mariott, Dane, ICP
Masters, Kyle J., BS
Meads, Connor Edward, BS
Nelson, Kyler E., BS *
Nguyen, Andre Tu, BS
Ormond, Quinn Thomas, BS
Parks, Carter Israel, BS
Payne, Ethan, BS
Peters, Trenton Scott, BS *
Petersen, Andrew Patrick, BS ^
Petersen, Elijah Michael, BS ^
Petersen, Jay Buddy, BS
Prestwich, Sam Scott, ICP
Quincy, Marcus Colen, BS ^
Rasmussen, Dylan Jordan, BS
Reaves, Jontay Benjamin, BS
Reeve, Austin Gene, BS
Reid, Justin Samuel, BS
Richards, Ben Jacob, BS
Robinson, Spencer Lloyd, BS
Roylanse, Justin Thomas, BS ^
Rust, Miguel Richard, BS ^
Saunders, Bryant Glen, BS *
Scribner, Matt S., BS *
Shaw, Matthew Robert, BS
Smith, Jacob Raymond, ICP
Smith, Vinny M., BS *
Spencer, Charisse N., BS
Steck, Bryson Carter, BS
Stimson, Kyle Mark, BS
Stone, Brandon Spencer, BS
Storey, Dave Verl, BS ^
Syndergaard, Caleb Romney, BS ^
Terry, Alexs, BS *
Thomas, Adam Solomon, BS *
Thomas, Kevin, BS
Thomson, Nate Steven, BS
Thurston, Alex R., BS *
Vulcano, Camila, BS *
Vulcano, Kevin, BS +
Waite, Tom P., BS *
Waldron, Alec Green, BS
Wasson, Jared David, BS *
Winder, Jaxton, BS *

GEOSCIENCES
Ferrara, Brian Charles, BS +
Gubler, Alex Stuart, BS
Guy, Jason Walter, BS
Nye, Alex Jason, BS
Reese, Heather Noel Stout, BS +
Schiwal, Alyssa Catherine, BS
Taylor, Clark Andrew, BS *

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Adair, Mitchell Lavell, BS ^
Anderson, Derek J., BS *
Baird, Nicola Ann, BS ^
Balling, Molli, BS +
Bothchway, Theresa Larteley
Hinehina’atelangi, BS
Braunersriether, Madi Jan, BS *
Brewer, Bruce W., BS *
Brighton, Rachel A., BS *
Brocklehurst, Alex Robert, BS
Butterfield, Austin James, BS *
Carhuaricra, Sally Koralie, BS *
Chadwick, Tanner LaVern, BS
Champlin, Kanie, BS ^
Childs, Kelsey McKenna, BS +
Cook, Jesse Jess, BS
Corbridge, Gaby, BS *
Corbridge, Seth William, BS +
Cox, John Aaron, BS *
Craig, Kacy Grayson, BS
Daniels, Jake Tyler, BS ^
Dayley, Jacob Tyler, BS *
DeSandre, Emilina Grace, BS *
DeSpain, Kayla, BS +
Dye, Gretchen Elizabeth, BS ^
Dzierzon, Breanna Marie, BS *
Eddington, Gavin Thomas, BS +
Edholm, Palmer McCoj, BS ^
Farnsworth, Molly Josephine, BS
Fowers, Benjamin, BS *
Fox, Carson Robert, BS *
Giibson, Sam, BS
Green, Bradley Charles, BS +
Green, Timothy K., BS *
Griffeth, Marissa May, BS *
Hardy, Carter Nebeker, BS *
Harris, Eliza M., BS *
Harey, Nathan Lionel, BS
Haws, Taysha Maree, BS
Hellewell, Kaden Keone, BS +
Hollbrook, Jacob N., BS
Holinstead, Alicia, BS +
Humes, Emily Nicole, BS +
Humke, Ben Howard, BS
Jensen, McKenzie Ann, BS *
Johns, Jacob Garner, BS +
Jorgensen, Jessica K., BS ^
Kay, Joshua Steven, BS ^
Kehr, Ashlynn G., BS
Larsen, Ryah, BS *
Manning, Corryn Lajla, BS *
Mantz, Clarissa Caroline, BS *
May, Riley Joshua, BS *
McEntire, Erik Carl, BS
McQuivey, Mason Jacob, BS *
Merkley, David Jason, BS +
Mikesell, Reece Conner, BS
Miller, Brittney Jane, BS *
Molenaar, Hannah Quinette, BS *
Nelson, Nicole, BS +
O’Leary, Casey W., BS *
Palmer, Sam Gregory Stephen, BS
Parent, C. Xavier, BS *
Payne, Kennedi Rose, BS
Petersen, Brooke T., BS
Pound, Mitchell Franklin, BS +
Reeder, Melanie, BS
Rigby, Sydney Ellen, BS *
Roberts, Kevin Jay, BS *
Rollo, David Allen, BS
Rose, Harlan William, BS *
Rothwell, Brietta Pressly, BS
Saez, Patrick, BS
Scott, Rebekah Lynne, BS *
Seaemons, Benjamin Scott, BS +
Sonnenberg, Payton Ryan, BS *
Steinicke, Kyle Braden, BS *
Strong, Dana Marianne, BS *
Thorpe, Britney Marie, BS
Tsai, Yang, BS
Walker, Jordan Marie, BS
Watts, Emma Marie, BS
Wheeler, Abby A., BS *
Winder, Jaxton, BS *
Winkel, Breanna, BS
Wright, Michelle I., BS *
Yao, Anne Judith Affoué, BS
Zimmerman, Trevor I., BS

PHYSICS
Allen, Heather R., BS *
Arnell, Joseph B., BS
Childs, Ryan Franklin, BS
Hermann, Eli Joseph, BS *
Howell, Scott, BS
Larsen, Tyler W., BS
Loveland DeWaal, Megan N., BS *
Mackay, Madison Lucille, BS
Mills, Wesley Kenneth, BS *
Monson, Samuel Raymond, BS
Packer, Brinley M., BS
Payne, Brittany Irene, BS
Price, Luke Powell, BS
Tueller, Aidan Lundahl, BS *
Walbeck, Collette Isabelle, BS *
Crozier, Hanna Mykal, BS *
Danielson, Tanner K., BS
Hammond, Dallin Bradley, BS *
Maraffito, Alex James, BS *
Mcbride, Dalton Wade, BS
Strong, Kaden, BS
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES CONVOCATIONS

UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 5, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
4:00 pm

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECOGNITION OF 2022-2023 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

EDITH BOWEN LABORATORY SCHOOL HONOR CHOIR
Choral Director: Jill DeVilbiss
“Read Me a Memory”
“The Scotsman”

COLLEGE VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
Karli Victoria Ludwig
Kinesiology and Health Science

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECESSIONAL

GRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 5, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
6:30 pm

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECOGNITION OF 2022-2023 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE RECIPIENT ADDRESS
Rachael K. Redford
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
John Barr

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Meg Good

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE
Rachael K. Redford

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Julie Petersen

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Makenzy Turner

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Tess Crawford

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Haley Karen Yoder

STUDENT SENATOR
Adrianna Mortensen

DEPARTMENT VALEDICTORIANS
Brylee Bowman Johnson
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Megan Spackman
Human Development and Family Studies

Haley Karen Yoder
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Savannah Muñoz
Nursing

Emma Lee Larson Geary
Psychology

Lisa Ashcroft
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Kristen Ruth Johnson
School of Teacher Education and Leadership

VALEDICTORIAN
Karli Victoria Ludwig
Kinesiology and Health Science
Faculty Escort:
Dr. Chris Dakin

The first time Karli Ludwig drove up Sardine Canyon, the wide-eyed freshman had no idea what was in store but was hoping to make an impact. From taking a nosedive down the Old Main Hill ice sheet to the sleepless nights of memorizing the pKa values and associated charges of the amino acids and navigating a positive COVID-19 test during lab practical week, she can now clearly see that Utah State University impacted her far more.

In her time at USU, Karli got hands-on experience researching and learning from experts in the Neuromechanics and Sensory Motor Behavior Laboratories. She shared her passion for dance with the USU Dance Company presidency for three years. And she served her community as a Christensen Community Scholar, an AmeriCorps Service Mentor, and a USU Arts Access Visual Artist. Thanks to these experiences and so many others, she now graduates Summa Cum Laude, a three-time recipient of the “A” Pin Award, and six-time Dean’s List honoree. Karli is grateful to have received her degree and hopes to have as profound of an impact on the world as Utah State has had on her.

*The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services expresses deep appreciation to our generous donors.

**The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 30th on its annual list of “Best Graduate Schools of Education” in the nation. USU has the only School of Education in Utah to place in the top 50. Our college took the No. 13 spot nationally for research funding, receiving $37M to support research, teaching, and service projects that benefit our students, community, state, and nation.
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AND HUMAN SERVICES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

DOCTORAL DEGREES

Aguilar, Juliana
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Thomas Higbee

Andresen, Felicia Jo
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Scott Deberard

Ashcraft, Carrie Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Marla Robertson

Ball, Douglas
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Colby Tofel-Grehl

Brown, Madison Shae
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Brittan Barker

Carrera, Kenia Jordana
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Rick Cruz

Dayley, Jenna Cassinat
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Shawn Whiteman

Dimond, Liz Susanne
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Michelle McKnight

Emery, Crystal Kay
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Kaitlin Bundock

Ferrell, Jill
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Susan Crowley

Fleming, Daniel
Doctor of Philosophy
Family and Human Development
Dr. Travis Dorsch

Fruge, Jeremy Ethan
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Peter Twohig

Harmon, Jill J.
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Patricia Seray Moyer-Packenham

Harris, Emilee Jo
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Naveen Nagaraj

Haynes, Jeremy Matthew
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Peter Twohig

Higgins, Jesse
Doctor of Philosophy
Family and Human Development
Dr. Troy Beckert

Johnson, Stephanie Michele
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Brittan Barker

Jones, Kandace Tanisha
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Robert Morgan

Kinder, Amy
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Beth MacDonald
Jessica Shumway

King, Michael
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Travis Dorsch

Krafft, Jennifer Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Levin

Leffler, Mason Reed
Doctor of Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Andy Walker

Leitch, Michael
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Patricia Seray Moyer-Packenham
Dr. Beth MacDonald

Livingston, Whitney Susan
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Rebecca K. Blais
Mattson, Stephanie L.
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Thomas Higbee

Mimay, Myles
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Troy Beckert

Mendenhall, Melissa Pace
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Kimberly Hardiman Lott

Murphy, Kristin N.
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce

Murray, Julie
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Scott Deberard

Navarro Flores, Cynthia Margarita
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie Marie Domenech Rodriguez

Nichols, Natalie
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Karen Muñoz

Olson, Tasha Lanae
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce

Parmenter, Joshua Glenn
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Renee Vickerman Galliher

Peck, Sara
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Gregory Madden

Peterson, Amy Kathleen
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Teresa Ukrainetz

Plaizier, Amanda JoAnne
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Amy Elizabeth Piotrowski

Reeder, Rachel
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Kathleen A. J. Mohr

Reid, Heather Kay
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Brittan Barker

Robinson, Tanner Lebaron
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Brittan Barker

Rolf, Kristen Renee
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Tim Slocum

Roxburgh, Allison Leatrice
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Patricia Seray Moyer-Packenham

Salisbury, Anna Lee
Doctor of Audiology
Dr. Naveen Nagaraj

Shouqing, Si
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Steven Camicia

Strong, Ashley R.
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Amy Wilson-Lopez & Dr. Marla Robertson

Tannahill, Hallie Sarah
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Rebecca K. Blais

Thomas, Kevin R.
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Alyson Lavigne

Vakula, Mike Nicholas
Doctor of Philosophy
Disability Disciplines
Dr. Eadric Bressel

Vazquez, Alejandro Luis
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodriguez

Welch, Lise
Doctor of Philosophy
Education
Dr. Jessica Shumway

Wynn, Camille Jane
Doctor of Philosophy
Neuroscience
Dr. Stephanie Borrie

Yan, Lili
Doctor of Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Breanne Litts
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST
Barton, Tyler Richard
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Greg Callan

Burt, Kelsey Nicole
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Greg Callan

Fischbach, Liam
Educational Specialist
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Kristin Searle

Johnson, Molly
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Greg Callan

McLaughlin, Irina M.
Educational Specialist
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Ramy Shaaban

Rainey, Allysia
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Sedgwick, Siri A.
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Tibbets, Sami Jo
Educational Specialist
Psychology
Dr. Greg Callan

MASTER’S DEGREES
Abugu, Ezinne Uzoma
Master of Science
Kinesiology
Dr. David Bolton

Adams, Chantel
Master of Education
Psychology

Adams, Gwendalyn Erika
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy

Aiello, Jessica Marie Bertsch
Master of Education
Curriculum and Instruction

Allen, Crystal J.
Master of Education
Physical and Sport Education

Allred, Camille M.
Master of Public Health
Health Education and Promotion

Althouse, Dianne
Master of Science
Kinesiology
Dr. Talin Louder

Andersen, Eric Morgan
Master of Education
Curriculum and Instruction

Anderson, Chase Woodruff
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Anderson, Taylor Marie
Master of Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Armas, Christine
Master of Education
Psychology

Arrington, Brinlee Nicole
Master of Education
Psychology

Ashby, Brittani Kaye
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Asp, Steven
Master of Education
Curriculum and Instruction

Bailey, Ashley Michelle
Master of Education
Physical and Sport Education

Baker, Jenny Lynn
Master of Education
Psychology

Barr, John David
Master of Science
Psychology
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Barrington, Brittany Anne
Master of Education
Curriculum and Instruction

Bateman, Ronni
Master of Public Health
Health Education and Promotion

Bates, Bo Kahaleala
Master of Sports Management

Begay, Alina
Master of Education
Education Technology and Learning Sciences
Bera, Jac’lyn  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Maryellen McClain Verdoes

Bird, Kendall  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Birrell, Jennifer Dawn  
Master of Education  
Instructional Leadership

Black, Sheldon Kraig  
Master of Sports Management

Bladh, Mari Lynn  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Bliss, Misty McIntosh  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Bodily, Justin  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Bonner, Logan Bane  
Master of Sports Management

Bowles, Britani Dee  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Bryner, Liz Anne  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Call, Cam Scott  
Master of Sports Management

Capel, Leila Katherine  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Michael Levin

Cardon, Rachel  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Chapman, Christy K  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Chernoff, Ben Lisker  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Chi, Kevin Joseph  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Renee Galliher

Childers, Katelyn Ann  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Christensen, Courtney Nicole  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Christensen, Karen M.  
Master of Sports Management

Christensen, Melissa  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Cleveland, Aarica Daniele  
Master of Public Health  
Health Education and Promotion

Condie, Lindsay  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Cook, Camrie  
Master of Education  
Physical and Sport Education

Cook, Matthew Lawrence  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce

Cooper, Megan Marie  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Cornejo, Joanna Marie  
Master of Education  
Special Education  
Dr. Kaitlin Bundock

Cosgrove, Patty Ann Serbousek  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Cottrell, Mackenzie J.  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Covey, Maryjane  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Cowley, Katelyn  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Coy, Ella A.  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Daehler, Sarah  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Maria Kleinstaeuber

Dayley, Melissa Ann  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Dixon, Trason Travis
Master of Sports Management

Drewel, Mikaela
Master of Science
Psychology
Dr. Joann T. Tschanz

Drollette, Jared Vincent
Master of Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Dumas, Jeremy Ryan
Master of Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Dumas, Jeremy Ryan
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Eppich, Caitlin
Master of Public Health
Health Education and Promotion

Erekson, Crystal Aileen
Master of Education
Psychology

Evans, Shalisa
Master of Education
Psychology

Farley, Caleb
Master of Science
Psychology
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Farnsworth, Lindsay Jean
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Fast, Daniel Griffin
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy

Finlinson, Ariel
Master of Human Development & Family Studies

Fischback, Liam Johnathan
Master of Education
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Flanders, Tracy Lynn
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Flint, Brenn
Master of Sports Management

Frankman, Savannah
Master of Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Frisan, Angelina Giovanna
Master of Education
Psychology

Fritz, Christie L.
Master of Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Fuller, Anna Jo
Master of Education
Psychology

Fuller, Ashley Hennen
Master of Education
Curriculum and Instruction

Fuller, Shauna Christine
Master of Education
Psychology

Garren, Maia Jane
Master of Science
Kinesiology
Dr. Breanna Erin Studenka

Gerry, Ali Monica
Master of Education
Psychology

Gillis, David
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Glissmeyer, Gabriel Laeknin
Master of Public Health
Health Education and Promotion

Gongora Gonzalez, Andy Orlando
Master of Human Development & Family Studies

Grayson, Andre Saul
Master of Sports Management

Gritt, Claire Elizabeth
Master of Sports Management

Hadley, Matthew
Master of Education
Psychology

Halterman, Aliya Lynn
Master of Science
Psychology
Dr. Gregory Lee Callan

Hansen, Avery Brooke
Master of Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Hansen, Daniel
Master of Sports Management

Hansen, Michelle
Master of Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Yoon Lee

Hansen, Megan Elizabeth
Master of Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Harris, Brook
Master of Education
Psychology

Harris, Susannah Nevada
Master of Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harrison, Kenneth Dean</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
<td>Dr. Talin Louder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartzell, Hannah Elise</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey, Jaclyn Diana</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Education Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins, Dustin Lee</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Instructional Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heider, Madison Renea</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
<td>Dr. Kaitlin Bundock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henson, Hanna Naomi Zackrison</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepworth, Taylor John</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
<td>Dr. Stephanie Borrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heugly, Jaclyn</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hicken, Shirlene</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoggan, Steven Paul</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt, Whitney</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holyoke, Veronica Kathryn</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Instructional Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, Megan Nielson</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyde, Lisa</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingram, Crystal Danielle</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Jilien</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarvis, Katie Jane</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Instructional Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, Becca</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td>Health Education and Promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenks, Amanda Van Leeuwen</td>
<td>Master of Marriage and Family Therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen, Emily Maree</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen, Mark Andrew</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen, McKay</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Chalsee</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Jeff Todd</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Education Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Lisa Thomas</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
<td>Dr. Lisa Milman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Jef Lynn</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Education Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan, Brittany Ann</td>
<td>Master of Marriage and Family Therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawa, Kari Cook</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, Jenny</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerby, Jessica</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Bethany Jane</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Reannon</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lam, Kyle</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lambert, Tobin Wesley  
Master of Sports Management

Larsen, Promise  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Leavitt, Alexis  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Leete, Susie  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Lehman, Jessika Jade  
Master of Public Health  
Health Education and Promotion

Lewis, David Logan  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Llewellyn, Selina Adams  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Long, Christopher Louis  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology  
Dr. Talin Louder

Longhurst, Anita Dawn  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Louisot, Haley Brennan  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Luce, W. Aaron  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Lundell, Alli  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Luo, Linyu  
Master of Science  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Madruga, Mark William  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Marshall, Amber  
Master of Sports Management

Martin, Karen Olivia  
Master of Public Health  
Health Education and Promotion

Martinez, Angelica Fatima  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Mascarenas, Whitney Marie  
Master of Education  
Psychology

McBride, Joshua  
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy

McLaughlin, Carrie  
Master of Science  
Special Education  
Dr. Sarah Pinkelman

Mecham, Brant Keith  
Master of Sports Management

Merkley, Kelsey Marie  
Master of Education  
Instructional Leadership

Miller, Joan Elyia  
Master of Public Health

Miller, Meegan Terry  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Mogensen, Kimberly Kathleen  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Moore, Marcus  
Master of Education  
Physical and Sport Education

Myers, Angie Renee  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Nicholes, Clint  
Master of Science  
Special Education  
Dr. Kaitlin Bundock

Niebergall, McKenzie  
Master of Science  
Special Education  
Dr. Sarah Pinkelman

Nielsen, Chelsea  
Master of Science  
Special Education  
Dr. Ray Joslyn

Omer, Amy  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Pace, Kimberly Dawn  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Packer, Emilee Brianne  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Park, Shane Byron  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Parrish, Aani Elizabeth  
Master of Fitness Promotion

Peay, Landon Golden  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Pelfrey, Spencer Mecham  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Pena, Armando  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Pena, Chanelle Janae  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Perez, D.  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez & Dr. Amy Odum

Perry, Connie Elaine  
Master of Education  
Instructional Leadership

Peterson, Laura  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Phan, Mary  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Pitkin, Heidi Marie  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Plunkett, Holly Michelle  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Porter, Justin Lee  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Potter, Bobette  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Pradell, Lee  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Renee Vickerman Galliher

Pugh, Bethany Ruth  
Master of Science  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education  
Dr. Sandi Gilliam

Raschke, Megan Mariah  
Master of Public Health

Rhodes, Shannon Simpson  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Rich, Michelle Annette  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Richards, Ethan Jeffrey  
Master of Sports Management

Richardson, Cadie Michelle  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Richardson, Heather Hunt  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Richey, Lauren Jean  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Rigolon, Sofia Laguna  
Master of Education  
Instructional Leadership

Rindlisbacher, Lee Martin  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Rivera, Sharon Denice  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Roanhorse, Tyus Theodore  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Maryellen McClain Verdoes

Robison, Meagan  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Rockwood, April  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Roxburgh, Allison Leatrice  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Rupper, Laura Hatch  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Sabin, Nicole Marie  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

San Miguel, Guadalupe G.  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Michael Peter Twohig

Sanderson, Sarah Ann  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Scott, Jeremy Thomas  
Master of Education  
Instructional Leadership
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Lexie Elizabeth</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedgwick, Siri A.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shae, Keira</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siler, Amy Noelle</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silliman, Torrey Elizabeth</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sills, Melissa</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simeona, Kalani</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Physical and Sport Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sline, Andrea</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Cassidy</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Megan M.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorrell, Sydney Allynn</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Gary Tyler Lefevor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer, Whitney H.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey, Tara Jo</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staska, Sophia</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stencil, Ethan Lane</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterenchak, Anthony Tyler</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokes, Alexis J.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strand, Eric Lee</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Physical and Sport Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringer, Marjean Hurst</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongo, Kristi L.</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan, Ashley Clayson</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton, Gabrielle Marie-Anne</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Timothy Shahan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassinari, Megan Susanne</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurone, Tiffany Parry</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teichert, Bronson M.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry, Victoria</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Bailey Dee</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Ben</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Education Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Heather Ware</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Sophia D’Agostino</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Ryann</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorson, Kristine R.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuddenham, Kennadee Jo</td>
<td>Master of Human Development &amp; Family Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Emilee</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler, Calvin Dewayne</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Wagoner, Katherine Grace</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vazquez, Sarah Christine  
Master of Education  
Education Technology and Learning Sciences

Veeder, Katherine Elizabeth  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Viernes, Jeni Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Psychology

Vinal, Stephanie  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Visser, Emma  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Gregory Madden

Wagner, Kyle Spencer  
Master of Science  
Special Education  
Dr. Ray Joslyn

Wahl, Abby Nicole  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction

Walls, Morgan  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Wasden, Nathaniel Glen  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Webb, Daniela Del Carmen  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Welch, Riley S.  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology  
Dr. Talin Louder

Weller, Michelle Ruth  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Whitelock, Tami  
Master of Public Health  
Health Education and Promotion

Wilding, Jeff Milton  
Master of Sports Management

Wilhelmsen, Melanie Smith  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Wills, Kayla Hanna  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Wilson, Kiersten Alexis  
Master of Human Development & Family Studies

Wilson, Makell K.  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Wood, Mariah  
Master of Public Health  
Health Education and Promotion

Wood, Sharee  
Master of Fitness Promotion

Wood, Stefan Todd  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Woodward, Shailey Ann  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Troy Beckert

Wu, Siyu  
Master of Science  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Ybarra, Jacob Anthony  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Zsiray, Jessica Irene  
Master of Education  
Curriculum and Instruction
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGGIES ELEVATED</th>
<th>COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND DEAF EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Keegan Stefan, CP</td>
<td>Aase, Megan, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Sophia, CP</td>
<td>Abbr, Sofia, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drkstra, Adelyn Tatyana, CP</td>
<td>Alexander, Grace Jane, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson, Michele Elizabeth, AS, CP</td>
<td>Allen, Kenzie L., BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennings, Ava Colleen, CP</td>
<td>Alfred, Avery Robin, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorgensen, Courtney Paige, AS ^</td>
<td>Alulema, Tiffany, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald, Maya Angelina, CP</td>
<td>Ananighian, Elizabeth Mary, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn, Collin, AS, CP</td>
<td>Anderton, Madilynn D., BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharapov, Alexander, CP</td>
<td>Angel, Danielle Monique, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Chandler R., AS, CP</td>
<td>Armstrong, Macie Ann, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yates, Kenna, CP</td>
<td>Bazeghi, Alex Kristina, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BeCraft, Allyson Renee, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bedont, Allisson, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beehler, Bayli Maree, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behrens, Clarissa Anne, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beltran, Alex Renee, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bennett, Faith Amber, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bickley, Courtney Jacobs, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bird, Krista Kae, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blazzard, Lisa, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bolton, Emma Alesis, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bont, Tiegen, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boone, April, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Branson, Kelsi D., BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braun, Lexi Celine, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broadhurst, Kori, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bronson, Drew James, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broughton, Tayler Jean, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Ashley Clare, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Brynn Drummond, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Jessica Muhlestein, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Browning-Clay, Dorothy Marie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budge, Kayla Faith, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burdick, Louis, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burke, Sophia K., BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burton, Katie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Butler, Kristen, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Butler, Sage L., BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caldwell, Jenny Marie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carey, Amanda Elys, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carrillo, Kayla Grover, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casper, Kenidee Corina, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cervone-Gish, Nicole Marie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles, Anika Jamila, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chatlain, Sheldon J., BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cherenfant, Stephanie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choike, Kathryn Rose, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christensen, Annika K., BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christensen, Janie LaRue, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clark, Brianna, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloward, Rylee Ann, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clyde, Shanna Canfield, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cook, Cecil Kaitlyn, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corry, Alainey McCall, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cottrell, Teagan Dale, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couch, Brittanii Ann, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crawford, Tess Nicole, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crompton, Sadie Rae, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curtis, Elizabeth M., BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davila, Natalie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De Vera, Anyssa, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeBenedetto, Brennann, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denham, Kaylee Rose, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denney, Alexis M., BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dennis, Kaylee J., BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DiGiacomo, Samantha Rose, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorrance, Riley Jean, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duffy, Melissa Merrill, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dunn, Sadie, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duran-Sandoval, Ashley Jazmine, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earnest, Katelyn Taylor, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabregas, Melanie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fakhoury, Madeline Neshewiat, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farr, Elizabeth, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fitzpatrick, Destiny Demiana, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flores, Breanna, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fox, Jaya, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frye, Jordan Riel, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaona, Paulina Aurora, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardner, Gracey Lynn, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardner, Natalie, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Georgeson, Daniel, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gibbons, Dylan Anne, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gionfriddo, Amy Nicole, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goates, Kathryn, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gonzalez Samayoa, Jeanne Victoria, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gonzalez, Tamara, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gould, Abigail, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gruenke, Nicole, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guillen, Cristina, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guymon, Kierra Leavitt, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hales, Autumn Madaline, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hall, Donna, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hall, Heidi, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hallock, Grace Elisabeth, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hansen, Allison Brooke, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hansen, Deanna Georgiia, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hansen, Megan, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hart, Valaya Lynn, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawkes, Maddy Kaye, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haycock, Briana N., BA *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henriksen, Isaac Thomas, BA *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert, Jessica, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hess, Abigail Brooke, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heyener, Jessica, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hill, Sydney, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hively, Deidre Madeline, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hong, Christian James, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huante, Erika Ashley, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hudgins, Chloe Anne, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ingram, Lindsey Joyce, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jackman, Jennifer, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacobs, Lisa Marie, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jensen, Alexis, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jensen, Jessica, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johansen, Kimberly Diane, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson, Brynlee A., BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson, Elisaa Abby, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson, Linsy, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnston, Chelsea D’Nae, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jongua, Taylor Marie, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kambolz, Haley Brooke, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kantor, Andrea Dioraes, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keen, Courtney Bryann, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenyon, Emma Leigh, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowlton, Kristin, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Korth, Kate M., BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koymn, Ruso, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kraf, Veronica Juanita, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kroff, Briggs, BS ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lagazo, Rae, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lake Hansen, Andrah Adeline, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lamb, Kylene, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larsen, Cindy O., BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larson, Emily, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawson, April, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leavitt, Jennifer Jill, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leff, Bryndie Mickail, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leister, Addisyn Sue, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Licon, Cloe, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little, Chloe Nicole, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loar, Lauren Meredith, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long, Abigail Leigh, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lopez, Andrea Lilliana, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lopez, Monica Vanessa, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lott, Kathy Elizabeth, BS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Love, Tamara Gayle, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lund, Bailey Claire, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lyons, Mackenzie Imagin, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madsen, Lexi Ann Wiser, BS +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahoney, Christine, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marriott, Katherine Grace, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin, Ashley, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martinez, Devinn Ann, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mattson, Emily, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAuley, Julia, BS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KINESIOLOGY AND HEALTH SCIENCE

Adams, Bailey Kate, BS
Aguilar, Samantha L., BS +
Alexander, Ryan Dru, BS
Allred, Dylan, BS
Alvarez, Angel Martin, BS
Anderson, Laura R., BS
Andrade, Josiah, BS
Andreasen, Ezra Boyd, BS
Anyanwu, Michael, BS
Archibald, Cassidy R., BS *
Auman, Ashley Taylor, BS +
Aycoc, Emily Marie, BS
Babcock, Mia C., BS *
Babe, Chanel Amber, BS
Bailey, Tori A., BS
Barentine, Michael James, BS
Baxter, Devin Bruce, BS *
Berritt, Easton R., BS
Beveridge, London Diane, BS +
Bingham, Kaylee Jansy, BS *
Birchall, Kate Julia, BS
Birkenbuel, Justine Lee, BS *
Blad, Kaycece Louise, BS +
Bliss, Chloe M., BS *
Bodine, Stephanie Marie, BS
Bolster, Chase J., BS *
Bowler, Kaden E., BS +
Bradley, Kaylie Anne, BS *
Bramwell, Joey G., BS
Brannen, Emily Clark, BS +
Brawand, Marina Cheyenne, BS *
Brown, Peyton Tyler, BS *
Burningham, Kyle S., BS *
Butler, Hannah Marie, BS
Cannell, Nicholas, BS *
Cave, Kolton R., BS
Cherry, Weston, BS *
Christensen, Kenadee, BS *
Christensen, Nate Boyd, BS *
Clark, Jesse Lee, BS *
Clegg, Sydnee C., BS +
Cluff, Maddie, BS *
Colwell, William Fred, BS
Cooper, Michael Dayton, BS
Cowan, Rachel E., BS *
Crandall, Mark Isaac, BS +
Davis, Payton Michael, BS *
Dell’Ergo, Sophie Marie, BS +
Densley, Taylor Alexander, BS
Dickson, Sarah Elyse, BS +
Dubay, Grace M., BS +
Duke, Rachel Lynn, BS *
Erickson, Zoe Olivia, BS *
Eskeets, Jefawn Lynn, BS
Evans, Olive Jane, BS *
Eyre, Sarah Marie, BS *
Fisher, Cody Michael, BS *
Flores, Daniel, BS
Fly, Wyatt Gareston, BS
Fonesbeck, Branson Lee, BS *
Fonoti, Letane Mika, BS
Galliard, Kinsee Austin, BS *
Gardner, Teya Jean, BS *
Garrard, Ryleigh Caron, BS
Giguere, Hannah Noel, BS
Gill, Morgan Rose, BS +
Godfrey, Justin Ryan, BS
Gray, Caron Hansen, BS +
Gruenig, Trent Earl, BS
Halvorsen, Naomi Lynne, BS
Hamling, Sophie Rose, BS *
Hampton, Aubrey J., BS *
Harper, Carley Ann, BS *
Hauber, Ben Matthew, BS
Head, Sydnee Elizabeth, BS *
Hebner, Sean C., BS
Henderson, Grace Caroline, BS
Hill, Marissa Ann, BS
Ho, Emily Anne Saunders, BS *
Hollberg, Abigail J., BS *
Holt, Ashton Elizabeth, BS
Horsley, Hunter Scott, BS *
Hunsaker, Maryssa Lajoy, BS *
Hutchinson, Noah Cole, BS *
Ingram, Paxton Jon, BS *
Israelsen, Brittany Morgan, BS *
Jacobson, Nicole Marli, BS
Jemison, Atlas Owen, BS +
Jensen, Jake Matthew, BS
Jeppsen, Andrea, BS
Johnson, Connor McKay, BS *
Joseph, Jade Mickel, BS *
Kelly, Rachel Anne, BS +
King, Gordon Raymond, BS *
Kinney, Caitlin Marie, BS +
Kummer, Emily Elizabeth, BS
Laing, Nya Keilani, BS *
Larsen, Connor Rand, BS *
Larsen, Reesha Brianne, BS +
Larson, Taylor, BS *
Latimer, Tanner Anthony, BS *
LeBeau, Megan Ryleigh, BS
Lovan, Makayla Lyn, BS
Ludwig, Karli Victoria, BS *
Lumanog, Peyton Ashley, BS *
Lundberg, Jager, BS
Lunt, Makezien Elene, BS
Luo, Peter, BS
Macfarlane, Makezien Haley, BS *
Marrriott, Bayleigh, BS
Martinez, Celeste Jasmine, BS
McAfee, Cannon Tay, BS
Meyer, Zach Jade, BS
Mickelson, Nicholas Vaughn, BS +
Millemen, Alyssa, BS
Mills, Alicia L., BS *
Miner, Abby, BS *
Mitton, Chase, BS *
Moe, Aye, BS *
Montoya, Taylor M., BS *
Morgan, Makenna Leanne, BS
Moss, Lainee, BS *
Nate, Victoria, BS
Nelson, Katie Rae, BS *
Newman, Mackenzie Dawn, BS +
Nguyen, Kha Manh, BS
Nielsen, Keenan Jade, BS
Nuttall, Jennifer Yongling, BS
Palmer, Brooklyn Shae, BS *
Parker, Abby Marie, BS *
Pastork, Kara, BS +
Patten, Anne Marie, BS *

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND LEARNING SCIENCES

Anderson, Cody Wynn, BS
Beckstrand, Emilie, BS +
Bonner, Matt D., BS *
Brown, Anthony Geoff, BS
Cosby, Trevor John, BS
Curtis, Allyson Breanna, BS
Dixon, Jennifer, BS +
Fuhtman, Cade Roland, BS *
Gibson, Allie McKell, BS
Holt, Haven Linnea, BS *
Kendrick, Tanner, BS
Lewis, Chelsea, BS *
Mabey, Joey, BS
Miller, Wyatt Henry, BS *
Nieves, Natasha, BS *
Ratnamuttia, Nadiva, BS *
Shattuck, Claudia, BS *
Shen, Leunghon William, BS
Spencer, Kathryn Grace, BS *
Sudweeks, Gabrielle Christine, BS
Wankier, Derick Peter, BS
Warren, Riley Sierra, BS *
Yoder, Haley Karen, BS *
Yuen, Maddy Keilani, BS *
Perkins, Reagan M., BS
Peterson, Bridger Lane, BS *
Petty, Elle Grace, BS
Pixon, Syndie K., BS
Pollard, Elizabeth Camille, BS *
Porter, Bailey, BS +
Price, Sadie S., BS +
Randall, Adalce Anne, BS
Rayburn, Rachel, BS *
Reed, Evan, BS +
Reece, Heathier Ann, BS *
Reinhardt, Noah, BS
Ritchie, Annie Marie, BS *
Roche, Sara Jean, BS ^
Romney, Olivia, BS ^
Rose, Sadie Ruth, BS *
Saganey, Faustine M., BS
Sanchez, Mikaela Maria, BS
Schvaneveldt, Challis Mackenzie, BS *
Scott, Abby McKenzie, BS +
Searle, Shelby Lyn, BS ^
Seeegmiller, Heather Louise, BS
Shaw, Elizabeth A., BS *
Shelton, Hannah, BS *
Silversmith, Fallon Adriano, BS
Simmonds, Leia Marie, BS *
Slater, Emma, BS
Small, Sadie, BS
Smith, Porter, BS *
Solorio, Jared, BS
Sonnenborn, Emily Kathryn, BS
Sneath, Jordan Chad, BS *
Stephens, Tala Chalice, BS
Stepherson, Kate, BS +
Stevens, Sadie K., BS *
Strong, Nicole, BS
Stubbs, Gierra Lou, BS
Sullivan, Hughston Dan, BS
Sullivan, Michelle, BS *
Summers, Garret M., BS
Swain, Jaqui M., BS *
Taylor, Anna Grace, BS *
Taylor, Carly Marie, BS ^
Taylor, Cullen James, BS
Taylor, Landon, BS *
Thaxton, Lauren Bird, BS +
Thomas, Alexa Louise, BS ^
Thompson, Zoece D., BS *
Thornton, Tyler N., BS *
Thorpe, Huckle Harrison, BS *
Tod, Alec Nicholas, BS
Torgersen, Asia Sue, BS +
Trey, Madison McKay, BS
Tuuko, Olivia Lauren, BS ^
Udy, Connor Mitchell, BS *
Vela, Jordan, BS *
Vellinga, Mitchel B., BS
Venier, Hanna Marie, BS
Walker, Brady Sean, BS
Walker, Spencer, BS +
Wall, Kierstin, BS *
Wang, Yingzi, BS
Wartz, Dawn Raine, BS
Watts, Josh James, BS *
Webb, Jeremy Leon, BS
White, Madi Mckenzie, BS
White, Mason Kenneth, BS
Whiting, Allyson Kate, BS
Whiting, Jared William, BS *
Whittaker, Brynli A., BS ^
Williams, Jordan Duane, BS +
Williams, Tressa Belle, BS *
Williamson, Abby Joy, BS +
Winslow, Jaiden River, BS
Wiscombe, Sarah, BS *
Wolffy, Elly Marie, BS *
Yancey, Railey A., BS
Yates, Parker Thomas, BS +
Yocom, Tavia Ann, BS
Young, Hannah Elizabeth, BS *
Zeller, Chloe A., BS

NURSING
Abila, Emalee Justine, CC **
Alford, Danyesa Dawn, AAS
Alton, Sydney Grace, CC **
Anderson, Kiersten Halladay, CC **
Anderson, Tiana, BS +
Ashcraft, Tyler Scott, BS +
Barney, Cami Rose, AAS
Barney, Madison, AAS **
Bastian, Britney, AAS **
Begay, Tiarra Ashleigh, AAS
Bentley, Haley Kristine, AAS
Berindean, Anca Monica, BS +
Benson, Arly Janet, BS *
Beethea, Layton, CC **
Birch, Melissa Bryanne, AAS **
Blair, Abbie, AAS **
Bogdin, Brenna Lynn, BS *
Boone, Martilla Rachelle, AAS
Boothe, Megan Jessica, BS *
Bossom, Regan Reece, AAS **
Bradford, Autumn Michelle, CC **
Brewer, Ben J., AAS
Burnside, Taliyn M., AAS
Burns, Alex Keri, BS ^
Byington, Malli Suzanne, BS *
Calvert, Michael Sean, CC **
Card, Angel Cristine, AAS **
Cervantes, Alicia Dawn, CC
Cisneros, Perla Anahi, AAS **
Clark, Grace Maria, AAS **
Clement, Sherry, AAS
Cloward, Haley Elise, BS +
Colovich, Janey, AAS **
Cook, Madeline, BS +
Cronin, Katie Maxine, BS +
Dial, Daniel Joshua, AAS **
Dover, Elizabeth Cathryn, AAS **
Downs, Riley Danielle, BS
Dunker, Charlie Jean, AAS
Edrington, Ashlyn Eileen, AAS **
Evans, Christina Jean, AAS **
Evertsen, Shalese Franki, BS +
Eyre, Sarah Marie, BS +
Farmer, Christi Lee, AAS
Felice, Haley Lynn, AAS
Fender, Eliana Ofenia, BS +
Fischer, Gwen June, AAS **
Fitzgerald, Michelle, AAS
Florence, Maddie Nichole, BS *
Flores, Amanda Nichole, AAS **
Garcia, John, AAS **
Garrard, Baylee Vonaes, AAS **
Gnagy, Shelby Adine, AAS
Grange, Shaylee Rae, CC **
Griffin, Hailey Grace, BS +
Hacking, Jarika Jean, AAS
Hanna, Stevie Helen, AAS **
Hansen, Breanne, AAS
Harper, Kristi, AAS **
Hartop, Macie Elizabeth, CC **
Haskins, Brandy Marie, BS +
Hatch, Kailsy Elizabeth, BS *
Heath, Alissan Camille, BS *
Hernandez-Flores, Lizbeth, AAS
Hoggard, Ashley, AAS **
Holt, Emily, AAS **
Holyoak, Carmen Raye, BS *
Hutchinson, Kristian Briana, CC
Hymas, Ally Jane, BS +
Iversen, Caitie Quinnie, AAS **
Jenkins, Madeleine Olivia, AAS **
Johnson, Ashley Brooke, AAS **
Johnson, Inez M., CC
Jones, McKenna L., BS +
Kim, David Joung, BS *
King, Sarah Ann, BS *
Kirkham, Katie Ann, AAS
Kranendonk, Kylce A., CC
Larsen, Bradley N., BS *
Lemere, Alyssa Danielle, AAS **
Madsen, Kylee Ann, CC
Mangum, Emma C., BS +
Martinez, Jennifer, AAS **
Martinez, Taylor Rayn, AAS **
Martinez-Hernandez, Jorge Didier, AAS
Masur, Quincy Catherine, AAS **
McLaughlin, Chelsey R., CC
Mendez, Prisma Liney, CC **
Merkley, Amanda Marie, AAS **
Merschel, Hannah, CC **
Metelko, Tawnya Renee, CC **
Mickelsen, Liza Jean, BS *
Miner, Gene, BS +
Molinar, Merinda, AAS **
Montes, Chauneey Marino, AAS
Myatt, Sydney Hope, BS *
Munoz, Savannah, BS **
Myer, Kellie Noel, AAS
Nenna, D’Ali Marie, AAS
Nelson, Abi, AAS **
Nilson, Jasmin M., BS *
Norton, Dayton James, CC
Palmer, Kammy Lynn, BS +
Parker, Kimberly Lynne, BS +
Phillips, Ricky Earl, AAS
Pierce, Meghan Jane, AAS
Porta, Helen, AAS **
Porter, Monica Rochelle, AAS **
Poulson, Calie Mac, BS +
Quayle, Audrey Mitchell, BS +
Quinn, Brooke A., AAS
Ramstetter, Josie, AAS **
Rasmussen, Amy Irene, AAS **
Rich, Dustin Clark, BS +
Rydon, Lamoth Kennehe, AAS **
Roark, Tanner W., BS *
Roberts, Kerah Brieane, BS *
Rogers, Alyssa N., AAS **
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION

COUNSELING

Adams, Angela Hamilton, BS
Anderson, Alexander, BS
Ashcroft, Lisa, BS
Barnes, Savannah Rhylee, BS +
Bauer, Jaclyn Nicole, BS *
Beal, Carter Michael, BS
Brazell, Kaitlin Marie, BS *
Bracamonte, Jennifer Lynn, BS
Bragg, Janice Marie, BS *
Brennecke, Jennifer, BS *
Brown, Morgan, BS *
Brown, Tanya, BS
Burnham, Shawn Fay, BS
Campbell, Leah, BS
Canada, Crystal Angel, BS *
Caplan, Chelsea Corinne, BS *
Carver, Jaymi, BS
Coats, Katie, BS *
DaBell, Cayenne Woodbury, BS
Day, Dawson Bobbi, BS *
Dennis, Michelle, BS
Dutson, Julie, BS *
Erickson, Chris Aaron, BS
Estrada, Diana Laura, BS
Ferguson, Dayna Leigh, BS *
Ferland, Cassidy Breanne, BS
Fleming, Sydney T., BS *
Gary, Candice Marie, BS
Geddes, Gailse Grace, BS *
Glover, Jessica Lynn, BS *
Good, Meg Emeril, BS +
Hall, Katy, BS
Hansen, Taylor Lynn, BS
Heels, Kilee, BS
Herrera, Sandra Liliiana, BS
Hirschi, Rachel Marie, BS
Holcomb, Ana Grace, BS *
Hutchinson, Ashley Gale, BS
Iacobazzi, Boston Giambardino, BS *
Ivy, Malaynda, BS
Johnston, Megan Pauline, BS *
Kadin, Monica Marie, BS
Kimber, Ashley Kay, BS +
Klentz, Jensen Kimberly, BS *
Lambert, Hannah Lorelei, BS
LaPorte, Domenica, BS
Larsen, Taleseha Anne, BS *
Lopez, Danielle May, BS *
Maas, Abby Michelle, BS
Marden, Joshua Scott, BS
McDonald, Jenny Michele, BS *
McWherter, Lexi Susan, BS
Medina-Tellez, Ivonne Carolina, BS
Merrin, Emma R., BS +
Merrill, Charles, BS
Moser, Jeremy, BS
Naylor, Megan Alice, BS *
O’Berry, Gwen Leilani, BS *
O’Hara, Randy John, BS
Olt, Janelle Porsha, BS
Ostler, Camille Brianna, BS *
Pampin, Claudia Blair, BS *
Parchet, Diedre Michelle, BS *
Paulson, Abbi Elizabeth, BS *
Petersen, Malia Marie, BS *
Petersen, Mackenzie, BS *
Petersen, Rachel Linnae, BS *
Pugmire, McKaylee Shea, BS
Raban, Janell, BS
Reece, Haley Elizabeth, BS +
Roush, Molly Mathilda, BS *
Sanderson, Emmi, BS *
Shelley, Mindee Jo, BS *
Sorensen, Camille Anne, BS *
Spelovey, Jacey A., BS *
Strate, Makayla L., BS *
Stringham, Megan R., BS +
Swindler, Kelsey Anne, BS
Takacs, Jennifer, BS
Tanner, Emily, BS *
Tomicic, Payton Abigail, BS *
Walker, Ally N., BS *
Walton, Jennifer Lynn, BS
Watkins, Taylor Brook, BS *
Welker, Kalli Marie, BS *
White, Christi Bailey, BS
Williams, Sherry A., BS
Withers, Eden Brooke, BS
Wright, Abbi, BS +

TEACHER EDUCATION AND LEADERSHIP

Alder, Madyson, BS +
Allen, Kyle, BS *
Alton, Madisyn Abbey, BS +
Anderson, Brooke Nicole, BS *
Anderson, Kaitlynn, BS +
Anderson, Meghan Alyssa, BS
Anderson, Sadie, BS *
Anhder, Hannah Colleen, BS *
Apedaile, Adeline E., BS
Arcadio, Tisha Inez, BS
Arellano, Trista Elaine, BS *
Astle, Kelsey Leigh, BS *
Backus, Cali Raquel, BS +
Bailey, Kamryn Brooke, BS *
Balcena, Madelyn Lindsay, BS *
Barker, Karson Shae, BS *
Barnard-Hawkins, Tyler Ryan, BS
Barney, Kayla Mckenzie, BS +
Bartschi, Megan Kate, BS *
Bauer, Jaclyn Nicole, BS *
Bean, Kallie Nicole, BS +
Berger, Brock, BS
Birchell, Ashlyn E., BS *
Bird, Kaia Noelle, BS *
Bland, Kaitlyn Marie, BS *
Boren, Darby Laine, BS
Boyer, Madison M., BS *
Braiden, Ann L., BS +
Bradshaw, McKailey Kay, BS *
Briggs, Emily Janel, BS *
Brown, Brytan, BS *
Brown, Jada Baily, BS *
Brown, Karli Jean, CC ^
Bryan, Andrea Jex, BS +
Bullock, Hailey Verlene, BS *
Bunnell, Rachel Lynn, BS
Burraston, Tiffany A., BS *
Cantontwine, Emily M., BS *
Chamberlain, Teacum, BS *
Chavez, Yulissa Karina, BS *
Child, Zoe Morgan, BS +
Christian, Michelle Marie, BS *
Christiansen, Gregory Lawrence, BS *
Clark, Isabelle A., BS *
Coburn, Hannah, BS +
Cook, Lindsay, BS
Cowley, Paige P., BS +
Cragun, Jennifer, BS *
Craner, Tori A., BS +
Cranney, Alyssa Irene, CC ^
Curtis, Lilah Louise, BS *
Dalton, Rachel Anne, BS *
Daniels, Diane, BS
Davis, Kels Anne, BA
Davis, Marnie, BS ^
Davison, Sabrina Rose, BS *
Deeble, Sarah Rose, BS
DeMille, Tila Rose, BS +
Dildine, Paige Michelle, BS *
Dimick, Vanessa Rae, BS
Erickson, Cheyenne, BS
Evans, Natalie, BS *
Forsyth, Brielle A., BS +
Falslev, Peyton Jensen, BS +
Gardiner, Emma G., BS +
Gardner, Brianna Cassidy, BS
Gines, Kymberli B., BS +
Green, Erica Nicole, BS +
Groneman, Maren Ellen, BS +
Gulino, Alessandra Isabella, BS *
Gunter, Tasia L., BS +
Hall, Gracie Morgan, BS
Hammond, Aubrey Anne, BS +
Hansen, Kaitlyn Elizabeth, BS ^
Hardy, Kate M., BS +
Harrision, Ashlyn Jaide, BS ^
Haukes, Avery Faith, BS ^
Herbert, Halle, BS *
Hess, Madi Clyda, BS ^
Hobson, Maddy Grace, BS ^
Holcomb, Ana Grace, BS *
Honeycutt, Tad Scott, BS *
Hopkins, Jenna Emily, BS *
Howell, Riley, BS
Isbell, Megan, BS ^
Johnson, Amy Louise, BS ^
Johnson, Erica Lynn, BS ^
Johnson, Kristen Ruth, BA ^
Jones, Olivia Ann, BS *
Kent, Taylor, BS *
Koch, Sara Suzanne, BS *
Larsen, Tiffany Lei, BS *
Layton, Valori Christensen, BS ^
Lehman, Chelsea Renee, BS *
Lepore, Madeline Sara, BS *
Lewis, Alyse, BS *
Lewis, Talyanna A., BS +
Liddiard, Beth Ann, BS *
Longhurst, Sarah, BS *
Lowham, Kira Lin, BS +
Luker, Baylee J., BS +
Marin Guerrero, Brenda Yarlemi, BS +
Mathisen, Zachary, BS *
McGurzin, Madison Louise, BS *
Medrano, Rylee, BS
Merriman, Hallie Lynn, BS +
Miller, Marcy Ann, BS ^
Mitchell, Rebecca Camille, BA
Morrison, Connor David, BS *
Morwood, Ashlyn Cheri, BS *
Muilestein, Sophie Wyn, BS +
Naegle, Natasha Lin, BS ^
Neff, Tillee Jane, BS *
Newman, Madison Eileen, BS ^
Nye, Cassidy Anne, BS ^
Palomares, Jordan Bell, BS ^
Parry, Dom Jessie, BS +
Partridge, Shayla Ann, BS *
Peers, Kalli Ann, BS +
Pendleton, Brooklynn N., BS ^
Petersen, Kourtnee, BS
Peterson, McKenzie E., BS *
Petterborg, Kristi Love, BS
Phillips, Erin Michelle, BS
Poll, Abigail June, BS ^
Pope, Cambrue K., BS
Pugmire, Rachael Jillian, BS ^
Pulley, Aubree Jane, BS ^
Ralphs, Karley Anne, BS *
Reseigh, Macie Katelyn, BS +
Reynolds, Brooke A., BS +
Reynolds, Whitney, BS *
Roper, Paydon, BS *
Roush, Molly Mathilda, BS *
Sagers, McKenzie, BS *
Sanderson, Emri, BS ^
Sepulveda, Mikayla Elizabeth, BS *
Shelley, Zia, BS
Sheppard, Kenzie Jill, BS
Simister, Carrie Dian, BS
Smith, Cori Jane, BS ^
Soto, Mariana, BS
Spangler, Madi Marie, BS *
Stewart, Emily Ann, CC ^
Strate, Makayla L., BS *
Summers, Trisha Lee, BS
Sulfitt, Jenna Renee, BS *
Svedin, Kate E., BS +
Syphus, Brenna Booth, BS ^
Tanner, Emily, BS ^
Thompson, Mandy M., BS +
Thurgood, Hannah, BS ^
Thurman, Dani R., BS *
Tomlinson, Olivia Katherine, BS *
Vigil, Kara M., BS +
Volosek, Hannah Wallentine, BS +
Wallis, Lydia Laureen, BS *
Warren, Morgan K., BS +
Webster, Sierra Elise, BS ^
Wegener, Karl Richard, BS +
Weir, Jayliyah, BS
Wells, Jenny Kay, BS
Whisenhunt, Kathleen Anne Bullock, BS +
Wilcox, Hannah Claire, BS *
Wilhite, Luke, BS +
Williams, Duana Dee, CC
Wilson, McKenzie E., BS *
Winkel, Julia Mac, BS +
Winkelenaar, Megan Elizabeth, BS
Woofenden, Emily Miranda, BS
Wyatt, Annalee D., BS +
Young, Riley T., BS ^
Zitting, Ericka, BS
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
May 5, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
8:30 a.m.

PROCESSIONAL

DEAN’S WELCOME
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Alexander C. Romney, Professor of Leadership

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Isaac Vaughn Dixon, International Business

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
David Jenkins, Founder and Chairman, Conservice

CLOSING REMARKS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

RECESSIONAL

GRADUATE CEREMONY
May 5, 2023
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
10:30 a.m.

PROCESSIONAL

DEAN’S WELCOME
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
David Jenkins, Founder and Chairman, Conservice

HOODING AND RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES

CLOSING REMARKS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AWARD RECIPIENTS

Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Reagan Siggard

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
John Ferguson

CAZIER PROFESSOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Dr. John Gilbert

FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Lucas Rentschler

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Dr. Craig Palsson

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Lianne Wappett

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Dr. Todd Griffith

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Macy Grange

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE
Dane Mariott

MASTER'S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Katherine Van Shaar Manning

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Jacob Huff

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Abby Jensen

STUDENT SENATOR
Bryce Von Niederhausern

VALEDICTORIAN
Isaac Vaughn Dixon
Marketing, Strategy, Leadership & Entrepreneurship / Economics & Finance
Faculty Escort: Dr. Alex Romney, Marketing and Strategy

During his time at Utah State University, Isaac Dixon has applied the values of higher education by exercising his passion for entrepreneurship, leadership, and research. He has worked on projects in the Dominican Republic, led humanitarian groups to Puerto Rico, and served in various leadership positions at the university. He was also part of the team that won the 2021 Enactus Sustainable Development goal pitch in the category of Decent Work and Economic Growth for their study “Plastic 2 Progress: Cleaning Up the Economy and the Streets in the Dominican Republic.”

Now, Isaac will graduate with honors from Utah State University with dual bachelor's degrees in International Business and Economics and minors in entrepreneurship and leadership. He and his wife recently opened Shake that Cake, a unique dessert business located in Cache Valley. Isaac eventually hopes to work in developing countries to help solve some of the world’s challenging social issues through entrepreneurship and innovation.
MASTER’S DEGREES

Acosta Santacruz, Liliana
Master of Human Resources

Albrechtsen, Tom
Master of Management Information Systems

Alcala, Liz
Master of Business Administration

Ambrose, Jon L.
Master of Business Administration

Andersen, Emily Elizabeth
Master of Human Resources

Arrigoni, Federico
Master of Business Administration

Arslanian, Joe Joseph
Master of Business Administration

Atkinson, Bryan Wilson
Master of Business Administration

Bagley, Bennett Tyler
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Barfuss, Nicole Rae
Master of Business Administration

Barlow, Nicole Ashley
Master of Accounting

Beckstrom, Kylee Lynne
Master of Accounting

Beckstrom, Tallon C.
Master of Business Administration

Bennett, Daniel Joseph
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Bennett, Stephen Christensen
Master of Business Administration

Bennion, Chris McAllister
Master of Business Administration

Benson, Tia Aldine
Master of Accounting

Bergeron, Erin Michelle
Master of Business Administration

Bigelow, Ean Mckenzie
Master of Science
Financial Economics

Bishop, Spencer
Master of Accounting

Biswas, Arumoy
Master of Management Information Systems

Blotter, Zachary James
Master of Accounting

Bolano, Kelsie Dee
Master of Human Resources

Bosco, Daniel
Master of Business Administration

Bradshaw, Ivalani
Master of Human Resources

Breeze, Jake L.
Master of Financial Economics

Brinkerhoff, Bradley
Master of Business Administration

Brooks, Ivan Leland
Master of Human Resources

Bunt, Jordyn
Master of Human Resources

Burkhart, Ma’ata Kaumoelotu
Master of Data Analytics Economics and Finance

Burrell, Ephraim
Master of Human Resources

Burt, Justin G.
Master of Business Administration

Burt, Whitten Robert
Master of Accounting

Bybee, Adrian
Master of Business Administration

Calder, Kaitlin
Master of Business Administration

Campbell, Josh James
Master of Human Resources

Campbell, Meg K.
Master of Human Resources

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
Campbell, Stew D.
Master of Business Administration

Campbell, Zach Scott
Master of Accounting

Cardon, Jessica Rose
Master of Accounting

Carlson, Stephen A.
Master of Business Administration

Chafin, Abby Nicole
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Chamberlain, Will McLogan
Master of Accounting

Chavez, Cristian A.
Master of Human Resources

Chrisney, Brendon
Master of Business Administration

Christensen, Emily
Master of Business Administration

Christensen, Kellie Rebekah
Master of Business Administration

Churchill, Joshua Robert
Master of Business Administration

Clark, Ben Andrew
Master of Business Administration

Claybaugh, Kort James
Master of Management Information Systems

Clayson, Tyler Douglas
Master of Data Analytics
Management Information Systems

Condo, Lissette Maria
Master of Business Administration

Cooley, Levi Cameron
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Coppin, Joe Frank
Master of Business Administration

Corbett, Ryan Alexander
Master of Business Administration

County, Annaliese
Master of Accounting

Cowan, Benjamin Stewart
Master of Human Resources

Cowdell, Jaime Lyn
Master of Business Administration

Cowley, Russell K.
Master of Business Administration

Cowley, Skyler David
Master of Business Administration

Crafts, Kasey
Master of Business Administration

Cragun, Chase Dee
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Craig, Will Spencer
Master of Business Administration

Crump, Erin Micall
Master of Data Analytics
Management Information Systems

Cuello, Ignacio Nicolas
Master of Business Administration

Curtis, Jacob Clyne
Master of Financial Economics

Dale, Serena
Master of Business Administration

Davidson, Anna Lisa
Master of Business Administration

Davis, Bridger Q.
Master of Accounting

Davis, Jaden Michael
Master of Human Resources

Daynes, Logan Bradford
Master of Business Administration

DeBack, Jeremy Mason
Master of Accounting

Diaz, Tonya Denice
Master of Business Administration

Dickson, Missy
Master of Human Resources

Doggett, Matt Ryan
Master of Human Resources

Dolphin, Chandler Robert
Master of Business Administration

Dorius, Trevin John
Master of Business Administration

Downing, Gage
Master of Business Administration

Dunn, Seth David
Master of Science
Economics
Dr. James A. Feigenbaum

Ebbeler, Jonathan Wesley
Master of Business Administration
Edholm, Palmer McCoy  
Master of Science in Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Edwards, Alfred  
Master of Business Administration

Eggers, Kason Scott  
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Eliason, Quin  
Master of Business Administration

Elison, Ethan James  
Master of Business Administration

Erickson, Katherine Louise  
Master of Accounting

Erickson, Mindy Debra  
Master of Business Administration

Fadel, Lexi Kay  
Master of Data Analytics Economics and Finance

Fairbanks, Spencer Theodell  
Master of Accounting

Fidel, Shay  
Master of Accounting

Fifield, Amber Loren  
Master of Business Administration

Fillerup, Tracie Lyn  
Master of Business Administration

Fjeldsted, Jack Russell  
Master of Human Resources

Fluckiger, Brandon Larry  
Master of Business Administration

Fuller, Grant I.  
Master of Management Information Systems

Funk, Alora Clarissa  
Master of Business Administration

Garrett, Hayley Hei Ting  
Master of Human Resources

Gauthier, Alec Dunbar  
Master of Accounting

George, Brayden Gary  
Master of Business Administration

Gharat, Vedang Vikas  
Master of Management Information Systems

Ghimire, Ritu  
Master of Data Analytics Management Information Systems

Ghosh, Arijita  
Master of Accounting

Gibson, Brandon Ray  
Master of Business Administration

Goaslind, Thomas  
Master of Business Administration

Godfrey, Jackson D.  
Master of Accounting

Gonzalez, Juan Jesus  
Master of Human Resources

Goodrich, Korrie Jean  
Master of Management Information Systems

Gray, Jessica Lynne  
Master of Accounting

Green, Graham Ellison  
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Green, Kayla Renee  
Master of Business Administration

Griffiths, Floyd Leor  
Master of Business Administration

Guadarrama, Victoria Mastin  
Master of Business Administration

Hallman, Joseph Young  
Master of Business Administration

Halteh, Ramez  
Master of Business Administration

Hammer, Cherea  
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Hammond, Joshua Steven  
Master of Business Administration

Hansen, Milyon Keder  
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Hardy, Brandon David  
Master of Human Resources

Harrah, Spencer  
Master of Business Administration & Master of Human Resources

Harris, Emmie Lynn  
Master of Business Administration

Harris, McKenzie Anne  
Master of Accounting

Hendricks, Morgan Jane  
Master of Accounting
Hill, Benjamin Thomas  
Master of Business Administration

Hill, Jaxon  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics

Hill, Randy  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Hilton, Benjamin  
Master of Accounting

Hogstrom, Christopher James  
Master of Business Administration

Hooley, Keirstyn Marie  
Master of Business Administration

Huber, Seth Joseph  
Master of Human Resources

Humphries, Samuel Allen  
Master of Human Resources

Iskandrani, Nesreen M.  
Master of Business Administration

Isom, Brian  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Jarvi, Michael  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics

Jenks, Amanda  
Master of Human Resources

Jennings, Elizabeth Anne  
Master of Accounting

Jensen, Jacob  
Master of Business Administration

Jeppesen, Mark Darwin  
Master of Human Resources

Jewkes, Jesse David  
Master of Business Administration

Johnson, Lee Danal  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics

Johnson, Quinn  
Master of Accounting

Johnson, Ryan Cabot  
Master of Human Resources

Johnson, Taylor Christian  
Master of Accounting

Kaeser, Aflatun  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Keller, Arianna Rae  
Master of Accounting

Keller, Austin  
Master of Accounting

Keller, Kollin Peter  
Master of Accounting

Kelley, Chad Edwards  
Master of Business Administration

Kelly, Kylie S.  
Master of Financial Economics

Kent, Joseph V.  
Master of Business Administration

Keyes, Bradley  
Master of Human Resources

Kirkham, Harmonee Lin  
Master of Business Administration

Kirkham, Taylor Scott  
Master of Business Administration

Kiti, Rachael Mbuche  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics

Knapmeyer, Benjamin  
Master of Business Administration

Knapton, Beau  
Master of Business Administration

Koster, Karlie Grietj  
Master of Accounting

Lambert, Zoe M.  
Master of Business Administration &  
Master of Human Resources

Lasson, Dylan Kay  
Master of Business Administration

Laub, Kailee Dawn  
Master of Accounting

Lewis, Brooke  
Master of Business Administration

Lofley, Tara  
Master of Business Administration

Longhurst, Quinn Kay  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics

Lopez Martinez, Ramon  
Master of Business Administration
Loveland, Suzy Metelko  
Master of Business Administration  

Low, Elliot Emmanuel  
Master of Business Administration  

Low, Ryker James  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics  

Lower, Nathan Jayson  
Master of Accounting  

Lunt, Kevin  
Master of Human Resources  

Mabey, Brianna  
Master of Business Administration  

Magda, Nicholas J.  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics  

Makris, Anthony  
Master of Business Administration  

Manning, Katherine Van Shaar  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler  

Maring, Myrthe Liset  
Master of Business Administration  

Mariott, Dane  
Master of Data Analytics  
Management Information Systems  

Mathews, Josh Mark  
Master of Business Administration  

Mears, Tyson  
Master of Business Administration  

Miller, Haley Marie  
Master of Business Administration  

Miller, Melanie  
Master of Human Resources  

Mitchell, Glenn  
Master of Business Administration  

Morazan, Dante  
Master of Data Analytics  
Economics and Finance  

Mortensen, Kendall Chase  
Master of Accounting  

Moss, Cameron Richard  
Master of Business Administration  

Murdock, Hunter S.  
Master of Human Resources  

Murdock, Sammie Ann  
Master of Business Administration  

Nafel, Harrison  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler  

Nasiri, Soraya  
Master of Accounting  

Nawaz, Najif Nowfal  
Master of Business Administration  

Needham, Jacob  
Master of Data Analytics  
Management Information Systems  

Nellis, Nate Christopher  
Master of Data Analytics  
Management Information Systems  

Nelson, Ivan Lane  
Master of Business Administration  

Nelson, Kadia  
Master of Accounting  

Neuuffer, Taylor  
Master of Business Administration  

Nielsen, Mike Woods  
Master of Business Administration  

Norman, Julie A.  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Kat Balicka  

Nunez, Juan Carlos  
Master of Business Administration  

Owen, Derek  
Master of Management Information Systems  

Padbury, Shannon  
Master of Human Resources  

Park, Becca Marie  
Master of Accounting  

Parker, Logan McKay  
Master of Accounting  

Phillips, Zachary Blake  
Master of Science  
Financial Economics  

Poulson, Emily Rachel  
Master of Human Resources  

Pritt, Jeremy Fiero  
Master of Data Analytics  
Management Information Systems  

Pugmire, Sam J.  
Master of Management Information Systems  

Pulliam, Spencer  
Master of Business Administration
Ragan, Thomas  
Master of Business Administration &  
Master of Human Resources

Rakuita, Tai William  
Master of Business Administration

Randall, Rae  
Master of Business Administration &  
Master of Human Resources

Rasmussen, Brian  
Master of Business Administration

Ravsten, Tanner C.  
Master of Accounting

Reed, Jenna Marie  
Master of Human Resources

Reid, Jordan Neil  
Master of Human Resources

Reid, Mitch Douglas  
Master of Business Administration

Rhoton, Michael Jacob  
Master of Accounting

Rich, Pat  
Master of Business Administration

Robertson, Tanner  
Master of Accounting

Robinson, Olivia Katarina  
Master of Business Administration

Rock, Colter  
Master of Human Resources

Rodeback, Ashlyn J.  
Master of Accounting

Rountree, Clay Cisneros  
Master of Human Resources

Rusk, Zach  
Master of Business Administration

Sampson, Melissa  
Master of Business Administration

Sargent, Colton  
Master of Business Administration

Saunders, Adam  
Master of Business Administration

Schafer, Jillian Moani  
Master of Business Administration

Schipman, Ernest Scott  
Master of Business Administration

Schroeder, Dustin  
Master of Management Information Systems

Schulz, Tanner James  
Master of Data Analytics  
Management Information Systems

Sears, Michael Jared  
Master of Management Information Systems

Seedall, Jason Robert  
Master of Business Administration

Seeley, Tyler  
Master of Business Administration

Short, Chase Thomas  
Master of Business Administration

Simmons, Alea  
Master of Accounting

Slater, Jayden Richard  
Master of Business Administration

Smith, Andrew William  
Master of Human Resources

Smith, Brook Nicole  
Master of Accounting

Smith, Madeleine Ruby  
Master of Business Administration

Solar Picazo, Alfredo  
Master of Business Administration

Sonnenberg, Christian Benjamin  
Master of Financial Economics

Sopalski, Timothy Bryan  
Master of Business Administration

Sorensen, Emily Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. T. Scott Findley

Stable, Dallas Taylor  
Master of Business Administration

Steenblik, Stephen Brent  
Master of Human Resources

Stinson, Jeremy  
Master of Business Administration

Stodard, Benjamin Gordon  
Master of Business Administration

Sun, Xianzheng  
Master of Science  
Economics  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Swita, William Michael  
Master of Business Administration

Taylor, Sara Marie  
Master of Accounting
Tenorio Sampaio, Gustavo
Master of Accounting

Terry, Josh
Master of Business Administration

Tooke, Shannon Raye
Master of Business Administration

Trane, Sami
Master of Human Resources

Tullis, Brayden James
Master of Human Resources

Udy, Jake Jared
Master of Accounting

von Niederhausern, Josh David
Master of Accounting

von Rintelen, Richard Herwart Stefan
Master of Business Administration

Wadsworth, Emily
Master of Accounting

Waite, Jordan Michael
Master of Human Resources

Walker, Andrew A.
Master of Data Analytics
Management Information Systems

Wall, Jared M.
Master of Business Administration

Wallin, Caroline
Master of Business Administration

Wallis, Jacklyn
Master of Human Resources

Walter, Will
Master of Business Administration

Walton, Jared Keith
Master of Science
Financial Economics

Warby, Preston James
Master of Accounting

Ward, Brittney M.
Master of Business Administration

Warr, Kirsten Lynn
Master of Business Administration

Whitted, Jake Randall
Master of Business Administration &
Master of Human Resources

Wilde, Derek
Master of Business Administration

Wille, Taylor Harman
Master of Business Administration

Williams, Jacob Paul
Master of Accounting

Williams, Kaycee
Master of Accounting

Wise, Resa Karin Young
Master of Business Administration

Wiser, Jacob Matthew
Master of Business Administration

Woods, Bryanda Aimee
Master of Business Administration

Work, Landon
Master of Data Analytics
Economics and Finance

Worthen, Jordan Cooper
Master of Data Analytics
Management Information Systems

Worthington, Alyssa Marie
Master of Business Administration &
Master of Human Resources

Wouden, Dan Robert
Master of Financial Economics

Wrigley, Joe Maxwell
Master of Management Information Systems

Zamantakis, Nick
Master of Business Administration
ACCOUNTING
Allmendinger, Josh D., BS *
Andrews, Julie Ann, BS
Ball, Brandon Dustin, BS
Ball, Braxton Steven, BS +
Bare-Hudson, Kevin Andrew, BS
Beckman, Megan R., BS ^
Bird, Maia E., BS
Blackham, Mark Chesley, BS ^
Blotter, Zachary James, BS +
Bono, McKenzie, BS ^
Caldwell, Genna Danielle, BS
Carr, Courtney L., BS *
Chapman, Madison, BS +
Clark, Megan E., BS *
Clay, Nathan J., BS ^
Cragun, Jake Ryan, BS +
Crandall, Haley Hunter Herrell, BS +
Fairbanks, Spencer Thedell, BS +
Flood, Davis C., BS
Gardner, Sam E., BS
Graves, Reese Allen, BS *
Gray, Jessica Lynne, BS ^
Green, Jason Dale, BS
Hodgson, Porter, BS ^
Jensen, Trevyn Cameron, BS
Kerr, Jordan T., BS
Kipping, Peyton Shanay, BS *
Kuykendall, Vicky Lynn, BS
Lund, Brighton Aaron, BS *
Merrill, Preslie Rae, BS *
Mills, Kayson, BS +
Morley, Scott, BS +
Murdock, Chase Robert, BS *
Needham, Marcus J., BS +
Newbold, Keaton Douglas, BS ^
Noyce, Parker Samuel, BS
Olson, Kaitlyn Rebecca, BS ^
Pearson, Jeffrey, BS *
Ravsten, LeAnn Elizabeth, BS *
Reid, Lacie Mae, BS +
Rogers, Alayna, BS *
Roberts, Alex Jay, BS *
Sheldon, Maylina, BS
Smith, Jacob H., BS *
Sofoul, Ryan Scott, BS
Spaulding, Nick Mack, BS *
Sperry, Madison Brooke, BS +
Stapleton, Jarely James, BS
Tabenito, Kate, BS *
Telford, Lauren Anne, BS *
Teuscher, Clayton C., BS
Tomkinson, Colt B., BS
Tuleuova, Amata, BS *
Tung, Alex David, BS *
Van Leeuwen, Taylor, BS
Vaughan, Jesse Hunter, BS *
Walters, Samantha F., BS
Wilding, Luke Aaron, BA ^
Williams, Aubrey Terissa, BS ^
Williams, Austin Keith, BS
Woods, Tyler James, BS *
Young, Connor Mckay, BS +

DATA ANALYTICS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Adair, Kylee McKay, BS
Adair, Parker Quentin, BS *
Affleck, Alexander Jon, BS *
Anderson, Jason, BS
Anderson, Zach Rolfe, BS *
Bagley, Richard McKay, BS
Baranowski, Brannon Ashley, BS
Barton, Austin, BS
Betsinne, Adrian Cory, BS *
Blunt, Hunter Quinton, BS
Bradshaw, Eliza Naomi, BS
Brannen, Hunter McKay, BS *
Broadhead, Talia Fernlyn, BS +
Brooksby, Justin Taylor, BS
Brown, Davis Creighton, BS
Bryant, Shea Christopher, BS *
Buck, Taylor Nicole, BS *
Bullough, Josh Elden, BS *
Bybee, Jaden Christopher, BS
Chamberlain, Joseph, BS
Christensen, Marissa L., BS *
Cox, Alex Jay, BS
Cutright, Sara Nicole, BS +
Davies, Hannah Jean, BS *
Dorrance, Grace M., BS *
Duffy, Jackson Shaw, BS *
Eckman, Brady L., BS *
Erazo, Carlos A., BS
Fairbanks, Hunter, BS +
Fields, Wilson Gabriel, BS
Fordham, Rebecca T., BS +
Froisland, Maddy C., BS *
Garcia, Anthony, BS *
Gaudette, Chris, BS *
Gibby, Ethan B., BS *
Gunnell, Drexler Jackson, BS
Gunnell, Matthew F., BS *
Hansen, Megan Elizabeth, BA ^
Haroldsen, Jonathan Taylor, BS +
Hawkes, Jeff Peter, BS
Hirsch, Simone Noelle, BS *
Israelen, TJ John, BS *
Jackson, Tessa, BS
Jensen, Abby, BS *
Jensen, Kade Lambert, BS +
Jensen, Spencer Noah, BS *
Johnson, Tyler Christopher, BS
Koch, Scott Walter, BA +
Lilienquist, Hunter Benjamin, BS
Lloyd, Austin Jon, BS
Maple, Andrea, BS
Mecham, Emma Danielle, BS
Merkley, Logan Del, BS *
Merrill, Preslie Rae, BS *
Mills, Kayson, BS +
Morley, Scott, BS +
Murdock, Chase Robert, BS *
Needham, Marcus J., BS +
Newbold, Keaton Douglas, BS ^
Noyce, Parker Samuel, BS
Olson, Kaitlyn Rebecca, BS ^
Pearson, Jeffrey, BS *
Ravsten, LeAnn Elizabeth, BS *
Reid, Lain McAllister, BS
Robertson, Alec Jay, BS *
Roberts, Alex Jay, BS *
Rouly, Joseph Marc, BS *
Ruiz Medina, Javier, BS *
Sheldon, Maylina, BS
Smith, Jacob H., BS *
Sofoul, Ryan Scott, BS
Spaulding, Nick Mack, BS *
Sperry, Madison Brooke, BS +
Stapleton, Jarely James, BS
Tabenito, Kate, BS *
Telford, Lauren Anne, BS *
Teuscher, Clayton C., BS
Tomkinson, Colt B., BS
Tuleuova, Amata, BS *
Tung, Alex David, BS *
Van Leeuwen, Taylor, BS
Vaughan, Jesse Hunter, BS *
Walters, Samantha F., BS
Wilding, Luke Aaron, BA ^
Williams, Aubrey Terissa, BS ^
Williams, Austin Keith, BS
Woods, Tyler James, BS *
Young, Connor Mckay, BS +

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Abrams, Jacob Brian, BS
Alder, Mischa Zipporah, BA
Allen, Jordan Thomas, BS *
Ames, Winston Daniel, BS
Anderson, Becca Christine, BS
Anderson, Derek J., BS *
Anderson, Ethan Jeffrey, BS *
Anderson, Nathan Thomas, BS *
Anderson, Tanner Darren, BS *
Archibald, Olivia, BS *
Arevalo, Alfonso, BS
Ashbrook, Delaney, BS
Austin, Brayden Lowry, BS *
Baker, Jared T., BS *
Bakker, Grant, BS
Bankhead, Wyatt William, BS
Bao, Xinhao, BS
Barlow, Braydon Maxwell, BS ^
Manning, Corryn Lajla, BS *
Marler, Samuel Rex, BS *
Martinez, Colin Antonio, BS *
McClure, Shane Dennis, BS *
McGill, Collin Isaac, BS
McGregor, Warren Chase, BS
Meck, Tyler Brent, BS
Meyer, Jackson Matthew, BS
Miao, Shuo, BS
Mifflin, Cameron M., BS ^
Montes De Oca, Antonio L., BS +
Morales Noriega, Lissy Mariela, BS *
Morris, Hunter K., BS
Moulton, Madalyn Lee, BS ^
Myers, Lindsey Karin, BS
Neilson, Daniel Davis, BS
Neuberger, Chase Cheney, BS *
Nie, Hongling, BS
Nie, Luanyi, BS
Nielsen, Davis John, BS *
Ning, Xin, BS +
Noland, Michelle Marie, BS
Nordbring, Viktor Martin, BS
Oldroyd, Adalee Noelle, BS *
Ozturk, Zeynep Naz, BS *
Pan, Xin, BS
Panter, Spencer Ray, BS
Parent, C. Xavier, BS *
Parkinson, Jayden Jeffrey, BS +
Patten, Ivie Quinn, BS +
Pendleton, Rylee Mac, BS *
Perry, Heather, BS +
Pickett, Maeser T., BS +
Pollock, Joseph, BS
Pound, Mitchell Franklin, BS +
Pryor, Sam Edward, BS
Qian, Yiyang, BS
Qiao, Yiyang, BS
Qu, Jiuhang, BS *
Qu, Fangning, BS
Qu, Hengfeng, BS
Randall, Joshua David, BS
Reid, Collin Binks, BS *
Reinhead, Brooklyn Jade, BS
Ren, Xinyue, BS
Richards, Jace Theodore, BS *
Richards, Dante Carlos, BA
Richins, Mason Edward, BS *
Riggs, Lamont, BS
Robbins, Kyler Spencer, BS
Roundy, Wesley Steven, BS
Ruff, John David, BS +
Rust, Miguel Richard, BS ^
Sang, Ye, BS
Seegrist, Justin Michael, BS
Sessions, Brady Barratt, BS +
Shang, Haonan, BS
Shang, Xuyi, BS
Shaw, Ty Joseph, BS
She, Zexin, BS
Shen, Chutong, BS
Shen, Jiabeng, BS
Shi, Jiayong, BS
Shoemaker, Brynlee Kate, BS +
Slaughter, Shae Matthew, BS
Smith, Austin Robert, BS
Smith, Trent Michael, BS
Smith, Zachary Hunter, BS
Song, Kaiyuan, BS
Song, Xiuyue, BS *
Song, Yiming, BS
Sorensen, John Y., BS *
Spencer, Jacob Andrew, BA ^
Spencer, Kaysen Kyle, BS +
Stragg, Nathan R., BS
Stevens, Lucas Joel, BS
Stringham, Jared Scott, BS
Su, Chaofan, BS
Su, Jinru, BS
Sun, Fankai, BS
Sun, Heyang, BS
Sun, Jiaying, BS *
Sun, Junfeng, BS
Sun, Shaoning, BS
Sun, Shuo, BS
Sun, Weidong, BS
Sun, Yiyang, BS *
Sun, Yueyi, BS
Sun, Zhouxin, BS
Sun, Zhourxin, BS
Sundstrom, Christiane Renee, BS ^
Swartzlander, Kolton Phillip, BS
Tao, Ruifei, BS *
Tao, Yiven, BS
Thompson, Abby J., BS *
Thompson, Grayson, BS
Thomson, Karlie Jo, BS *
Tian, Chunquan, BS
Tingey, Bryant Matthew, BS
Tong, Xu, BS *
Toomey, Ariel Kathleen, BS *
Tran, Rodney Thien, BS ^
Tremea, Gavin J., BS +
Vail, Daniel Robert, BS
Vanbrocklin, Giana, BS *
Waddoups, Sarah Ruth, BS ^
Walters, Cameryn R., BS
Wang, Binglin, BS
Wang, Hairui, BS
Wang, Jiabo, BS
Wang, Jingyi, BS *
Wang, Jue, BS
Wang, Junhao, BS *
Wang, Junmin, BS
Wang, Shuyi, BS
Wang, Xi, BS *
Wang, Xinyan, BS
Wang, Zihan, BS +
Wen, Jingyue, BS
Wen, Yuting, BS
White, Collin Jeffrey, BA *
White, Collin Jeffrey, BA *
White, Nash H., BS *
Wilkey, Haylee L., BS *
Williams, Cameron Rex, BS
Willis, Payson, BS
Wilson, Koebe Matthew, BS *
Winn, Riley T., BS
Wood, Jeremy Matthew, BS *
Wood, Joshua Michael, BS +
Wooten, Melody Celeste, BS +
Wu, Jiayi, BS
Xia, Fan, BS
Xia, Tian, BS *
Xiang, Wanlin, BS
Xiao, Junchen, BS *
Xie, Zixin, BS *
Xin, Zexuan, BS
Xu, Huilin, BS
Xu, Minghai, BS
Xu, Tingting, BS
Xu, Xiaoke, BS
Xu, Xinhao, BS
Xu, Yinhao, BS
Xu, Zidi, BS
Xu, Zimeng, BS
Xue, Jingbo, BS
Yan, Beibei, BS
Yang, Bo, BS
Yang, Guoyou, BS
Yang, Jiuning, BS
Yang, Minghe, BS
Yang, Mingxue, BS
Yang, Runxi, BS
Yang, Shangru, BS
Yang, Sihan, BS
Yang, Yiran, BS
Yang, Yiwen, BS *
Yang, Yuxin, BS
Yao, Ruibin, BS
Yassine, Ali M., BS
Ye, Lingjie, BS
Yin, Mengru, BS *
Yu, Jiachen, BS
Yu, Wenjun, BS *
Yu, Yue, BS
Yuan, Yu, BS
Yue, Haoran, BS
Zeng, Ziyi, BS *
Zhai, Haoyu, BS *
Zhai, Yi, BS
Zhan, Luotian, BS *
Zhang, Guodong, BS
Zhang, Huan, BS
Zhang, Jiayin, BS
Zhang, Jinhan, BS
Zhang, Qiaoqiu, BS
Zhang, Rui, BS
Zhang, Ruotong, BS *
Zhang, Wenjing, BS
Zhang, Xinyu, BS
Zhang, Yan, BS
Zhang, Yaoyuan, BS
Zhang, Yi, BS *
Zhang, Yiyung, BS +
Zhang, Yunhan, BS *
Zhang, Zhe, BS *
Zhang, Zhiyu, BS
Zhang, Zi, BS
Zhao, Shida, BS
Zhao, Shida, BS
Zhao, Suning, BS *
Zhao, Yanyu, BS
Zhao, Yating, BS
Zhao, Zihan, BS
Zheng, Pinging, BS *
Zheng, Yibing, BS
Zhong, Yuwei, BS
Zhou, Wanyi, BS
Zhou, Wenjie, BS
Zhou, Xinyi, BS +
Zhu, Jun, BS
Kap, Sydney Frances, BS
Knudsen, Alyssa Nicole, BS *
Kunz, Kassi, BS
Lancaster, Jack Austin, BS *
Larsen, Jamie Carol, BS *
Lavering, Sarah Ann, BS *
Lee, Hayley, BS
Lewis, Brady Allen, BS
Lewis, Josh, BS
Lex, Victoria, BS *
Longhurst, Page Anne, BS *
Lucatero, Delia, BS
Luster, Brinlee, BS +
Luster, Mariela, BS +
Marz, Gabby, BS *
Masters, Braden Kade, BS
Matheson, Christine Elizabeth, BS *
McDonough, Trevor M., BS
Miller, Jace D., BS
Moore, Taylor Sayana, BS +
Murray, Hannah, BS +
Myers, Kaden Wayne, BS
Nelson, Matthew Crane, BS
Nuttall, Caitlin Jessica, BS
Nye, Nicole Elizabeth, BS
Olson, Jenna Elizabeth, BS *
Oscarson, Gavin Leonard, BS
Pendleton, Rylee Mae, BS *
Petersen, Nate M., BS *
Pollard, Logan William, BS
Quayle, Lilly M., BS *
Rapier, Tacy Elizabeth, BS *
Reed, Caleb J., BS
Reiter, Shaylie Lynn, BS +
Rivera, Micaela Almendra, BS
Robinson, Elle, BS *
Robinson, Kylie N., BS *
Robinson, Sidney A., BS *
Rogers, Derick Coleman, BS
Roper, Lindsey Erin, BS +
Rose, Isabella J., BS *
Salisbury, Lydia, BS +
Salvesen, Tyler Lyman, BA *
Shah, Christiana Mae, BS +
Shepherd, Aubrey Nicole, BS *
Smith, Caleb Robert, BS *
Smith, Clayton Louis, BS
Snyder, Neal Griffith, BA
Snyder, Taylee Lynn, BS +
Southam, Niles Gordon, BA *
Spencer, Jacob Andrew, BA ^
Sprouse, Ben Clark, BS
Stoneman, Kelli, BS ^
Thiel, Grayson B., BS +
Thomas, Samuel Richard, BS
Thomson, Karlee Jo, BS *
Toomey, Ariel Kathleen, BS *
Trueman, Xander Paul, BS
Vongphachanh, AJ, BS
Wallace, Sierra Afton, BS *
Warner, Skyler Nelson, BS *
Warren, Daniel Jared, BS *
Wheelwright, Andrew Walter, BS +
Wilcox, Emily, BS +
Williams, Aubrey Terissa, BS ^
Wilson, Ashley Marie, BS *
Wise, Sophie L., BS
Wood, Alyssa Ann, BS
Wood, Amber Elizabeth, BS *
Woods, Griffin Michael, BS
Wright, Bracken Matias, BS
Wynia, Kendra A., BS
Zabel, Nathan Brett, BS *
Zubeck, Daxton Lynn, BS
S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES CONVOCATION

May 4, 2023
Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center
5:30 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
OPENING REMARKS
Linda Nagel, Dean

VALEDICTORIAN INTRODUCTION
John (Jack) C. Schmidt

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Naomi Orchard

TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Eric Lamalfa

HOODING AND RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
Karen Beard, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies

RECOGNITION OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Peter Howe, Associate Dean for Academics

CLOSING REMARKS
Linda Nagel, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2022-2023 S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Linda Nagel, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Eric LaMalfa

UNIVERSITY FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Doug Ramsey

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Peter Adler

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Patrick Kelly

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Sage Chatterton

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Katherine “Katie” Siesel

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Brian Smith

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Kate Sinnott

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Austin Garner

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Naomi Orchard

JARDINE JUNIPER
Elexis Dalton Bernstein

STUDENT SENATOR
Abigail MacKay

DEPARTMENTAL OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Abigail MacKay, Environment and Society
Sandra Johnston, Watershed Sciences
Lily Martindale, Wildland Resources

VALEDICTORIAN
Naomi Orchard
Watershed Sciences
Faculty Escort:
John (Jack) C. Schmidt

Naomi Orchard is a dedicated student with a non-traditional education path. She graduated high school a year early, then spent the next four years traveling and challenging herself — including time on permaculture farms in New Zealand, studying Slavic languages in the Balkans, volunteering with the Arizona Conservation Corps, and working as a river guide in Southern Utah. Naomi’s passion for environmental stewardship, equity in outdoor recreation, and watershed sciences brought her to study at the S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources (QCNR) at Utah State University.

She has served as the QCNR biology tutor, a member of the QCNR Undergraduate Student Council, and co-president of Backcountry Squatters — a club committed to increasing female and nonbinary access to outdoor recreation. Last summer, Naomi attended a study abroad program in Nepal where she trekked through the Annapurna region studying the geology and geohazards of the Himalayas. Through the Center for Colorado River Studies, she conducted a senior thesis on the impact of dam operations on the upper Green River. After a gap year of white-water river guiding on the Snake River, she plans to pursue a graduate degree in fluvial geomorphology. She hopes to spend her career working to balance the human demand for water and the need for healthy river systems, all under a changing climate.
S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

DOCTORAL DEGREES
Becker, Kendall Marjorie Loree
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Jim Lutz

Bell, Mark Edward
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Michael Conover

Bleke, Cole Allen
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Eric M. Gese

Germain, Sara Jane
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Jim Lutz

Goeking, Sara Ann
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Science
Dr. David G. Tarboton

Koutzoukis, Sofia
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Kari Veblen

Lamborn, Chase Christopher
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Jordan Smith

Leonard, Christy May
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Science
Dr. John C. Schmidt

McLaren, John Sterling
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Paudel, Suman
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Christopher Lant

Rohde, Ashley Therese
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Karen Mock

Tarsa, Emily Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Karin M. Kettenring

Tarver, Ryan
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Mark Brunson

MASTER’S DEGREES
Ahrens, Zach
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Ammon, Jens Debray
Master Ecological Restoration

Arditti, Alec J.
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Patrick Belmont

Bryan, Rayce Alton
Master of Science
Range Science
Dr. Eric Thacker

Burgert, Zach John
Master Ecological Restoration

Cappaert, Jaycee L.
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Justin DeRose

Carrell, Josh Daniel
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Thomas Edwards

Cobo Arias, Melissa
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Erin Rivers

Cook, Forest Kane
Master of Science
Geography
Dr. Peter Howe

Dastrup, Nicholas Jared
Master Ecological Restoration
Depew, Elizabeth Ann
Master of Science
Recreation Resource Management
Dr. Jordan Smith

Floyd, Nathan Jacob
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Julie Young

Franklin, Amber
Master of Natural Resources

Gianniny, Gordon Omer
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Janice Brahney

González Ortiz, Adrián Alejandro
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Trisha Brooke Atwood

Gustavus, Macy Sky
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Janice Brahney

Hart, Ronan Briar
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Simona Picardi

Hebert, Coryna Louise
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Karin M. Kettenring

Irving, Michael James
Master of Natural Resources

Jainarain, Emily Elizabeth
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Erin Rivers

Jarvis, Victoria
Master of Natural Resources

Karr, Colson
Master Ecological Restoration

Little, Katheryn
Master of Science
Forestry
Dr. Justin DeRose

Lybeck, Carter Tobias
Master Ecological Restoration

McBride, Randall Karl
Master of Science
Wildlife Biology
Dr. Tal Avgar

Meyer, Caleb
Master of Science
Recreation Resource Management
Dr. Jordan Smith

Michaud, Christopher
Master of Natural Resources

Mueller, Kaeli Cheyenne
Master of Science
Geography
Dr. Christopher Lant

Nesbit, Kristin Anne
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Larissa Yocom

Nesbitt, Jordan
Master of Science
Environment and Society
Dr. Christopher Monz

Page, Maycee Jane
Master Ecological Restoration

Pershyn, Nadine
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Eric M. Gese

Pinto, Dakoeta
Master of Science
Environment and Society
Dr. Sarah Klain

Proescholdt, Toni May
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Kezia Manlove

Remiszewski, Tansy Toolin
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Rempel, Will
Master of Science
Environment and Society
Dr. Mark Brunson

Richards, Jacob Cole
Master of Science
Recreation Resource Management
Dr. Jordan Smith

Riley, Oaklee Marie
Master of Natural Resources

Shedden, Kenneth Christopher
Master of Natural Resources

Silva, Casey Elise
Master of Natural Resources

Smeeding, Nicole
Master of Natural Resources
Southers, Sydney June
Master Ecological Restoration

Spernbauer, Bettina Sophie
Master of Science
Environment and Society
Dr. Jordan Smith

Stewart, Andi
Master of Science
Wildlife Biology
Dr. Mary Conner

Trudgeon, Allie Marie
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Justin DeRose

Watts, Rachel Emily
Master of Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Janice Brahney

Weinberg, Marisa Ashley
Master of Natural Resources

Wen, Jiahao
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Janice Brahney

Wilson-Henjum, Grete Elyse
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Kezia Manlove

Winter, Veronica Ann
Master of Science
Ecology
Dr. Tal Avgar
S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Baker, Dallin Henry, CP **
Bean, Carrie Renee, BS
Blackburn, Dustin Max, BS
Blaylock, Justin Ellis, CP ^^
Camomile, Peyton Elizabeth, BS *
Carlson, McKenna Shea, BS +
Casper, Tanner Lynn, BS
Chaves, Kevin, CP
Cole, Lauren Paige, BS
De Nes, Philippe, BS
Epperson, Emma Lauren Rebecca, BS *
Fetzer, Colton Jones, BS *
Flores, Olivia M., BS
Gilbert, Lisa, BS
Haines, Tyelar Lee, BS *
Hall, Kenedi Hunter, BS *
Hansen, Amelia, BS
Hawkes, Grant Matthew, BS +
Howell, Jake Jeffrey, CP, BS
Jimenez, Chloe Madeleine, BS +
Johnson, Kelsey Marble, BS
Kearney, Hope Marie, BS +
Knudsen, Danielle, BS ^
Lane, Emily Rebecca, CP ^^
Lessar, Brooke Nicole, BS
Luke, Regan Elizabeth, BS ^
Lundgren, Emma Catherine, BS *
Mactfarlane, Mazzie Tailor, BS *
MacKay, Abigail Bernice Pauahi, BS ^
McDonald, Kiersten Jo, BS *
McLoughlin, Matisse Susan, BS +
Memmott, Sasha Hope, BS
Munns, Martee C., BS
O’Harra, Spencer Ray, BS ^
Pancake, Devin T., BS
Schubaeh, Shar Aundrea, BS
Smith, Sierra Renae, CP, BS
Springer, Shannen, BS
Stephenson, Sam Benjamin, BS *
Strain, Nathan Vincent, CP, BS
Thompson, Richard T., CP
Thortlakson, Pua Kapua Lilinoelani, BS
Velez, Soliam, BS *
Watt, Kendll Mary, BS *
Woodie, Scott, CP **

NATURAL RESOURCES
Decker, Ashton Marie Martinez, BS
Mauk, Grant R., BS
Nuusmer, Keaton Reese, BS *
Petersen, Ashley D., BS
Pierce, Emery M., BS
Rasmussen, Kailea Monea, BS
Surrage, Savannah Kay, BS
Walk, Mason Elliot, BS *
Wall, Michelle, BS
Wallis, Amelia J., BS

WATERSHED SCIENCES
Aristizabal, Steph, BS *
Baker, Dallin Henry, BS *
Bennion, Julia Lynn, BS
Bertagna, Jonathan W., BS
Chaves, Kevin, BS
Coleman, Tyler Raymond, BS
Johnston, Sandra E., BS +
Nuecoles, Leslie, BS
Orchard, Naomi, BS ^
Scothern, Broderick Duane, BS *
Thomas, Zachary Max, BS *
Utley, Trenton Greg, BS
Woodie, Scott, BS *

WILDLAND RESOURCES
Adams, Perrin M., BS *
Allred, Mitisia C., BS *
Allton, Emily J., BS +
Amundsen, Felecia C., BS
Bailey, James Nicholas, BS
Basili, Nikiki Lee, BS
Bernstein, Alexsis Dalton, BS +
Brown, Matthew Jeremia, BS
Burr, Tanner F., BS
Cano, Rosario Raquel, BS +
Cargile, Brenda K., BS *
Carter, Jessa May, BS
Casper, Tanner Lynn, BS
Charlesworth, Wiant, BS *
Chatterton, Sage Nicole, BS ^
Crawford, Nate Michael, BS +
DeBruin, Mikennu R., BS ^
Dye, Maddie Rose, BS
Evans, Coleman Augustus, BS *
Freeze, Wyatt Eric, BS *
Gaudet, Jesse Peter, BS *
Green, Keslee Ann, BS *
Hickman, Ihah Rose, BS *
Hobson, Zac Hunter, BS
Hoffman, Trevor McGuire, BS
Hoffman, Tucker Dean, BS
Jenkins, Kodie Ann, BS
King, Nicole, BS *
Kirby, Dawni Lyn, BS ^
Knowlton, Quincy G., BS *
Lane, Emily Rebecca, BS +
Lee, Kynan Joel, BS
Martindale, Lily Elise, BS ^
Maw, Jada Star, BS +
Nester, David Marlin, BS +
Pepper, Ari, BS
Shelton, Stefan Lee, BS *
Sherwood, Leon Mckay, BS
Siesel, Katie Elizabeth, BS +
Slaugh, MKinli Kate, BS *
Stephens, Nicholas Robert, BS
Turnipseed, Jack R., BS
Ure, Rylan Joseph, BS *
Vitek, Taylor Aspen, BS
Ward, Taylor C., BS
Warr, Kaylee, BS
Winder, Rachel H., BS
Wisler, Nathan Andrew, BS
Wright, Anja Jeanette, BS
Young, Carson Wade, BS
BACHELOR OF INTEGRATED STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE OF GENERAL STUDIES CONVOCATION

May 4, 2023
Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center
3:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Janet B. Anderson, Senior Vice Provost

CONVOCATION SPEAKERS
Rebecca Berrett
Completion Coordinator and Integrated Studies Advisor

Dr. Jeannie L. Johnson
Associate Professor, Political Science

RECOGNITION OF 2023 GRADUATES
Janet B. Anderson, Senior Vice Provost

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Laurens H. Smith, Provost and Chief Academic Officer

RECESSIONAL
BACHELOR OF INTEGRATED STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE OF GENERAL STUDIES 2022-2023 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

GENERAL STUDIES
Alder, David Lee, AA **
Ball, Matt M., AA **
Bigger, James Jesse, AA
Bindrup, Elle Machelle, AA
Bindrup, Will Reed, AA
Bolan, Cheyenne, AA **
Call, Charles Hunter, AA **
Casas, Tennessee Anieves, AA
Cushing, Sam James, AA
Farnsworth, Sadie Jean, AA **
Godfrey, Mark Anthony, AA **
Guymon, Brielle Kamilla, AA **
Hall, Connie Alicia, AA
Hawkins, Nick Brendan, AA **
Heaps, Megan Noelle, AA
Huerta, Tavo Adolfo, AA
Hulleberg, Benjamin, AA
Jackson, Zack David, AA **
James, Bailey B., AA **
Jenkins, Julia Hannah Franca, AA
Komarek, Lindsie Lynn, AA
McBride, Caleb Tug, AA **
Neeld, Rachel M., AA **
Petersen, Caden Lee, AA **
Reid, Jessica Ann, AA **
Sandstrom, Niarja, AA **
Smith, Sarah Catherine, AA
Southam, Tylan Denton, AA
Stanger, Aubrey, AA
Stott, Nare D., AA
Stump, David Mathew, AA
Taylor, Cassie Jo, AA **
Taylor, Zachary Dennis, AA **
Ufford, Katie Chanelle, AA
Aagard DeAngelo, Vienna Annette, AS
Abila, Emalee Justine, AS **
Abraham, Sadie Shae, AS **
Adolpho, Rafael, AS **
AL Sutari, Loay Hani Saleh, AS
Alder, Cameron Ryan, AS **
Alexander, Ash Dawn, AS **
Allcott, Tiare Rommane, AS
Alldredge, Ashley, AS **
Allgaier, Colton Nathan, AS
Allred, Amber Hope, AS **
Allred, Jayne, AS **
Allred, Tanyon Yory, AS
Alton, Sydney Grace, AS **
Andersen, Gracie K., AS
Andersen, Michael Grant, AS **
Anderson, Ashton Leah, AS **
Anderson, Jayne, AS
Anderson, Kaitlynn, AS **
Anderson, Sophia Faith, AS **
Anderson, Tyler C., AS **
Aragon, Sage, AS
Arbo, Brady John, AS
Arevalo, Amy Nicole, AS **
Armstrong, Payton Blair, AS **
Arrington, Grace Page, AS **
Asay, Liz M., AS
Asby, Jaxon, AS
Ashby, Jodi, AS
Astle, Megan Kate, AS **
Astudillo Lizana, Thomas Agustín, AS
Atkinson, Brecklyn, AS **
Austin, Race, AS
Avila, Annelly, AS
Bagley, Bella, AS
Bailey, Annabelle Helen, AS **
Bailey, Emalee Nicole, AS **
Baker, Sarah Kennedy, AS **
Ball, Sarah Jane, AS
Ballard, Alitya Jane, AS **
Banks, Brynn McKinley, AS **
Barber, Andrew N., AS **
Barker, Bailey Jessica, AS **
Barlow, Parker John, AS
Barragan, Cesar Martin, AS
Barrowes, Spencer James, AS
Barr, Morgan Jensen, AS **
Barton, Cameron Bryon, AS
Barton, Gabrielle Rose, AS **
Basilis, Guillermo Miguel, AS
Batchelor, Ashton, AS
Baume, Emma, AS
Bawden, Kaelie LaVerne, AS **
Beasterfield, Faith Ann, AS
Beck, Hayden Cart, AS
Beck, Valerie Kay, AS
Beckstrom, Jaycie L., AS **
Beecher, Myra Kathleen, AS **
Beecher, Saul L., AS
Begay, Mariah Tehya, AS
Bejarano Arenas, Brandon Arian, AS
Belliston, Haylie Christine, AS **
Benson, Cambrey, AS **
Bentley, Camby Ann, AS **
Beus, Brynlee Autumn, AS **
Bindrup, Merick Spencer, AS **
Birch, Raycee Ann, AS
Birch, Rhonda, AS **
Bird, Carter McKell, AS **
Bird, Jaxon, AS
Bischoff, Saige, AS
Black, Allie Karen, AS
Blackhorse, Morgan M., AS
Blanc, Makenna Lee, AS
Blanton, LeeAnne Cellia, AS **
Blevin, Evgenia, AS
Blomquist, Ruth Ann, AS
Bloom, Christopher Todd, AS
Bloomer, Dylan J., AS **
Boehme, Chelsie M., AS
Bolohan, Jame Lyons, AS
Bolton, Rachel Elizabeth, AS **
Book, Chloe Ann, AS
Booth, Kimberly, AS
Bourdois, Bailey Anne, AS
Bourne, Carly Kate, AS
Bowman, Rachel Paige, AS
Boyer, Ellie L., AS **
Bradford, Autumn Michelle, AS **
Brady, Cassidy Bauco, AS
Brady, Zach John, AS **
Braucher, Will Paul, AS
Brenchley, Porter S., AS
Bretey, Spencer Philip, AS **
Briggs, Abigail Hannah, AS **
Brimhall, Addy Stephanie, AS **
Broach, Madison/Maz Riley, AS **
Brooks, Eli Jomax, AS **
Brown, Dustin France, AS **
Brown, Isabel Louisa, AS
Brown, Jordan Paul, AS
Brun, Julie Ann, AS
Bruner, Jason L., AS **
Bryan, Taylor Lyn, AS **
Buchanan, Braeden, AS **
Bunker, Ashley, AS **
Burke, Velina Rose, AS
Burrows, Jeni Lynn, AS **
Bushman, Lindsey Celeste, AS **
Butts, Adam W., AS **
Call, Abbie Grace, AS **
Capitan, Chris Mishodt, AS
Card, Autumn Rae, AS
Carley, Jaden Lynn, AS **
Carlston, Sammi Grace, AS **
Carroll, Hayley, AS
Carter, Clover Estelle, AS
Carter, Eric McKay, AS
Carter, Keith Xavier, AS
Carter, Luke James, AS
Casper, Eliza C., AS
Ceja, Vanessa Heredia, AS
Cervantes, Alicia Dawn, AS
Champagne, Claire M., AS **
ChapPELL, BrenT, AS **
Chase, Logan P., AS **
Chastain, Chantelle Marie, AS **
Christen, Leah, AS **
Christensen, Alyssa, AS **
Christensen, Bryce Dee, AS **
Christensen, Hayden Russell, AS **
Christensen, Malissa May, AS **
Christian, Rachel Ruth, AS
Christensen, Graciee Nicole, AS
Cimmarusti, Lindsie, AS
Clark, Aspen Kelly, AS **
Clark, Jackie, AS **
Clark, Valerie Ann, AS **
Ohay, Devin, AS
Olsen, Halle Diane, AS **
Olsen, Mitch R., AS
Olsen, Natalie, AS ^^
Olsen, Terah Meilan, AS ^^
Olubi, Gbenga, AS
O’Neal, Mia Shirley, AS **
Orbrio, Ernesto, AS
Orton, Allison Michelle, AS ^^
Orwig, Cale, AS
Ory, Jess Yuiko, AS
Oyanguren, Ally Anne, AS
Pace, Beth Helen, AS **
Packard, Ethan C., AS **
Packard, Tiani Denise, AS ^^
Packer, Noah Joseph, AS ^^
Page, Natalie Kay, AS ^^
Palmer, Gracie Shane, AS
Pardinos, Alejandro Palmira, AS **
Parent, D’Artagnan Raoul, AS ^^
Parker, John I., AS **
Parks, Kyna Adrienne, AS ^^
Parkinson, Chandler Cheree, AS ^^
Parsons, Brady J., AS ^^
Patten, Sage John, AS ^^
Patterson, Abbey M., AS
Payne, Bailey Lynn, AS
Payne, Kennedy, AS ^^
Pearson-Fuller, Pam Ann, AS
Pedersen, Dax Cody, AS
Penrod, Hallie D., AS **
Petersen Jones, Audrey Lynn, AS
Petersen, Hailey M., AS ^^
Petersen, Rylee, AS **
Petersen, Braden Wade, AS **
Petersen, Ellie Brooke, AS **
Petty, Allyson A., AS
Phillips, Krista, AS
Pickett, Kiera A., AS ^^
Pilarczyk, Frank Richard, AS
Pincombe, Jace Charles, AS
Pitcher, Hailey Renee, AS **
Pitcher, Tate R., AS
Polland, Sarah Emma, AS
Pope, Korbet J., AS **
Popey, Caleb Ryan, AS ^^
Potts, Katlyn Marie, AS
Pound, Joshd Earl, AS ^^
Powers, Vanessa Marie, AS ^^
Prettyman, Mielee, AS ^^
Price, Kyara Merlene, AS
Probst, Cort M., AS ^^
Putt, Aaric D., AS ^^
Quarles, Wes Gale, AS
Quinn, Alexander Trystan, AS ^^
Quinn, Collin, AS
Rawson, Grace Noel, AS ^^
Reed, Tyler Dustin, AS
Rees, Grant, AS
Reidhead, Jenna K., AS ^^
Rich, Emily, AS
Richards, Abby, AS
Richards, Halle, AS ^^
Riches, Hannah Lynn, AS
Rigby, Keanu Clarke, AS **
Rigby, Kortney Nicole, AS
Rindlisbaker, Kaycee Jo, AS
Ritchie, Brynley Kate, AS
Robbins, Brandon Gregory, AS
Roberts, Joshua Kaide, AS **
Roberts, Rebekah Lynn, AS ^^
Robinson, Matthew, AS
Roesner, Ronald, AS
Rohwer, Kennedy Jo, AS ^^
Romero, Halli Alise, AS **
Rosenheim, Kaylee Anne, AS
Rosqvist, Zarya, AS
Rouffignac, Max Jay, AS
Rounds, Caleb J., AS
Roynance, Ashlyn Shae, AS
Roynance, Justin Douglas, AS ^^
Rudd, Jenson, AS
Ryan, Zara, AS ^^
Samano, Kaitlin Marie, AS **
Sanders, Jayden Charles, AS
Sanderson, Payton Boyd, AS **
Sandquist, Blake Thomas, AS **
Santos, Ismael, AS
Savage, Lecex, AS
Saxton, Courtney, AS
Schade, Levi Gentry, AS **
Schafer, Sydney Marie, AS
Schellenberg, Daisy M., AS **
Schmidt, Becca Jane, AS **
Schmidt, Justin, AS ^^
Schoenfeld, Ethan, AS
Schrader, Tate, AS **
Schumann, Jackson Brad, AS ^^
Scott, Myleigh Sage, AS ^^
Searle, Kassidy Meagan, AS
Searle, Sage Kol, AS ^^
Seecholzer, Syd Lee, AS
Seekley, Issie, AS ^^
Sepulveda, Amalia Jean, AS ^^
Serrano, McKala Sue, AS
Short, Aubrey Ann, AS
Shreeve, Camden B., AS
Sickler, Olivia Lyn, AS **
Silitto, Tanner Joseph, AS ^^
Silvestri, Dominic A., AS
Simonsen, Ellie, AS ^^
Simper, Shanya Lola, AS
Skabelund, Jared Wayne, AS
Skinner, Ricki Jo, AS **
Slighing, Nicole Renee, AS
Smeltzer, Elise Noelle, AS ^^
Smith, Alicia, AS ^^
Smith, Avery L., AS ^^
Smith, Ethan Lawrence, AS ^^
Smith, Josh Jared, AS
Smith, Makayla Dawn, AS **
Smith, Quinlyn Paige, AS **
Smuin, Malaya Mari, AS ^^
Smuin, Reagan Maurice, AS ^^
Smuin, Vanessa Anne Bantog, AS
Sneddon, Katelyn A., AS ^^
Snow, Addison Noelle, AS
Sosa, Lizbeth Adriana, AS
Sparks, Haylee May, AS ^^
Springer, Micah Sage, AS ^^
Stam, Madeline Rose, AS ^^
Stettler, Gracie McCall, AS ^^
Stevenson, Nathan Jon, AS
Stewart, Alexix K., AS
Stimpson, Bryan Richard, AS
Stucki, Chase C., AS
Summers, Garret M., AS
Swiderski, Joe James, AS
Symkovkio, Brooke Aurora, AS **
Symonds, Addison Judith, AS ^^
Tabone, Brenna, AS ^^
Taggart, Amy, AS ^^
Taggart, Sophie, AS
Taylor, Aidan Dennis, AS
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(And) across the quad at eventide as shadows softly fall, we'll

tower of 'Old Main' appears, and peace rests over all, Thy

lighted "A" upon the hill, stands out against the blue. Oh, Alma Mater,

Utah State, my heart sings out to you. And heart sings out to you. Oh,

Alma Mater Utah State, my heart sings out to you.
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